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STATEMENT OF ASSURANCL

IT IS THE POLICY OF THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THAT NO PERSON BE SUBJECTED TO DISCRIMINATION ON THE'

BASIS OF RACE, NATIOtIAL ORIGIN, SEX, AGE, HANDICAP OR

MARITAL STATUS IN ANY PROGRAM, SERVICE OR ACTIVITY FOR

WHICH THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IS RESPONSIBLE.
f

THE DEPARTMENT WILL COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF STATE

AND FEDERAL LAW CONCERNING NON-DISCRIMINATION AND WILL

STRIVE BY ITS ACTIONS TO ENHANCE THE DIGNITY AND WORTH

OF ALL PERSONS..

STATEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT

THIS PROJECT WAS DEVELOPED AND PRODUCED UNDER A SUB-CONTRACT

FOR THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION BY LANE COMMUNITY

COLLEGE, APRRENTICESHIP DIVISION, EUGENE, OREGON, A84,

LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION /EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION. I



APPRENTICESHIP.

MILLWRIGHT
RELATED TRAINING MODULES

SAFETY

1.1 General Safety
1.2 Hand Tool Safety
1.3 Power Tool Safety

1.4 Fire Sated
1.5 Hygiene Safety
1.6 Safety and Electricity
1.7 Fire Types and Prevention
1.8 Maehine Safeguarding (includes Handbook)

ELECTRICITY/ELECTRCNICS

2.1 Basics of Energy

2.2 Atomic Theory
2.3 Electrical Conduction
2.4 Basics of Direct Current

2.5 Introductton to Circuit&
2.6 Reading Scales
2.7 Usinga
2.8 OHM'S Law
2.9 Power and Watt's Law
2.10 Kirchoff's Current Law

2.11 Kirchoff's Voltage Law
2.i2 Series Resistive Circuits
2.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits

2.14 Series - Parallel 41esistive Circ its

' 2.15 Switches and Relays
2.16 Basics of Alternating Currents

2.17 4 Magnetism

COMPUTERS

3.1 Digital Language
3.2 Digital Logic

3.3 Computer Overview
3.4 Camputer Software

TOOLS

4.1 Boring and Drilling Tools

4.2 Cutting Tools, Files and Abrasi

4.3 Holding and Fastening Tbols
4.4 Fastening Devices

4.5 Basic Science -. Simple Mechanic

4.6 Fasteners
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5
5.6

5.7

5.8
5.9

5.10
5.11

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.150

5.16

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

616

6.7

6.8
6.9

6.10

6.11

6.12

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8

7.9

8.1
8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

DRAFTtNG

Types of Drawing and Views

Sketching_
Blueprint Reaxiing/Ulorking Drawings
Working 'Drawings for Machines and Welding
Machine and Welding Symbols
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Bleptint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print

Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print

Blueprint Reading, Drafting) Basic Print

Blueprint Reading, Crafting: Basic Print
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print

Blueprint Reading,',Crafting: Basic Print

Drafting, Machine Features
Drafting, Measurement
Drafting', Visualization

HUMAN RELATIONS

Communications Skills
Feedback
Individual Strengths
Interpersonal Conflicts
Group Problem Solving
Goal-setting and Decision- making

Worksite Visits
Resumes
Interviews
Expectation lk

Wider Influences and Responsibilities
Personal Finance

BOILERS

Boilers
Boilers

Boilers

Boilers
Boilers
Boilers
Boilers
Boilers
Boilers

- Fire Tube Types,
Watertube Types

- Construction
$

- Fittings
tperation

- Cleaning
- Heat Recovery Systems
- Instruments and Controls
- Piping and Steam Traps

TURBINES

Steam TUrbines
Steam TUrbines
Steam Turbines
Steam TUrbines
Gas TUrbiness

Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading
Reading

I

- Types
- Components

Auxillaries
- Operation and Maintenance.

1
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PUI4PS

9.1 Pumps - Types an4 Classification
9.2 Pumps - Applications

Pumps - Corittruction

9.4 Pumps 1 Calculating Heat and Flow
9.5 Pumps - Operation
9.6 Pumps - Monitoring and Troubleshooting
9.7 Pumps - Maintenance

10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

10.5

COMBUSTION

Combustion
gambuStion
Combustion
Combustion
Combustion

- Process
Types of Fuel

- Air and Fuel Gases
- Heat Transfer
- Wbod

GENERATORS

, 11.1 Generators - Types and Construction
11.2 Generators - Operation

-1,..4
FEES TER .

12.1 Feedwater Types and Equipment
12.2 Feedwater - Water Treatments
12.3 Feedwater - Vesting

AIR COMPRESSORS
40

13.1 Air Compressors - Types
13.2 Air Compressors - Operation and Maintenance

STEAM

14.1 Steam 7 k rma on and Evaporation
14.2 'Steam Types

'14.3 Steam - Transport
14.4 Steam - Purification

MISCELLANEOUS

15.1

15.2
15.3

15.4

15.5

Installation - Foundations
Installation - Alignment
Circuit Protection
Transformers
Trade 'Dermas

TRADE MATH

16.1 Linear - Measure
16.2 Whole Numbers
16.3 Additional and SubtractiOn of Common Fraction and Mixed NuMbers

16.4 Multiplication and Dividion of Common Fractions and Whole -and

Mixed Numbers l*

Page. III
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16.5.

16.6
16.7 v
'116.8

16.9
, 16.10

16.11

Coill'apoud NumberS'
percent
Ratio and Proportion
Perimeters, Areas,and'Volumes
-circUmference and WideArea of Circles
,Area of Plane, Figures and Volumes of' Sglid Figures
Metricq

17.1,

17.2'

17.3
17.4,',

5

.6

1.7 .3

17.8

17.9

17.10
17.11
17.12

17.13

HYDRAULICS
r

Hydraulics
Hydraulics
Hydraulics
Hydraulics'
Hydraulics
Hydraulics,'

Hydraulics
Hydraulics'

Hyirtiblics

Hydraulics
draulics

Hydraulics'

Hydraulics.

Lever
7Jtansmission of Force
- Symbols
- Basic Systems
- Pumps.

7 Pressure, Relief Valve
Reservoirs
Directional'Control Valve

- Cylinders
7 Forces, Area, Pressure
- 'Conductors and Connectors
- Troubleshooting'
- Maintenance

'METALLURGY

18.1 Inluded are ILS packets:
W 3010 -.

W 3011-1 1

W 3011-2 . .4

MS 9001 (1.3-4-8-9-6-7-5-2,-9)
MS 92.001 9291

POWER DRIVES

l9.1. 101. A-B-C-D-E
102.

103. B-C-D-E
104. Ar...C-E-FG-H-i-J

107. A.

108.. A

A46JD1NQ

4,

e 4.

A
y.

3011 -1'refer to MettallyrW,18.1
WE. MA718. 6
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MILLWRIGHT

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENC DIRECTORY

Note: All reference packets are numbered' on :the upper right-hand corner of the respective cover

Supplementary
Packet # " Description

$

4 ,,

11

Concepts &'Techrqgyes of .Ma0)ine* Safeguarding; U.S.AL., O.S.H.A.

12.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 1,,Sec.'2; Steam Generators, Types

of Boilers 1, S.A.1.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

12.2 Correspondence Course, Lecture, 2, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Types ,

of Boikers II, S.A. LT. ,talg'aey, Alberta, Canafia

1233 Correspondence Course, -Lecture, 2, 5e6.. 2,. Steam Generators, .Boiler' H

ConStruction & Erection, S-.41.1.TLiCalgaryAlbertL Cqnada

12:4

" 12.4

12.5

12.7 .

11,1

13.2

13.4

13.6
13.7

13.3
13.5

:Correspondence Course, 'Letture 4, Sec. 2, Steam Generatort,_Boiler;;

FitOngs Calgary,' Alberta, tpilada
I I'

! I

,
page.

Related Training Module

1.8 ,MachinetSafeguarding

r W

7;1. Boilers, '.Fi re Tube Ty,pe

,,2 Boilers, Water Tube Type

ti

Boilers construction

7 4' 'Boilers, Fitttngs

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, 'SeC , 2, Steam Generators, Boi 7.4 ,!Beilers;.

Fitting I, S.A. I :T. , Cal gary,, Al Oert'a, Canada ; o

COrrespondence Course,..Lectu0 10, Sec. 2, .Steani Generation, Boilers 7:5
Operation, Maintenane , peCti on ' S . A. I Calgary, Al berta
Canada

.
.

Correspondence Course,:, Lecture 3, Sec. 2, Steam, Generation }:.Boiler
Details, .Calgary, Alberta, Canada , ,

`Correspondence 'Course, LeCture 9, Sec. 2, 'Steam Generatbr-;"P

PlantPumps` ; Sckl.T., Calgary, Alberta,' Canada

Correspondence Course,' LeCture ;6, Sec 3 th., Steam Generator.S. ' Pumpti
, 0

, Calvary, Alberta, Canada',
,

Boilers, Opdtatiorr

Boilers' Heat Recovery

Syst,em

Types. 84'ClisSIftcations

Applications
Calculatingtpeat & FloW
Monitor11,A -& Troubleshooting

Maintenance:s

9.3 Construction
9.5. Operation

I



Millwright
Supplementary Refererice Directory
Page 2

Supplementary $

Packet # *Description

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Related Training Module

14.3 Corr'pondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, "Steam Generators. Steam . 14.3 Steam Transport

12.8 / Generator Controls, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada 7.8 :Boilers, Instruments\&

1 Controls

14.4

1,

Correspondence Course, Lecture 11, Sec. 2, Steam Generators,

Piping II, S.A.I.T., Calgary,, Alberta, Canada

14.4 Steam' PurifiCai'ion

.1(

15.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 1, Sec...4,.Prime Movers, & Auxil-
iaries, Steam Turbines, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada .

8.1 Steam Turbines, Types

15.2 Correspondence Course, Lecture 4; Sec. 3, Prime Movers, Steam 8.2 Steam 'rurbines; Components.

-Turbines I, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

1115.3 Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 4, Prime Movers .& Auxil- 8.3 Steam Turbines ',Auxiliaries

15 4

iaries, Steamjur.bine Auxiliaries, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Prime Movers, Steam
Turbine Operation & Maintenance, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada

15.5 Correspondence Course, Lecture 8, Sec.,3, Prime Movers, Gas
Turbines,'S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

16.2

1.6.2

16.3

17.1

1%17.2

Boilers Fired with Wood & Bark Residues, D.D. Junge, F.R,L., %

0.S.U., 1975

Curesponqeuce Course, Lecture 5, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Fuel
Combustios1S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 5, Sec. 2, Plant Senvices, Fuel
& Combustion, S.A.I.T Ca1gisr3f, Alberta,'Canada.

%

Correspondence Course, Lecture :2, Sec. 3, Steam /Generation, Water

.Treatment,,S,A.I.T., Calgary, Aperta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 12, Sec. 2, Steam Generation, Water
Treatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

8.4 -Steam Turbines, Operl'ation

& Maintenande

t

8.5 . Gas Turbines

10.2 Combustion Types of Fuel

10.2 Combustion Types of Fuel

'10,3 Combustion Air & Fuel Gases

12.1 Feedwater, ;Types &
Operation

:12.2 Feedwater, Water
Treatments
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Supplementary
Packet.# Description

17.3. , Correspondence Course, Lecture 7, Sec. 2, Steam Generators,

-Feedwater Treatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary,'Alberta, Canada

.4

e 18.1

18.1

18.2

CdrrespondAnct, cotese, LeCture 2, Sec. 5, Electricity, Oirec

Ciffrenf Machines, S.A.I.T.,-Calgary, Alberta, .Canada

Corrspondence Course,l. cture 4, Sec, 5, Electricity, Alter

Current Generators, S.A .T., Calgary, Alberta., Canada

19.1. Correspondence Course, Lecture 5 Sec.
o:

4, Prime. Movers & Aux

Haries,,Air CompreSsor I, S.A.I.I.b4Calgary, Alberta,, Canada *,

19.6000*

Related Training Module

oiler 12.3 Feedwater, Testing

eating

Correspondence Course, Lecture 6 Sec. 4,.PriMe Movers & Auxil

caries, Air Compressors II, S.. A.I.T Calgary, Alberta, Canada,

'20.1 406 Basic Electronics, Power Transformers, EL-BE-51

21.1 :
Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 5, Electricity, Swttchgear

& Circuit,, Protective Equipment, S.A:1,T., Calgary, Alberta,

Canal

Correspondence Course, Lecture 10, Sec. ?, Prime Movers, Power

Plant Erection & Calgary; Alberta, Canada

$

4

22.1

1

11.1 Generators, Types &

. Construction

11.1 .Generators, Types &
Construction

18.2 Generators, Operation

.13.1 Air Compressors, Types

13.1 -Air Compressors, Types
13.2 At Comprestors, Operation

& Mafntenance

15.4 ,Transformers

15.3 Circuit Protection

1541 Installation FoLldations

1



'RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING. TRAINING MODULES,
J

The following pages list modules and their corresponding numbers for this.'

particular apprenticeship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary for different reasons throughout the state, we recommend that

the individual apprenticeship committees divide the total packets'tf

fit their Individual class schedules.

J

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices can complete the

whole set by the end Of their indentured apprenticeships. Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills that are covered

in particular modules. 'Inothose cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advance to the

remaining modules.

We suggest the the, apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to.make this learning tool most effective.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSETTE TAPES

t.
1

0

Tape 1: Fire Tube Boilers - Water 'Abe Boilers
and

r
Boiler Manholes and Safety Precautions

Tape 2: Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pumps .and Steam Traps

Tape 3: 'Combustion, Boiler Care and Heat Transfer
and Feed Water Types

Tape 4: Boiler Safety and Steam .TUrbines

NOTES The above cassette
reference matbrtAl
indicated, apd not

l

tapes are intended as additional
for the as-

designated as a required assignment.

4



1.

Modules 18.1\ 19.1, and 20.1 have been omitted because they contain
dated materials.

4

4

O
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10.1
c

COMBUSTION -- PR

Go41:

The apprentice will be akle to
describe the basic process of
combustion.

4,

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe basic combustibles:
carbon, gaseous hydrocarbons
and 6arbon monoxide and
hydrogen.

Describe perfect combustion.

3. ..Describe complete combustion.

4. Describe incomplete Eombustibn.

1

QP



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SY TEMS

Study Guide

* Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned 'from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to f'ind new words that will-be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

* Complete the job shalt'.

Complete self-assessment. 4

Complete post - Assessment.

ti

2

4

,

..
; 1

\
.
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Vocabulary

* Carbon

Carbon dioxide

* ,Carbon monoxide

CombustioeC

Complete combustion

peComposition

GassOushydrocarbons

Incomplete combustion.

Perfect ombustion

Soot..

SUlfur dioxide
.4t

1'

11

4

4



Fuels are Oned for the% .'energy that they contain e Urnihg of fuels.. is

referred to as comhustiliOn..-. As combustion take place, he. heat. energy /is

collected and used for- producing steam and othe?-purpb

The bas lc conbuation process involves-CoMbining combustibles with .oxygen.

AombustiEn cannot take place in the absenCe of air (oxygen). The cantrol of air

to the combustion chamber is critical for efficient cEipture.of heat energy.

Combustion is a chemical process that recombihes carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and

sulfur molechles.

A plant operator 'must understand the basic combustion process and how to

recognize the characteristics of flaMes. They must be able,to control the

oxygen supply in a way that complete combustion can take place. If this is not

done properly, the heat. energy is lost up the smoke stack.

Jib

4

1,

fp

l



The process, '.oaf combustion_ must, pe Understood' by theoperator..

react: in different:manners during the CombUstion prOcess. '* The

fuel that burns during combustion' A.h -called 'combustibles.

combUstAles in a fuel are

'*.:$(3114 carbon., ..

41':. Gaseous .hydrOCarbons.

Carbontonnxide and hydrogen

Different -fuels

portions-of a'

The .b

Carbon
;

Carbon fuels,such. U. coke, ,coal and charcoqlbUrns-with'e'whitei.lumi,no6a'flame.

The carbon ifivrepresented by the symbolsC.When carbon mixesmith'oxygem,(02

froM the air, the following'producteresUit:

C +.

C_ 0:

0a. (barbon'Aioxide)AOCatbon.monoxick)
A dioxide means., 'that two.oxygen.atoms are cOMbined with' each, .carbon atom.,

Monoxide means- that*only.one oxygen atom'coMbines with each - "cakbon. atom. A

'prefix of di.Meanstwo*: A prefix. of mono means one in all cheMical* formulas.

Carbon dioxide :IA! a product ofcomplete.combustion. Carbon monoxide is a:

product of. ApcOmOlete co,mbustion. _Complete combustion is dependent on the

amount of ,:Oxygen 'or' air that is available to the "combustion process. The

control of:air,to,a ftirnace,is critical to efficient .combustion.

Gaseous Hydrocarbons
l '

CaseoUslydrocarbonsare the basic combustible of fuelOil,:f,natural.gas And the

heavy tars found'in bituminous Coal, :These-hydrocatbonsarevaPOrized :before

combustion:takes plece:.:'HYdOcarbons must' e mixeUWittClarge:quantities:04ir
if completedcoMbuaiion'is t0Htake 'plate. .:The: exygenHcOMbines with*the:carbons

atopvYto fbrm lighter compounds, wich.are.:COMbustiblel. Another plethod: for
combustion Of IlydroCarbOns''1a:tbreducethem tO,,sOotthrough deCoMpoaition,2,

Decomposition.breakiv0P'hOroCarbons.,:into carbon (sootYand:bydrogen'molecules*.'

The soot .(0.) !c0.mbined..With oxygen burned. "

Carbon Monoxide ..dro

Carbon monoxide,resitltSlrom,the'cOmbustion of hydrocarbon fuels. It isTart'of

most gas! fuels. Ardrogen is 'also lihprated in the form of H during the, burning

of, hydrocarbons*. 'Both,of these products can be.burned atitemperatures of 760.C.



Informailon
to 1540 C with excless supply of oxygen. Carbon monoxide burns with a light blue

flame. Hydrogenwshows a colorless flame. The burning of carbon monoxide and

hydrogen, converts the combustible to carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (Hap). The

chemical formula for the combustion of carbon monoxide'is:
t

CO + OA. CO2Aarbondioxide) + 0 (excess oxygen)

1

Hydrogen burning is shown as:

2Hz + 0a 2Hg0(water)0 (oxygen)

Sulfur Combustion

Most fuels contain sulfur. The sulfur (S) combines with oxygen (0'') 'sulfur

dioxide (SO2).

III S 02 SO2,
w

Sulfur is an impurity in the fuel and should be avoided 'as mud as possfbl.

changes into acid forms 'that damage metal.

Perfect Combustion

If all combustibles were completely burned it would be perfect combustion. In

perfect combustion, the products would be carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, water,

nitrogen and ash. Perfect combustion is nearly impossible because of the

ptoblems in getting the combustible molecules linked up with oxygen molecules.
t-

Large quantities' of diluting gases must be present td allow all combuitible

molecules to find oxygen partners.

Complete_Combustion

Compleee combustiofi

provided for perfect
flue gases will have

Incomplete Combustion

occurs when

combustion.
O. because of

'an excess of air is prgvided beyond that

In addition to CO2, SOS, H.O, Nand ash, the

theexcess air used in the process.

In incompleticombustion some of We conbustiftes pass out the stack without

yielding up their heat. The products of incomplete combustion are COg, SO2, Hz

0, and NA as'found in complete combustion. In addition, carbon monoxide .(00),

hydrogen (HA), soot (C) and methane (OHf) will be passifig out the stack. These

-;

vappi4WWwirmmommwomioftwommilmilftiomw
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING' SYSTEMS

nformation
. J.

products are Jost to the heat production process by incomplete. combustion.

UsuaIly,-a lack of.oxygen is. the cause of incomplete combustion: .Care .must be

.used.HinOupPlying excess air to the combustion.process. Too much air can .move
flue sues butbefdretkey'giVe up their heat. Ontthe other hand, too little'.

air always redults iii heat losses due to incomplete. combustion.' The airMust be
. well mixed with combustible gases to make the. chemical changes "needed .for .

domplete Combustion: -gemotiMes' the flow. patterns of, gases and air become.

stratified in 'layers which prOents miXins.- short bright fire is one that has..

plentrof or an. excess of ,Gas flames with too much air may appbar blue at;.

the tips while oil fires -emit sparklers. On oil fired boilers a blue haze'from
the stack indicates .exaessiye.air".- New air pollution standards require that

less 'excess air be used Thiimay'result in less efficiency because of

incomplete combustion.

\The,operator must-le'arn to recognize the characteristics. of flames and stack

missions. Visuill'.inspections are the basis for-monitoring the combustion
rotess. Efficient har'vesting Of.the teat is dependent on the completeness of

combustion.

A

or

5,

S.

0



Complete the job sheet.

*I Complete the self-assessment and check answers.

Complete the post-assessment and have instgructor check the answers.

a.

A.*

24



I

COMPLETE VISUAL INSPECTIONOF.COMBUSTION PROCESS

A InspecC-flame and note characteristics.

Inspect stack emissions and note charteteristics.

4

DescriGe the combustion prqcess as to its completeness or incompelteness
based on visual inspection:

.* If there is a problem with the combustion process, recommend action for its.
improvempnt.

, .

* Check your observations and recommendations with the operator to determine
iE your irispection was a valid one.

--Air

9

4'

e,

.1

4

w.

4'



Assessment

Match the following terms and phrases.

10
-Carbon monoxide

2. 'Carbon dioxide

3. Gaseous hydrocarbons

Oix

'4. DecomOositton . o

'5, Complete combustion

Incomplete combustion

7. Carbon

Mono

Excess air .indicator

10. Di

10

4

A. One

B, Products are CO ,910 ,

N ands ash..

C. Product of complete combustion.

D. Bite haze at the stack.

E. Basic combustibles of fuel
oil and natural gas.

F. Prtduct of incomplete
combustion.

G. Two,

H. Products are
N and' CO, H

I

I. Reduction of
to soot.

CO , SO , H 0,

q, CH .

hydrocarbons

J. Burns with a white, luminous
flame.

4

4
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Self Assessment
Answers

1
41.

1.

2. O

t.

4

4.

5.

6.



lost
Assessment

1. What is. the most common product of incomplete combustion?

2. What is the most common product of complete combustion?

3. What one product is found in complete combustion that is not found in

perfect combustion?

4. What harm is done, when gases and air become stratified in layerS in their

flow patterns?

5. air pollution requirements:always increase the'efficiency of combustion?

. In an oil fired boiler, what would sparklers at the flame tips indicate to

the operator?

A

7. What is the process callied4p which hydrocarbons are reduced to soot so

that combustion can take place?

8. What-is the color of a carbon monoxide flame?

ti

9. What two products result from combining carbon and oxygen in the combustion

process? - 4

10. , What is the product .of this chemical 'reaction?. S +" 0 SO

12,

4

P

0



Instructor
post Assessment
Answers

1. Carbon monoxide

2. Carbon dioxide

3. 0

4. They fail to mix causing incomplete combustion.

5. No

`)

6. Too much air

7. Decomposition

8. Light blue

9. tarbon monoxide, carbon dioxide

10. Sulfur dioxide.

a

0

13
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Supplementary,
References

Free choice reading of texts, pamphlets or manufacturer information on the
combustion process.

14
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10.2

,., COMBUSTION -- TYPES OF FUEL

Goal:

The apprentice can describe
types of fuels:

4

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe coal fuels.

2. DesCribe oil fuels.

3. Describe natural gas fuels.

4. Describe,wood fuel.

5. Describe proximate and
ultiMate analyses.

4.

31
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%tudy Gui

I

Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from

package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new' words that will be used. in package.

Read the introduCtion and information sheets.'

Compltte the job sheet.

Complete

Complete

self - assessment.

post-assessment. °



AnthraCite2'

BituminOus

Crude .petroletkm.

Fi Xed carbon

heavy nil (Resicita1

}Hogged fuel,'

14Ubt fupl oil

.Proximate analyses

Putverized .coal

Semi-anthracie4°

Sub-bituminous

* .Ultimatp .analys6s.

Volatile matter

c.



°In it63 duct ion
,11.

'Fuels contain carbon and hydrogen which can be easily combined with oxygen in the ,

combustiorrproc'estrentwaeitlas,....c.o.al. or waos14....a.Alquid
such as fuel oil; or a gas such as nautral gas.

An operator should understand the fuels and their characteristics, advantages

and disadvantages. Each fuel has unique qualities that should- b% fully

understood if efficiOpt heat yields are to be obtained from the combustion of

the fuel.

,4

34



INSTRUCTIONAL LEAR

Fuels, are substances thet, wili. produce combustion when mixed With oxygeh.

'-types of 'fuel' are used:to, Operate' power, plants. The common fuels are

1. Coal
2. Fuel oil'

3. Naturaltas,
4. WOO' '

Coal

;Coal is made up of fixed carbon and 'olatile matter.- The volatile- matter

portion of coal is made up of hydrocarbonsthat convert to gas form wheh heated.,
-The 'portion of coal that - is left after the volatile matter is passed ,ff

,:dalled fixed carbon, Coals are .divided into` according to. their content.

fixe parbonand volatile matter.

1. Anthracite -- cishiny, hard coal *ith.e high percentage of -fixed

,

carbon (92%) and a low percentage of volatile.matter (8%):

r. 2. Semianthracite a dark grey colored coal with 86 to 92% fixed carbon

and :8 - 14:vOlatiIp matter.

3. Bituminous a black to dark
plant fuel. The supply is
volatile matter content range

brown coal that are best suited for power
lentiful and cost -is. reasonable. The

from 14 % to more than 31 %.

4. $04ituminous H gh moistu content coal which reduce'' their

)n
shipping for power pl t fuel.

Lignite -- Brown' colored coal with high moisture and ash content and

low heating value. It is not economical to ship lignite long 'distances.

'Pulverized Coal Coal that has. been finely ground and can be fed into:

the furnace with a stream of air. Pulverized coal is Utilized by large

plants that are located near the coal deposit. ,

Fuel Oil

Fuel' oil is made from petroleum. It may be of three types.

1. Crude petroleum -- as it comes out of the well without processing.

5



HeaVvPil or Residuar,efil -, The -residue of crude petroleum after

partial refining. 'Gasoline and other volatile materials 'have been

removed: to make it. t'Safer fuel.

3. :;Lightjuel.oil Residue of petroleum after complete refining.

,

.YUeroils are designated by grddes that range. from No.' 1, the lightest grade, to

No. 6i,tlieheaviest grade. No. 6 fuel oil is the most cOmmonto.stead geneiation'
. .

plants. has many advantages over coal as a fuel. The combustion

efftd**y.ip.gher; less.storage is required; and it requires less labor and

,equiteent.

b(atural Gas

'14nral ',:gas 'is largely methane which is a 'hydrocarbon with the formula of CH+.
,

This rneans that'each molecule of methane is Composed of one carbon and four

"llydrogOn iliomnthat are hookedtogether like this:

Methane'',:ipakes Alp about 71% of

1)1311cled together-like'this:
,

0 H

.1

if

.; .

e chemical formula for ethane yer'two.carbbn atoms and dix hydrogen

:46N*4;to'each

'xn addition tO':--methane and' ,'.eihane,.

liOrociktionn;. 7% 'hYdrogek:'sulfIdei'and,n
:removed from natural.gas before it'is burned.

Antiiral.gas is 'the ideal boiler fuel, It does not, leave an. ash or residue, can

be',,,.eaSily mixed .with air; and is easy to control.: -It is more expensive. than

natural gas.

.

There is' some 6% ethane which is
8

natural gas contains 4% 'of 'other

carbon dioxide. The sulfur is usually



0,

solid fuels and may require'long lines'to bring it to the plant Site.

Wood

good end bark residues cat be utilized to fuel boilers. Hogged fuel is wood

that has been reduced to.. small' pieCes in a machine called a "hoe. A typical

unit.of,hoggedluel (200 cubic feet) would contain the following:

* Total weight --*3650 :Pounds:

Day weight -- 2190 pounds
*, Water by weight 77 40 percent'
11".'lleating value peiAry.pound -- 9840 BTU

*"ileating value Per unit -- 21, 200, 220.BTU
*' Ash.cdntent 1.884ercent

"

Hogged :fuel is:plassified by species of 'wood, size
,a*

ultimate analysis proximate ,analysis and heating value.

moisture. content,
The fuel has a high

oxygen content wqich reduces,the'demands on outside air supply. The sulfur

content of hogged 'i,fuel is so low that the'problems of air pollution are not a

risk. 'The:volatile matter content of wood and bark is high-(70-90%) and varies

between, species,- Woods 41.th.,highresin content produce much more heat than low

resin Woods.
t

Ultimate Analyses

Ultimate F. analyses ate.used to determine the chemiCal content of fuels.

amounts (percentagee) of hydr4en, carbon", nitrogen and ash in the wood

determined by ultimate anglysf. . The ultimate anal§ses for Douglas Fir

Western'Hemlock hogged fuel is shown;i the following table.
. ; A

Table 2. Typical UltimateAnalyses Data for Moisture-Free-Samp es of

Hogged Fuel Bark.

Component

Douglas
fir (14)

Hydrogen
Carbon
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Ash'(,inorganics) s'

6.2

39.3
0.0
1.5

Western
hemlock (14) ,

1

5.8
51.2
S9.2
0.1

3.7

Avg of 22

samples'

6.1

51.6
41.6
0.1

0.6

The
are
and

'These'samples were collected and analyzed.by Weyerhaeuser Company.

They were random samples of hogged fuel taken from various mill sites.'

37.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

Proximate analyseA.are used. -to determine the entages of volatile Metter,
fixed carbon.and *h in a fue:. A proximate a ses of several types of bark

and sewdust fueleare shown in the following tab

Table 3. Typical ProximatejOlyses of. Moisture-Free Wood

Fuels (8) .

Species

BARK

Hemlock
Douglas fir, old grciwth

Douglas fir, young"growthc
Grand fir
White fir
Ponderosa pine

Alder
Redwood
Cedat bark.

SAWDUST
Hemlock.
Douglas fir
White fir
Ponderosa pine
Redwood
Cedar

Volatile
matter Charcoal Ash

74.3 24.0 1.7

70.6 27.2 2.2

73.:0 25.8 1,2

74.9 22.6 2.S

73.4 44.0 2.6

. 73.4 25.9 0.7

74'.3 23.3 2.4

71.3 27.Q. 0.8

86J 13.1 0.2

84.8 15.0 0.2

86.2 13.7 0.1

84.4. 15.1 0.5

87.0 12,8 0.2

83.5 16.1 0.4

77.0, 21.0 2.0
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self-assessment-and -check answers-with 'the answer, sheet.

*. Complete. post-a essment and have instructor check our answers.
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INSTRUCTIORAL LEARNING

*Self
Assessment

Match the words and p1 rases-

111..110

.omm.P.OmmmilOm

qweem...

.1. 'Volatile matter

.2. Fixed carbon

T. Anthracite

'4. Pulverized coal

5. Bituminous

0
q

6. Crude petroleum-

Heavy oil

8. Light fuel oil

9. Methane'

Wood,Ifuel'

0

A

r

o.

10

4

...aellan,

A: Shiny, hard coal with high
level of fixed carbon.

B. Oil Etta it comes out of the

ground.

C. Oil that'has had complete
distillation.

D. Makes up 77% of natural gas.

I

E.'. Fed intolurnace by air
stream.

F. Low in sulfur. content.

I

G. Portion of fuel left after

. volatile matter is passed off.

Type of coal that is best
suited as power plant fuel.

1. 'Oil that has had partial

distillation.

J. Converts to gas when heated.



*Self Assessment
Answers

.s

11.



INSTRUCTIONA L r. i 1 SYSTEMS"
Ma.

I

lost
Assessment

1. Coal is made tp of fixed carbon and

2. Anthracite has 92% fixed carbon and 8%
6

3. List three types of fuel oil that can be used as furnace fuel.

4., The grades of fuel oil range from No. 1 to No.

5. What does the following chemical formula represent?

H .
I

H C ,H

H

6. Natural gas is made up of 77% ,,6%

4% of other hydrocarbons y 7% hydrbgen sulfide and 5% carbon dioxide.

7. Describe the ash ptobleM with natural gas fuel.
r.

8. A analysis determines the chemical composition.of

a fuel.

A analysis determines the percentage of volatile
matter, fixed carbon and ash in a fuel.

10. Is sulphur a big problem in wood fuels? .

eit

12
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Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

1.

)

Volatile matter

2. Volatile matter

3. Crude petroleum, heavy oil, light fuel oil,
4

4. No. 6

5. Methane
c

6. Methane, Ethane

7. There is no ash problem.

8. Ultimatg,analysis

9. Proximate analysis

10. No

13

.
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Supplementary
References

Research Bulletin 17. Biolers fired with Wood and Bark Residues.
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FOREWORD

This book' is not written as a "how-to" book. Rather, it is written to increase l he understanding of
systems and' processes in operating boilers with wood and bark fuels. Emphasis is on the importance of
completing the combustion reaction to minimize pollutant emissions. ,,

The material presented grew out of a series of/ ecture notes. It encompasses the author's personal
experience in the field, information found in a varlet of publications, and considerable information from
on-the-job operators,. powerhouse superintendents, and engineers. Although the printary objective was to
write a book that would be useful to operators, experience has shown that the'informatio'n contained also
may be of 'value to managers and engineers concerned with powerhouse operations.

The operation of boilers fired with wood and bark residues can have several goals. Included are 'the
need to generate low-cost steam on a' reliable basis that meets stringent emission standards, the desire to
obtain high thermal efficiency, and the goal of:burning large volumes of waste 'materials to minimize'
difficulties in solid-waSte disposal.

To meet these objectives, both the, system and the operatOr must function properly. Sufficient
equipment must be available to prepare and transport fuel, complete the combustion reaction, generate
high-quality steam in response to demand, and clean the exhaust gas stream to meet emission standards.
Not only does this require sufficient equipment, it requires that the equipment be well maintained. Plugged,
brOken, dirty, uncalibrated, or unlubricated equipment prevents the system from doing its job.

Operator skills are equally important. EVen the best equipped and maintained systems will not
function optimally if the operators are uninformed or misinformed. The purpose of this'book is to upgrade
the skills of operators of hogged fuel boilers. Subject matter was selected in combustion systems,
characteristics of wood- and bark-residue fuels,' principles of combustion, factors affectingwcombustion of
hogged fuel, monitoring equipment, combustion control .equipment, pollution control devices,,meagure-
incnt of pollutant emissions, and regulations pertaining to-emissions from boilers fired with hogged fuel.
Emphasis is placed on the impOrtance of completing the combustion reaction as a means of minimizing
pollutant emissions.
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i. COMBUSTION StSTyVIS FOR WOOD.ANIbillARK-FIRED BOILERS .
k

Wood and bark residues can be burned with ease and little or no equipment. This is dembatrated by
the classic 'campfire, You Reed only start a small fire witb dry scraps or twigs and pile the wood properly to
enjoy .a cheery blaze,

Utilizing wood fuel in this manner is enjoyable, but has.drawbacks. First, most of the heat escapes
with' the exhaust gases. Second, campfires smoke.

To take full advantage of tle heating va ?ue of wood and bark fuel and yet control the smoke, a
complex system for 7-combustion and heat exchange is necessary. These systems, referred to as "boilers,"
have many components, which include systems to prepare, store, transport, and feed the fuel; systems to
heat, transport, and control the flow of air for combustion; a furnace for combustion; a heat exchanger
system to transfer available heat from the combustion process to heat energy in steam; control devices to
limit emissions of air pollutants; a feed-water treatment system to control foaming, minimize scale
formation and sedimentation, and .provide a continuous flow of deaerated watecto the steam generating
system; and systems to monitor and control interrelated processes.

There are many variations in equipment used pn boilers. One typical arrangement is shown
schematically in Figure I. important variations are discussed.

SUPER
HEATER

R. FUEL CONVEYOR

FUEL
BIN

FUEL
CHUTE

FUEL
SPREADER

STEAM OUT

ASH PIT

OVERFIRE
AIR

N's
GRA res

U.NOERFIRE
AIR

STACK

MULTIPLE
CYCLONES

AIR HEATER

I.
BASIC COMPONENTS OF A BOILER

Figure 1. Typical basic components of a boiler.
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Furnace Designs

Three 'basic classes of furnace design are
commbnly used for wood firing: Dutch ovens,
spreader stokers, and suspension burners.

7

Dutch Ovens
The Dutch. oven design was the standard up

until the late 1940's and early 1950's (Figure 2). It
is primarily a large, rectangular box, linen on the
sides and top with firebrick (refractory). Heat is
stored my the refractory and radiated to the conical
fuel pile in the center of the furnace. This aids in
driving moisture from the fuel-and evaporating the
organic materials. The refractory 'may be . water
cooled to minimize the damage to the furnace
from high temperatures:

The fuel pile rests on a grate. Underfire air is
fed through the grates. Overfire air is fed in around
the sides of the fuel pile. By design, incomplete
combustion is intended to occur in the Dutch oven
or primary furnace. Combustion products pass
between bridge wall and drop-nose arch into the
secondary furnace chamber, where combustion is
completed before gases enter the heat exchange
section.

.

1

This furnace design has a large mass. of -
refractory, which helps to Maintain uniform,tem-
peratures in the, furnace region. This aids in
stabilizing combustion Tates, but resilts in, slow
response to fluctuating,deinands for steam,NThe .

System works well, if it is not fired at . high.
combustion rates and if tile steam load is fairly
constant. With this design, how.ever, the underfire
.airflow rate is dependent (upon height and density
of the fuel.pile on the grates. When the fuel' pile is
*wet and deep,..the.underfire airflow- is tow Thus,
the fire May be .deficient in oxygen. As the fuel
dries and the .pile burns,; down; the flow rate
increases 'as' the pressure drop tivough the fuel pile
decreases. This b.ringseabout an:excess ott air in the
furnace. For fluctuating steam' loads, the result is
continuous change from insufficient air to excess
air. This feature, coupled With sloW response, high .

cost of construction, and high cOsts o'f refraCtory
maintenance, resulted in phasing out. Dutch oven
designs.

A variation of the Dutch oven design is the
fuel cell. Fuel cells, usually incorporate .a primary
and a secondary combustion chamber (Figure 3).
The primary combustion chamber is a ve'rtical,
refractory-lined cylinder with a grate at the hot-

v...fIrEL III

TO CINDER
COLLECTORS,
AIR HEATER,
B STACK

AUX. FUEL
BURNER
(iF USED)

OVERFIRE
AIR IN ,

UNDERFIRE
AIR IN

41. own ow ... .v..s. alemull.0

Figure 2.,Dutch oven furnacernd
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Figure 3, Fuel cell furnace system.
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tom. fuel is fed into the cell and drops to the grate
or is fed from an undorgrate stoker. Air is fed
through the grate, and the combustion is partially
completed in the cell. Heat is radiated to the fue'
pile from the hot ,refractory. Combustion is CoMs--.
pleTain the secondary combustion chamber.

Spreader Stokers
In spreader-stoker furnaces (Figure 4), fuel' is

.spread pneumatically or mechanically across the
furnace., Part of it burns in suspension, but large
pieces fall on a grate. The feed system is designed
to spread an even, thin bed of fuel on the grates.

1The flame over the gates radiates heat back to the
fuel to aid combustion. .Underfire air can be
controlled, because the pressure drop through the
fuel mat is fairly constant.

Spreader-stoker furnace walls normally are
lined with heat exchange tubes (water walls). As
there is little refractory, construction and mainte-
nance costs are low. For a given steam-generation
capacity, spreader stokers are substantially smaller
than Dutch ovens. Also, they can respond to load
variations quickly and with less upset in the
combustion process. With little ot\no refractory to
reflect heat back to the fuel, heated combustion air
is normally used..

1
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SuspensioVurning Systems
'Fuel in small sizes can be burned in suspen-

sion, that is, supported by air rather than hy fixed
metal grates. Sanderdust usually is burned in this
manner. With adequate reduction in size, wood and
bark residues also can be burned in suspension. The
advantages of suspension burning include low..
capital costs for combustion equipment because
grates are not required, and ease of operation, as

grate cleaning is not necessary. The ash goes into
suspension as particulate matter in the 'exhaust'
stream or falls to the furnace bottom for removal,
and rapid changes in rate of combustion are
possible.

Suspension burning has disadvantages, .how-
ever. Because most of the ash escapes with the
exhaust gases, .control of 11*11 may be difficult.'
Temperature control in the-combustion:chamber is
critical. if the ash-fusion temperature is exceeded,
the ash may form large pieces, which can plug or

.damage the system. Fuel preparation must be
extensive to assure fuel size small enough for
suspension burning. Moisture content also must be
controlled within reasonable limits: This can be
costly for systems burning wood and bark fuels.
For sanderdust fuel, the processing already is done.
Residence time is critical (as in any combustion
system). The nature of suspension burning incor-
porates short residence. At high combustion rates,
it may be insufficient for the process "t-Q go to
completion. .

Suspension burning systems range from sim-
ple sanderdust burners mounted in an existing
furnace to especially designed furnaces, coupled to
extensive systems for fuel .preparation. Some sys-
tems incorporate cyclones in the suspension proc-
ess. Recent developments in combustion systerns
use fluidized beds as suspension systems. These
offer great poten tial:for control of the combustion
-process as well as control of emissions. Only a few
fluidized beds are used currently, but they are
expected to become more common during the next
decade, especially for low:capicity 'units.

'Some suspension units are designed. to "slag" or melt the
ash in the tombustion chamber, thus reducing the amount
of ash entrained in the exhaust-gas stream..

Variations in Qrate-Designs
Within the .categories of Dutch ovens and.

spreader stokers, the Jrate systems may vary
substantially. They may be categorized as fixed or
dumping grates; air-cooled or water-cooled grates;
flat or inclined grates; stationary grates,- coiStinu-
ouSly moving chain, grates, reciprocating grates; or
grates with large area for gas passage, 'such as
"herringbone" rather than pinhole designs. Design
of a particular grate system takes into account such
factors as fuel size., moisture content, available
heat, maximum rate of steam generation of the
boiler, and acceptable level of maintenance. Ma_ ny
0P-the differences, however, reflect, the product
line of particular manufailturers.

1 . ./Fire-Tube and Water-Tub Heat Exchangers

In boilers,the purpose of a heat, exchaiver ise
to transfer heat energy released by the combustion
process to heat energy delivered in steam. This is
done two ways. In the water tube boiler, the most
commonly used, water is put, into tubes and .hot
combustion gases pass around the outside of the
tubes (Figure. 2). In the fire tube boiler, hot gases
pass through the tubes and' water circulates around
the outside (Figure 3). With this design, hot gases
can travel through the tubes in tilrbulest flow
patterns, which increases the rate of heat exchange
to the water and makes the design very.officient.
The design is pressure limited because of high
mechanical stre's'ses placed on the drum by its
inherent features. tube boilers are seldom
larger than 15,000 p nds per hou( (pph) in
capacity.

In 1973 ill Oregon,-.there were. 56 rite tube
and 185 water tube-boilers fired With residue wood
and bark fuels. Together, they consumed 5 million'
units (one unit equals-200 cubic feet) of fuel in
that year (11).

Size of Boilers
Boilers are measured by their capacity to

generate steam. Several measurement systems are
used, of which two are particularly important in
referring to wood- and bark-fired boilers. The first
is boiler horsepower (bhp)., which is the rate at



whin) the b6iler can evaporate water at 2-12 F to
saturated steam at 21'2 F'. For example, I bhp =
34.5 pounds of water evaporated: per hour. A
typical boiler might be rated at 7901 bhp. It was
deSigned to generatestearit at a rate of 34.5 x 700
= 24,150 pph at atmospheric pressure. The system
rating above atmospheric pressure woul,p1 be les§
than 24,150 pph.

A more exact rating syStem refers to the
design steam generation rate at a particular temper-
ature and 'pressure. For example, a typical boiler
might have a capacity of 50,000 pph at 165
pounds per square inch absolute (psis) at 366 F.
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The advantage. of specifying temperature and pres-
sure is that it tells you how much energy is
available in the steam. Reference to a steam table
provides information on the energy in terms of

. British thermal unit's (Btu).
Wood- and bark-fired boilers have a wide

i range in capacity. The smallest units are hand fired
and produce less than 1,000 pph of low-pressure
steam. At the other end of the scale, boilers are
operating with capacities of 450,000 pph. New
b):::ilers. are designed as large as 800,000 pph. Most
commonly, industrial wood- and bark-fired boilers
range from 20,000 to 150,000 pph.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF FUELS FROM WOOD AND BARK RESIDUES

0

Wood and bark prepared for firing a boiler are commonly refeired to as hogged fuel. The term stems
from the machine used to reduce the size of residues. The machine is called a hog.

Hogged fuel is measured commonly in quantities of 200 cubic feet, called "units." In any given unit,
characteristics of the fuel may vary substantially. A rypical unit of fuel, however, may have the following
characteristics (3): total weight = 3,650 pounds, dry weight = 2,190 pounds, water by weight = 40'percent,
heating value per dry pound = 9,840 Btu, heating value per unit .= 21,200,220 Btu, and ash content = 1.88
perc.etg:

Hogged fuel can be classified or characterized by .species, size, moisture content, ultimate analyses,
proximate analyses, and heating value. The influence of these parameters is discussed in Chapter 4, and

'their control is examined in Chapter 6.

Table 1, Approximate Range in Size and Moisture
Content of Typical Components of Hogged Fuel (14).

Component Size range
Moisture

content
In.

Bark 1/32-4 25-75
Coarse wood residues 1/32-4 30-60
Planer shavings 1/32-1/2 16-402
Sawdust 1/32-3/8. 25-40
Sanderdust 2111-1/32 2-8
Reject "Mat Furnish" 10111-1/4 4-8

'Small end of range
(One micron ="rr1,000,000 meter).

2From kiln dried to green.

is measured an microns

Species
Many species of wood are available for hogged

fuel. Some commonly used species in the Pacific
Northwest include Douglas fir, true firs, alder,
ponderosa pine, western hemlock, spruces, larch,
cedars, and redWood. The differences between
species that affect their efficiency as hogged fuel
are found in heating values and in material him-

- dling.
---Cedar bark is infamous as fuel becauSe of

problems with hogging and transporting. The bark
is long aitd "stringy" and difficult to reduce in size
in a hog. It tends to plug feeder systems, wrap up
in conveyors; and present difficult handling prob-
lems. By comparison, most other commonly used
species are less difficult to handle.

7

Size
The size of hogged fuel depends on the

material that makes up the fuel. A typical sample
of hogged fuel might include a combination of
bark, coarse wood residues (slabs, 4-timings, and
endpieces), planer4shavings, sawdust, sanderdust,
and reject "mat furnish." Each of these component
parts has recognizable size characteristics (Table I).

Moisture Content
There are two ways to describe the moisture

content of fuel; the wet or "as is" basis, and the
dry basis. The wet basis is more commonly used.
For wet-basis determinations, the weight of mois.
ture in fuel is divided by the total weight of fuel
plus moisture, and the answer is expressed as a

ok4
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percentage. Therefore, moisture content (wet
basis) (weight of moisture x 1P0) /(weight of dry
fuel + weight of moisture).

The relation between moisture contents (MC)
expressed on, h wet and a dry basis 'is found .easily
from the following equations:

MC (wet) = 100 x MC (dry)/i100. 4. MC
(dry)), and

MC (dry) 100 MC (wet) /[ 100 - MC
(wet)l,
where moisture content is expressed as a percent-
age on either a wet or dry basis. The wet basis will
be used in this work.

Moisture content is significlant for two rea-
sons. First, it varies Over a wide range of values
and, therefore, makes control of the combustion
process,difficult. For example, consider MC of the
diffe'rent components of hogged fuel. Bark, coarse
wood residue, and sawdust normally have a mois-
ture range from 30 to 65 percent. The 'average
value is around 45 percent. This is dependent,
bovtver, upon tho time of year. the type of wood
(species), and the process used at a articular mill.
On the other hand kiln-dried planer shavings,
sanderdust. and some rejected mat-furnish materi-.
als usually have low MC from 4 to 16 percent.
Table I summarizes typical MC for the normal
compObents of hogged fuel.

The second significant feature of moisture
contenk is that it has negative heating value; that is,
heat is needed to evaporate it.

Ultimate Analyses
Ultimate analyses are used to determine' the

chemical composition of fuels, The primary com-
ponents of hogged fuel include those shown in
Table 2. Ultimate analyses point out three'signifi.
cant features of hogged fUel. First, there is only a
small variation from sample to sample, This is
important in calculating and controlling excess airial
for combustion, ..11r

Second, hogged fuel has a high oxygen con-
tent. This is significant because less oxygen has to
be supplied from air to complete the combustion
process.

Third, the sulfur content Ail hogged fuel is so
low that sulfur dioxide from combustion of hogged
fuel does not present a risk of air pollution.
Combust* of sulfur - bearing coals or oil results in
significant emissions of sulfuldioxidet

41

Proximate Analyses
1%.

Proximate analyses Of fuels are used to
determine the percentage of volatile material, fixed
carbon, and ash.

Some typical proximate analyses of woQI
fuels are shown in Table 3. Note the consisteA
difference in volatile content of bark compared to
that of sawdust, regardless of species except for
cedar. In general, volatile content of woodis. 10
percent higher than that Of bark.

The ash content of wood residues is generally
low, but still significant where large quantities are

Table 2. Typical Ultimate Analyses Data for Moisture-Free Samples of
Hogged Fuel Mrk.

Component
Douglas
fir (14)

Western
,hemlock (14).

Avg of 22
samples

iy,drogen 6.2 5.8 6.1
Carbon "t. 53.0 51.2 51.6
Oxygen 19.3 39.2 41.6
Nitrogen 0.0 0.1 0.1
Ash (inorganics) ' 1.5 3.7 0.6

1These samples' were collected and analyzed by Weyerhaeuser Company.
They were random samples of hogged fuel taken from various mill sites.

r- .J
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Table 3, Typical Proximate Ana.lyscs of
Fuels (8)..

Volatile
Species matter

Wisture-Free 'Wood

Ash

I

Charcoal

96 4,

BARK
Hemlock 74 .3 24.0 1.7

Douglas fir, old growth .70,6 27.2 2.2
1 Douglas fir, young growth 73 .0 25 .8 1.2

Grand fir 74 .9 22 .6 2.5

White fir 73 .4 24 ,O 2.6

Ponderosa _pine 73 .4 25.9 0,7

Alder _74 ,3 X23.3 2.4

Redwood 71 .3 27.9 0.8

Cedar bark 86.7 13.1

SAWDUST

Hemlock 84 .8 15.0 0.2

Douglas fir 86.2 13.7 0.1

White fir 84 .4 15.1 0:17'

Ponderosa pine 87.0 12.8 0.2

Redwood 83 .5 16.1 0.1

Cedar 77.0 21.0 2.0

burned. The ash content of bark usually is greater
than that of wood. Handling and harvesting of logs
frequently causes dirt and sand to cling to the
hark. Saltwater storage and transport of logs also
can add to the ash content of fuel by 4positing
sea salt in the wood or bark.

Heating Value
The heating value of hogged fuel is dependent

upon two components of fuel, fiber and resin (4).
Wood fiber has a heat value of about 8,300 Btu per
pound. Resin has a heating value of 16,900 Btu per
pound. Woods with more resin, therefore, have
higher heating values than those with low resin
contents:

Bark geherally has more resin than is in wood.
Softwood bark generally has more resin 'than

hardwood bark. Some typical beating values are
shown in Table 4.

'fable 4 Typical Heat ing Values in
Btu's Per Pound for Moisture -free Bark
and Wood (8) ,

Heatin; value
Species Wood Bark

Douglas fir 9 ,200, 10,100
Douglas fir 8,800 10,100
Western hemlock 8 ,500 9,800
Ponderosa pine 9,100
Western redcednr 9',700 8,700
Red alder 8,000 8,410

4



3. PRINCIPLES OF tOMDUSTION
'

:,I

When wood'',biirns, it undergoes a complex.
%heinical reactions: These will be examined as 'we

CharacteristiCs Comtitiation .

'CombustiOn is' both an oxidation and .a
reduelioiyproCess in which the fuel is oxidized by
oxygen frOnthe air and the oxygen in the air is
reduced 'by the constituents of the fuel. We
recognize, that to burn hOgged fuel, oxygen from
the air; Is'llecessa ry.

.

The 'concentration of oxygen a ailable 'for
combustion, is important in. controlling ie rate of
burning.'11.1pure oxygen s,fed into a rnace, the
material will lie consumed much more ra idly than
with normal air. This seldom concerns the opera-
tion of: hogged-fuel boilerS,.except:,.in those. few.:
installations where Primary or, secondary' air is
recirculated from a combustion-exhaust system.
Then oxygen concentration is reduced,. which
slows the rate of combustion or the rate at. which.
the wood burns.

Combustion is, 'an exothermic process that
emits or releases heat. The amount of heat emitted
as a fu'el is burned cal lie determined precisely. For
example, heat released frOrn -combustion of
Douglas-fir .bark (Table 4) is about 10,100 Btu per
pound of dry material.

Combustion is a 'rapid process. Oxidation of
materials can occur over a wide range of rates. At
one extreme is the oxidatiOn of paint on your
automobile.- Normally, this is a slow process that
occurs over many months. Comparatively speaking,
oxidation in the combustion of hogged fuel is
rapid. Depending upon the size' of the furnace,
many tons of fuel can be consumed in an:hour.

. Combustion occurs in the gaseous phase.
Matt can. exist *as a solid, a liquid, or a gas.for
most fuels, combustion cap occur only when they
are in the gaseous form. The important exception
to this i carbon, which can burn in the solid phase,'

In combustion, fuels are heated to a tempera-
ture high enough to drive off the water in the fuel
as water vapor, to decompose the fuel, and to
evaporate the volatile component of the fuel. As a
gas, fuel can mix thoroughly with gaseous mole-
cules of oxygen in the air. As each molecule of fuel

H
process called combustion. that includes both'04yi9,1:i:n0.'
define the' characteristics of combustion., ,`\ 4,1

!1,1-

contacts the appropriate number of.. MoleCules
oxygen, a chemical reaction can occur 4bet'weri
fuel and oxygen. But in the burning of ,Char:coa1:
briquets, oxygen can reach the surfacp'Ortiie!.f.tiel.
and cause it to glow as combustion occurs.

Combustion is a complex of both physical'
and chemical reactions. Steps in the byrning,,of
hogged fuel are

'1

DeliVdratibn, a physical process, in whic,hfuel.;
is heated to the point where the water--
evaporates; evaporation, a physical process, in

:which volatile 'components 'of. the .wood, are
heated, usually between 200 F and 1,160

they change from the solid into the
gaseous phase;OrOlysis, a chemical decorripo-.

. .

Sition of the original molecule's into other;
molecular species because of high tempera-
tare; n14ing .of molecules with,:oxygen-,
moleculd; a physical process that occurs as*,
soon as the fuel is evaporated and comes into
contact with the 'combustion air; and oxid'a,

lion and reduction, a. process of chtmical
'reaction in 'which original reactants digappear
to form new - chemical substances and heat ,

and light are emitted.
Light, which usually is emitted in the combus

tion process, is dependent, upOn the type of fuel
that is used Most fuels will burn with visible Mime.
A-hydrogen flame is not easily visible; however. A..Y
flame from wood fuels is always apparent during
combustion.

Combustion is a free 'rkilirgil reaction., In the
two. processes, pyrolysis and oxidation -reduction;`
the Molecules of fuel are thought to break apart to..
forth independent, charged ions, referred, to as
"free '.radiCals,': Althoiigh. this characteristie
significant in the control Of some combustion
processes, .1t..1s .not, important to ,combustion of
wood and tierk residue*. .

A ,summary statement might be that' Oottibus-'
tion is a* complex physical-chemical reaction that
occurs primarily in the gaseous phase.
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ature and pressure. One, pound mole of oxygen
occupies a volume 'of 359 standard cubic feet
(SCF). One pound mole of hydrogen also occupies
359 cubic feet. Similarly, one pound mole of
nitrogen (N) (28 actual pounds) takes up 359 cubic
feet under standard conditions of temperature and
pressure, defined as 32 F and 29.92 inches of
mercury (or 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute)
in this instance. This information helps to de-
termine the volume of oxygen required to burn a
given weight of hogged filch It also helps in
determining the volume of .air required to obtain-
.oxygen for combustion. r

Combustion of Wood
Let us look at the combustion of hogged fuel

from a chemical-analysis viewpoint. Under the
section in Chapter 2 on ultimate analyses of
hogged fuel, we found little variation in the
chemical; composition of samples of hoggtd fuel.
Table 2 lists data from typical analyses by weight
as hydrogen, 6.1; carbon, 51.6; oxygen, 41.6;
nitrogen, 0.1; and ash, 0.6 percent.

t To relate this information to a practical
example, consider that you have 100 pounds of
dry hogged fuel with these chemical proportions.
Water in hogged fuel does not undergo any
chemical change in the combustion process. It
simply becomes water vapor. Now, we can look at
the fuel in terms of the pounds of different
chemical substances in it. Foi example; 100
pounds of dry hogged fuel equals 51.6 pounds of
carbon, .6.1 pounds of hydrogen, 41.6 pounds of
oxygen, 0.1 pound of nitrogen, and 0,6 Found of
ash.

Next, we convert these pound asurement
of the chemical constituents into p nd moles of
the different parts of the hogged f el. For exam-
ple, 1 pound mole of carbon weighs 12 pounds.
The 100-pound sample%of hogged fuel contains

II, 51.6 pounds of carbon which, at 12 pounds, per
pound mole, equal 4.3 pound irio-teK-Itte-15.1.
pounds orhydrogen, at 2 pounds pot pound mole,
equal 3,05 pound moles. And the 41.6 pounds of
oxygen, at 32 pounds per p9und mole, equal 1.3
pound moles.

As nitrogen and ash do not participate in the
combustion process to any, great extent, they will

not be considered here. .A summary of the pound
moles of material found in 100 pounds of dry
hogged fuel is shown in Table 6. .

Table 6. 'Partial Stitimary of the
Amount of Elements F(1)und in 100

Pounds of Dry HoggedKFuel.

Element

Carbon
hydrogen
Oxygen

Amount
Potds Pound moles

51.6
6..1

41.6

4.3

3.0

1.3

Two basic reactions occur in the combustion
4

of hogged fuel.
0+ 02, s.) CO2
2(U2) 02 s* 2(12 0).

In the first reaction, I pound
combines with I pound mole of oxygen to form 1
pound mole of carbon dioxide. In our example of
100 pounds of hogged fuel, there are 4.3 pound' .
moles ''of carbon. Therefore, to burn this
completion would' require 4.3 . pound moles of
oxygen.

. In the second reaction, I pound mole of
oxygen is required to burn the 2 pound moles of
hydrogen, as seen in equation 2. Therefore, to burn
the 3 pound moles of hydrogen in 100 pounds.
hogged fuel will require 1.5 pound moles 0i..

...
..-

oxygen.
To burn 4.3 pound moles of carbor.(orl!quires

4.3 pound moles of oxygen.
To burn.' 3.0 pound doles of hydrogen '.re

quires .1.5 pound moles of oxygen.
Total oxygen required is 5.8 pcitia-moles,
A 100-pound sample of hogged fuel contains.

1.3 pound moles of oxygen as,, part 'of
molecular structure of the 4101 Table 6). This,
oxygen is available for particiPiiion in-the combus-

mole of carbon

41)

tion process.
Total oxygen required l0;''tiffn fuel .5.8 ,

pound moles.
Oxygen available korn the .1j4eli farelf it .P.4

pound moles. ; 14k ' 't I

Oxygen that must IYe.,.titipplied front:air is 4,5

pound mq)es.

'e
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We can readily convert this.arnompt hack into
terms that are easier to visualize. Recall that I
pound mole of any gas takes. up exactly 359 cubic
feet under standard conditions of temperature and
pressure. Thus, 4.5 pound moles of oxygen would

'occupy 1,616 standard cubic feet (359 x 4.5 =
1,616)...As oxygen is roughly 21 percent of the
volume of air, the total voluMe of air required for
combustion. of 100 pounds of hogged fuel is .

. 1,616 x '100/21 = 7,695 SCF of air.
This is equal to 617' pounds of air required

11Nr. i UP pounds of.fuel..

Excess Air.'
We haye seen_The exact amount of air that is'

roquired:.Wb urn 100 pounds of hogged fuel. 1n 'an
n'actlial 'situation, however, some, excess air is re-
,quired for .two reasons. First, for combustion to
*occur, each molecule of gaseoul fuel must come
into physiel contact with.One or more :molecules

,...pf.o'Xigen. TO insure this, a few extra molecules of
7..oxygen- must be supplied, thus :inti'easing the
probability of conoet bf the.moleculesi,.Second, in
sorfie furnace designs',-:excess 'air' is necessary to
assist in Ofying:the wet fuel enough for-combustion

' to occur and to properly.f.,di:iperse the fuel On the
grates. ..

Excess air normally is expresged as a percent -
-'age = 'of the amount that must be supplied, to. meet
exactly tbe :req:ifirements 'for combustion:: In ' tbe
exaMpleor burning 100 pounds of hOggedfuel, we
'fburiethat 7,695 SCF ocair were required, This-.
can be a basis for _determining excess' air. Tor
example, to calculie the air requirement at 25.

pektent excess air we' gdc! on 25 percent of 7,695
SCP,ior

(1 + 0.25) x 7,695 j 9,619 SCF.,.
In the same manner;AVe can determin the air

requirement under conditions of 50, 100, and 15,0'
percent excess-air (Table 7).

The effects of .excess air on combustion will
be discussed later. For the present, we must be
awa% of the magnitude of tie airflow for different
percent ges of excess. air. Each 100 pounds of dry
hogge fuel burned requires more than 1,200
you s of air at .100 percent excess air. Currently;
may y hogged fuel boilers operate. in the range of
150 percent excess_ air and are using over .1,509
pounds .of air per 100 pounds of hogged ,fuel
burned.

'PriMary Products of Combustion
Referring back to Equation 1, we found that

:.carbon in 'fuel combines with 'oxygen to form
carbon dioxide.

C 0; CO2 .1

One pound mole of carbon dioxide is formed
for each pound mole of carbon and oxygen, and

..one hundred pounds 'of hogged fuel contain 4.3
pound-moles of carbon. Therefore7the combustion
products will include 4,3 ppund moles of carbon
dioxide.
. 'Now, consider the.tomphonents of the corn -
bustion products cau,sed. by ;excess -air. If the
process included no excess "air, no oxygen would be
in the flue gases. If, howtver,:excess air is provided,
the flue gases will contain the eXceiss oxygen that
was not used in the combustion process.. For

Table 7., Summary of the Combustion Air Require-
:. ments 'AO Burn 100 POunds of Dry Hogged; Fuel with
'!IVarious Percentages of Excess. Mr

Excess:
ti

'Multiplying
factor

Volume
of air:

Weight
of air

SCF'

25
SO

,100 :
150

1

1

21.00
.2,50

7,695
, 9,619

11,,5'113'.
1S,0
49,2W;

SCI,standard cubic

Pounds

771.
./.`. 926

''.1 ,5413"

1.



example,, if '25 percent excess ,air is added' to the
basic air' requirement of 7,695. CF, it isincreased
by I ,924 SCF of air. This makei a total,o(9,614:
SCF (Table 7): When the additional 1,914 SCF are
added, 21 percent of it is oxygen, Therefore, 0.21
x 1,924 = 404 SCF of oxygen added, but not used
'in combustion. In terms. Of pound moles; this is
equivalent to

404/359, = 1.13 pound moles.
Therefore, the flue gases for the conditton.of

25 percent excess air will contain .1.13 pound
moles of oxygen per 100 pounds of fuel burned.

The same approach can, be used to determine
the oxygen content) of flue gases fdr other percent-
ages of excess air (Table 8).

The last component of the flue gases that wilt
be considered is the nitrogen content. Recall that
roughly 79 percent of air is nitrogen. This does not
undergo any significant chemical ,reactions in the
combu4tion of hogged fuel. Therefore, nitrogen
that enters the process will' leave the process as
nitrogen.

'As with oxygen, the amount of nitrogen
entering the process is partially dependent upon
the amount of excess air introduced. For the
conditions of no excess air, 7,695 SCF of air were
required to burn 100. pounds of hogged fuel.
Seventy-nine percent of. this amount is nitrogeti, or .

0.79 x 7,695 = 6,079 SCF.
In pound moles, this represents..
6,07.9 SCF/359 SCF per pound ,mole = 16.9L

pound moles of nitrogen. c

Table 8. Summary of Oxygen Contents of Flue Gases' for.
Various Percentages of Excess 'Air to Burn 100 'Pounds of. Pry
Hogged Fuel.

4

4

I 5'

With :125 pet4n(cx,:ceSs:4ir,. 9,619 SCF of air
was required (Table V,'Seventy-n.ine ReNent of
this; or /

0.79:;x:9 619 = 'T599.80.,
. .,

isnitrogen. in pound moles, this 'represents
I. 7,599 F / 3 5 9 SCF p4 -pound mole. = .21.2

pound moles of nitrogen.... ..H,,
Oi Table: 9 summarizes ''.,the pound oles
'nitrogen for various amounts of excess irTiised to
burn' 100 pounds of hogged 'fuel,

With the information in Tables '8 am), 9,We
now can analyze the. inafor,

,

constituents- of dry flue
gases in the combustion of- hogged fuel',..With
excess air, we find the following :ceinbu.stion
products:

Carbon dioxide
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Total products

In percentages:
Carbon dioxide

Oxygen
413

Nitrogen

.

= 4.3 pound moles,
4= 0 pound moles (Table 7),
,= 16,9 pound litotes (Table 8), and
= 21.2 pound moles.

= 4.3/21.2 x 100
= 20.3 percent of total dry flue gas,
= 0/21.2 x 1.00
= 0 percent of total'dry flue gas,
= 16.9/21:2 x 100 ,

= 79,7 perceni of total.dry flue gas. r
,

With 'no excess air, the combustion gases "'
would have 20.3 percent carbon dioxide, This can
be measured directly with an Qrsat 'Fluc Gas
Analyzer.

:

Excess
air

: d

0'
25
50

100
150

Air in
Volume excess
of, air of base

SCF SCF

Oxygen
in excess
of base'

7,695 ,0
9,619 1,924

11,543 3,848
15,390. 7,695
19,238 11,543

I'SCP : standard. cubic' feet,.
2Surtifus over 'base requirement

SCF:

0
.1304
808

1;61'6
2,424`*

Oxygen'
in flue'

gas

Pound moles

0
1 ,13
2 .

4.50
6.75
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able 9.. Sunima ry of they Ni trogen ContEnt of
1.1ue Nip;es for Vier (Ms Percentages or excess

to'llirn IOU Pounds of Dry Hogged Fuel.

Excess
air

Total
air Nitrogen Nitrogen

SCP1 SCF Pound moles

0 7,695 6,079 16.9
25 9,619 7,599 21.2

11 , 3 -9,119 25.4
I 00 15,390 12,158 33.9
)50 1 9 , 238 15,198 42.3

'Standard cubic feet.

With 2a percent of excess air, we find that

Cm bon dioxide
ONVM
Ninogen
loud

4.3 pound moles,

1.13 pound moles (Table 7),

;1.2 pound moles (Table 8), and the
16.63 pound moles.

In percentages.

iibon dioxide = 4.3/26.63 x 100
16.1 percent of total flue gas,

(h!reit 1,13/26.63 x 100
4.2 percent of total flue gas, and

Nit roger = 21.2/26.63 x 100
-7.- 79.6 percent of total flue gas.

. 1n this example, the combustion gases would
indicate 1.6.1 percent carbon dioxide. By going
through .these calculations for each percentage of
excess air, we ca n develop the values in Table 10.

'Hie 'values of carbon dioxide and oxygen
shown 'in -1i1 We"' 1p can be plotted against the
pcicntage °I exceh air (Figure 5). This plot and
data from a Clue gas analysis for either carbon
dioxide or oxygen allow you to read the percent-
age of excess air inwediately. Data On both gases
are not necessary, bin may ,help as a check on
'accuracy of the flue gas analysis.

The water-vapor,.confent of the flue gases is
not considered in.the analySis because, in most flue
gas analyzers, the gas sample is cooled before
actual analysis for constituents, which condenses
the water vapor and removes it from the sample.

1

Thus, the analysis is made on only the nonwater
constituents of the gas. Data in Table 10 and
Figure 6 are calculated op a dry basis.

The actibal water-vapor content, measured in
flue gases from -hogged_ fuel boilers, ranges from
about 6 to 24 percent by volume. For hogged fuel
whose average moisture content is from 45 to 50
percent by weight, the water-vapor content Of the,
flue gas will be about 16 percent by volume under
stack conditions. This value varies with .moisture
content in the fuel, relative humidity of the aft, .

and percentage excgss air. If a wet scrubber is
installed to control particulate emissions from the

11-

Table 10. Composition 'of Dry Combustion
Gases1 for Various Percentages of Excess
Air.

EXCE516

air
Carbon

. dioxide Oxygen Nitrogen

0 20,3 0 79.7
25 16,1 ,4.2 79.6
50 "13.5 7.0 79.5

100 10.1 10.5 79.4
ISO 8.1 .12.7 79.3

1For combustion 'of wood and bark, the
theoretical sum of carbon dioxide and
oxygen should be 20-21% of the dry corn-
bustion gases.

./.
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CO2 OR 02 IN. FLUE GAS, PERCENT

Figure 5...Rclatioi4 of excess air to percentage of
oxygen and earbcin dioxide in flue gases.

boiler, water-vapor content in the gas,`; downstream
from the scrubber, will increase.

Other Products of Combustion
The foregoing discussion deals only with the

primary constituents of flue gases (carbon dioxide,
oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapor). These usually
make up 98-99 percent of the total material
emitted from the combustion process. Other mate-
rials' are emitted, however (Table 11), which cain be
.categorized as gaseous or particulate. The term
"gaseous" is self explanatory. The term i;particu-
late" is somewhat misleading. The Federal-Govern-
ment and most 'tate regulatory agencies define
particulate as any material that exigs either in the
liquid or/ solid state under conditions of 29.92

, inches of mercury (standard 'atmospheric pressure)
and 70 r: With this definition, some materials that
exist as gases at the higher stack temperatures
(from doo to 750 F) may condrse to form liquids

20

1 7

STACK GAS
TEMP,

600

0 0 20 40 . 60
fr

MOISTURE, PERCENT (WET BASIS) ,'
/

Figure 6. Relation of heat loss to moisturekontent
of Douglas-fir bark.

or solids at lower temperatures.' Thi s lvonies
important with regard to airpollution emissions.
because most boilers have lintitat/lons on the
concentrations or amounts of parti ulate material /
ifthat can be emitted to the atmosphere. Measure-

for articulate emis-

sions

and el:introl methods*
sions are discussed- in chapters 5 t rough 8..

Summary of Reactants and Products of
Combustion

Table 12 summarizes the data concerning the
amount of air used in the coinbustion of 100
pounds of dry hogged fuel. It also lists the volumes
of the gaseous products .61* combustion for various
amounts of excess air. Note that under standard
conditions of temperature and pressure, there is
little difference in the volumes of gases that enter
and leave the process. At higher stack ...tempera-
tures, however, the exhaust gase sand and
become Substantially greater in volun ,f.i.'

64
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Table 11 Summary of Material's .Normally. Found in Flue Gases.-
from Combustion of lloggod Fuel.

Gases

Nitrogen
C'Arliiin dioxide -98-99%,
Oxygen of total
Water vapor
Carbon monoxide
Unburned hydrocarbons'
Sulfur dioxide
Oxides of. nitrogen (NO NO2)
Inert gases

L Particulate material

lnoxgniC flyash
Fixed carbon
Traces of metals and salts

'high- molecular- weight hydrocarbons may he considered aS: part
ticulate matter if they can existas.liquids or solids at '
ambient pressures and temperatures:.

Table 12. Air Requirements and.ProduCts of.Gombustion l*rmed in Burn-
ng 100 :Pounds of Dry Hogged' Fuel with Var'ious''.Amountrs of EXcess. Air.

Volume of combustiOn products

Excess air
Total air

input
Weight

air input. Dry basis

'Standard cubic feet.
2At stack conditions assumed to be 600 Fad 16% moisture content:

% s61
41,

'0 7,695
25 9,619
50 11,54'3
100 15,390
150 19,238

Pounds. SCF1

617. 7,611
711 - 9,560.
926 11,470

1,543 19,153.

'Actual 'tiasfs,2

.

14,521
24, S20

-29 419
39 317
49 125

The information in Table 12 was developed
from the average ultimate analysis of 22 samples of
hogged fuel. It may differ slightly for fuels whose
ultimate analysis is not the same as that indicated
in Table 2. It differs substantially for the combus-

tion of coal, oil, gas, or other fo ii fuels.
/ An impoript feature of able 12 is that it.:

indicates the influence of' ex ss air on gas vol-
umes. A detailed discussion of he effects of excess;
air is provided in Chapter 4.



fiQNOF HOGGED FUEL

We. can categorize, the factors affecting complete.,combustion into three groups: Fuel related, air
related, and others. Many of these factors are interrelated.

Fuel-Related Factors

Some of the characteristics of hogged fuel,
such as size, moisture content, ultimate analysis,
proXimate analysis, and , heating value, were dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. Each of these factors influ-
ences the combustion process.

Size
The combustion process is a gaseous-phase

reaction (Chapter' 3). About 75-85 percent of
woad fuels is volatile and must burn in the gaseous
state. This requires proper conditions for evapora-
tion of the fuel. The size of fuel pirticles directly
affects their ability to evaporate. The smaller the
pieces, the more rapidly' their volatile components
will vaporize and burn, Large pieces haVe reduced

::surface area available for evaporation to occur.
Furthermore, large pieces of wood tend to insulate
their interior parts, so more time is required for the
volatile material II) become sufficiently hot to
vaporize.

The amount of suiface area available for
evaporation is -represented by the ratio of the
surfac area to volume. Table 13-- shows the

approximate ratio of surface area to
each major component of hogged fuel,

volume for

Moisture Content
Moisture content of- fuel directly affects the',

rate at which fuel can evaporate to the gaseous,,;.
state. Recall', the first step in the combustion'
processevapo'ktion of water from' the fuel. If the
Moisture content' 's high, this process takes a Ian:
time and requires significant amout ofenergy;" ":':`"

dry wood fuels, vaporation of volatile mate-:'
rial takes place immellately, so the combustion'
process is rapid. .

Table .13 lists typical, moisture contents for
the major components of ho ed fuel and the
combined relative effe'ct of fue size and moisture
content on' the rate of com ustion, The last
column of Table 13 is a relative scale only. It

should not be interpreted to mean that dry
sanderdust will burn- exactly I 0 times faster than
wet bark. It does indicate, however, that the actual
rate at which sanderdust burns is considerably
greater than the rate for wet bark. ..

Time variations in moisture content may
make control of the combustion process difficult.

'4
Table 13. Typical Moisture Contents, Relative Ratios of .

Surface Area to Volume, and Their Combined Relative
Effect'on the Rate of Combustion of Wood and Bark Residues.

Residue

Typical
moisture
content-

Relative
ratio,
surface
to volume

Relative
'effect on
rate of
combustion

Bark
Coarsewood
Planer shavingS, kiln-dry
Planer shav,ings, green
Sawdust
Sanderdust'
lttject mat furnish

Percent

45 1

45 1

16 S

40 5

.35 6
5 10

8

19

2

2

30
12

17

200

Ilk .

J
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yor example, if the forced, and induced-draft
systems are adjusted for good combustion of

-.moderately wet fuel (that is, 45 percent MC) and
Suddenly ,a load of dry fuel is sent to the
combustion chamber, the rate of combustion
increases rapidly. In most boilers, the result Is an
immediate 'deficiency of oxygen and generation of
unburned carbon particles that cause a black
exhaust plume. The reverse situation also can'.
occur. If dry fuel is burned with proper amounts'of
excess air, and the moisture content suddenly
increases to a high level, the rate of combustion
will decrease rapidly_ Under these circumstances,
the excess air may exceed reasonable linCits -until..
adjustments in 'the:fuel-air ratio can be made.

As noted- earlier, moisture content of fuel is
significant because it has a negative he value,;
that is; heat., is needed to evaporate igure' 6
shows the heat loss from a range of oisture
coUtentsfor Do4aS-fir..bark. About -percent of

'the 'total heat. in the Wel is required, for moisture
evaporation at 50 percent moisture -content; about
26 perctnt of the fuel heat is ,needed- at a fuel
moisture* content of 67 percent.

Not. only does increasing themoisture content
of fuel increase heat losses. and, thereby, reduce
Overall efficiency, but it also retards combustion,
lower flame temperatures, and reduCes the. rates of
steamleneration. Vvhen the fuel moisture content
readIes a range of: 64-70 perc'ent, a stable fire
cannot be maintained unless auxiliary fuel is added
to help driVe off the water: In addition, water in
the ludo evaporates- to roughly 5,700 times its
liquid volume. in the furnace. The effect is to
increase the gas velocity through the combustion
zone, which reduces residence time for combus-
tion, increases particle carryover into the heat
exchanger section, and increases the size Iequire-
ments of gas-cleaning equipment on the boiler.
Clearly,.an advantage can be gained by limiting the
moisture content of hogged fuel. In recognition of
this, -several plants in the Northwest are installing
fuel-drying systems as part of their emission
control packages.

These variations in moisture content and size
bring up an important feature of feeder systems for
hogged fuel. Most fuel-feed systems are controlled
on a bulk-volume basis. That is, they are designed
to vary only the volumetric flow rate of the fuel.

The relation between th volume of the fuel and its
heat content is less constant for hogged fuel than
for other fuels. Therefore, attempting to control
the combustion process through controlling airflow
rate and bulk-feed rate is difficult. A more ideal
system would be to measure and control heat flow
into the furnace along with airflow into the
furnace. Then, when a slug load of planer shavings
comes to the furnace, the system could detect its
proportionately high heat content and control the
rate of fuel feed accordingly. At the same time,
ca?irections could be made to the airflow to
maintain a reasonable range of excess air 'for
combustion. Unkirtunately, instantaneous, contin-
uous Btu analyzers are not now available for
hogged fuel analyses. Therefore, the next best
solution is to mix the fuel thoroughly so as to
stabilize, as much as possible, the size and moisture
content of the fuel.

Uimate Analysis
The data obtained from an ultimate analysis

of a fuel sample determine the amount of air
required to. burn the fuel completely. In Chapter 2,
the ultinfate analysis data were used to calculate
that stoichiomeiric combustion of 100 pounds of
hogged fuel requires 617 pounds of air. Also, the
ultimate analysis data made it possible to deter-
mine the composition of the products:of combus-

'Rion for different 'amounts, of xcess air. Thus, by
Measuring the percentage of carbon dioxide or
xygen in the dry flue g , it is possible to
etermine the percentage of excess Air directly.

. 'There is substantial difference in the composi-'
tion of various fuels, such as natural gas, coal, oil,
and wood. Therefore, for each of these fuels the
stoichiometria..Jatios of air to fuel will* vary
substantiallY:Aith knowledge of the ultimate
analysis of 'A :file!, we can make combustion
caltulationi for that fuel and; thereby, deterthine
the relations between flue-gas composition , and
percentage of excess, air. This is one of sew%
,critical' parameters in controlling the combustion.
process.

Proximate Analysis'
Proximate analysis provides, information on

percentages of volatile material, fixed carbon, and
as(' in tlit fuel sample. The Percentage

6r



material (the part of the fuel that vaporizes to
form a gai when it is heated to a Iiigh temperature)
has an importaiii bearing on combustion of the
fuel, Except for carbon, all fuels commonly used in
boilers must evaporate before they can burn. When
they ail; in the gaseous state, they can mix with
oxygen from the air and go through the process of
combustion. Carbon can burn in the solid state, as
is seen. in the combustion of charcoatbriquets.

Ely knowing the percentage of volatile mate-
rial in a fuel sample, we can estimate the rate of
combustion for the fuel. Fuels high in fixed carbon
will burn at a ..slow rate. Therefore, they will
require longer residence time in the furnace for
complete coinbustiort than fuels with .a high
percentage of volatile material. Roughly, from 75
to .85 peileent of hogged fuel is considered to be
volatile (Table 3).

The ash content of fuels. as determined by
proximate"'arialysis is significant for several reasons.
First, ash does not burn, it plugs the 'air passages
on grates and in the heat exchange Rections. The
ash that does not stay in the boiler is carried out
by the exhaust gases and acts as an air pollutant.
As an example of the quantities,- consider a boiler
that burns.9 units of hogged fuel per 'hour to make
100,000 pounds per .hour of steam. The ash going
into the boiler amounts to roughly 9,000 'pounds
per day if the ash content is 2 wept.

Second, ash can damagoThe boiler physically.
Large quantities of sand and other abrasive mate-'
*Hal will erode boiler tubes and mechanical collec-
tors. High content of sea salt may cause corrosion
in a boiler if condensation occurs in the heat
exchangers or breachings.

Knowledge of the Ali content of hogged fuel
is important in designing mechanical collection
equipment. From an operational standpoint, the
ash content directly affects the frequency with
whit grates must be cleaned and soot blown off
tubes, and the amount of ash and dirt buildup in
the boiler.

Heating Value
The heating value of fuel directly affects the

rate at which fuel is fed into a furnace. For
example, a boiler generating 100,000 pounds per /
hour of steam may have the following equivalent
fuel feed rates per minute:

6d
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570' pounds of hogged fuel at 40 percent
moisture content and 5,000 Btu per pound,

310 pounds of dry hogged fuel with 9,000
Btu per pound, or

150 pounds of No. 6 fuel oil with 18,000 Btu
per pound.

ObviouSly, trie rate of fuel feed affects the
operating cost -of a, boiler. Knowledge of the
.heating value of fuels, however, is generally not an
important factor .in operating a hogged fuel boiler.
First, measuring Btu content on a continuous basis
is difficult. Second, if it could be measured, the
values obtaineOwould net influence the settings of
the combustion 'controls on the boiler. Third, the
moisture content of the fuel is not taken into
account in the values shown in TabW 4. Thus, the
values do not reflect the available Btu content for
generating steam in the boiler. The primary benefit
of knowing heating value of the fuel is in making
engineering calculations for boiler design and effi-
ciency.

In addition to fuel related factors, such as
size, moisture content, ultimate analysis, proxi-,
mate analysis, and heating value, six otherjactors
affect the combustion of hogged fuel. These
include the method of feeding the fuel, the
distribution of fuel 41 the furnace, 'variations in
rates of -fuel feed, the depth of fuel pile An* the
furnace, auxiliary fuel usage, and separate firing
practices. Each'is discussed in detail.

Method of Feeding Fuel
The method of feeding fuel to a boiler

furnace is dependent upon the furnace design. For
Dutch ovens, the fuel is dropped through a chute
on top of a file. Several piles may be used for one
boiler. For spreader-stoker furnace designs, the fuel
is spread across a grate with a mechanical or
pneumatic spreader. The desired result is to lay a
thin, uniform mat of hogged fuel across the entire
area of the, grates (Figures 2 and 4).

These two systems differ Substantially. With
the Dutch oven, the fuel reaches the top of the pile
in a "stream" and cascades down the sides. Little *0
combustion or qie fuel occurs until it has settled
on the sides of 'the pile. There, it receives radiant
heat from .the refractory lining of the oven. This
heat input, coupled with convectional heat transfer
from the hot gases around the pile, piovides energy

a



to evaporate the water in the -fuel and raise the
temperature for combustion to occur. Gases
evolved from the pile are rich in carbon monoxide.
As these pass between the drop-nose arch and the
bridge wall, the overfire air supplies 'sufficient
oxygen to complete the combustion of ,carbon
monoxide to carbon dioxide.

In a spreader-stoker design, the fuel is spread
across the grate of the furnace so that it must fall
through the flames of the burning material on the
grates. Small, dry particles of fuel, such-us sander-
dust and planer shavings, will heat quickly and
burn in suspension before they arrive at the grate.
Larger, moist fuel 'parts., such as bark and coarse
white wood, will fall to the grate and burn,,at that
location until they become\small enough and light
enough that the air from under the grptes can carry
them into suspension. The combustion will be
completed for these articles in suspension (pro-
vided that the necessary time, temperature, and
turbrdZnce are maintained). The spreader-stoker
design does not use large amounts of refractory to
radiate heat back to-tbe burning fuel pile. Heat is
radiated from the flame zone above the grates Oack
to the fuel on the grates. This aids in the initial
combustion: Heat also is transmitted, to the fuel
through turbulent flow of hot combustion gases.
within the furnace and from heated underfire air.
Combustion must be completed in the furnace
chamb4

The method of fuel feed is tied closely to the
particular design of furnace, andlieeding methods
are not .easily ineerchangable. The furnace design
and the methods of fuel feed associated with a
particular design do influence the process of
combustion.1

1

Distribution of Fuel in the Furnace
Furnaces are designed for uniform combus-

tion of fuel across the furnace. Fuel on the
left-hand side of the furnace should be subject to
the same onditions of available air, temperature,
turbul and gas velocity as fuel on the right-
hiind s If the fuel feeding .system allows for
uneven istribution of the fuel, the combustion
system will be unbalanced. The right-hand side
may have too much air, too low gas velocity, too
high temperature, or too much or too' little of

inother parameter of combustion. The need for
uniformity applies to fore and aft distribution of
fuel, as well as side to side. The primary concern is
that fuel be placed evenly in the combustion zone
in all typcs of furnaces.

Variations in Fuel Feed Rates
In almost all boilers, swings occur in the

steam demand under normal operation. In some
instances, these range from 40 to 125 percent of
the be011er rating over periods as short' as a few
minutes, although most units do not undergo such
violent changes in load. In responding to load
variations, the fuel feed rate is increased or
decreased. Decreasing feed. rate usually has no,
adverse effect on the combustion reaction. The fire
burns to a lower !eve), and steam production drops
oft'.

With increased steam demand, substantial
problems may occur. Consider a furnace that is
operating at 75 percent of full load.'Suddenly, the
load increases to 100 percent. As the steam.
demand increays, the fuel feed rate increases. The
furnace receives hogged fuetwith moisture from 45
to 50 percent. This increase in the rate of wet fuel
going to the furnace may tend to lower the
temperature in the combustion 'zone. As the
temperature drops off, the combustion rate drops
off. To compensate for this, more air is added,
usually as underfire air, to help dry the fuel and
increase the rate of combustion, which increases
the percentage of. excess ait. This tends to reduce
combustion efficiency and frequently results in
sending substantial amounts of unburned material
out of the 'furnace. Gradually, the wet fuel dries,
the temperature in thecombustionizone increases,
the rate of combustibn increases, and the steam
output from the boiler increases.

The degree to which ,the tIpset in combustion
occurs is dependent upon several factors:

Rate tf combustion initially,
change in fluel feed to meet the new load ,
design and size of the furnace,
moisture content of the fuel,
size of the fuel,
teMperature of underfire and overfire air,'
amount of excess air, and
other related 'combustion 'parameters.
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The factor that triggered the upset was the
tincrease in fu feed rate, It' feed rate is 'increased

drastically ov a short time, substantial upsets can
he, expected with normal hogged fuel. If the feed
rate is increased gradually, less disturbance will
occur to the combustion' process. 'The most dra-
atic example of this upset condition can be seen
in furnaces that are hatch fed from a hopper. To
maintain stable combustion conditions is virtually
impossible when a ton or more of wet, cold,
hugged fuel is dropped into a furnace.

Depth of Fuel Pile in the Furnace
The depth of fuel pile has two major effects

on 'the combustion process. First, the .amount of
underfire airflow depends on the depth of the.,fuel
pile. As most hogged fuel boilers are not equipped
tO vary air pressure, when the pile height increases,
the airflow rate decreases. A decrease in underfire
airflow may raise the Overtire airfloty if the air duct
system is not equipped with individual. damper
controls. cc,

The reverse situation also occurs. When height
of the fuel pile decreases, the underfire air has less
resistance to flow as it passes through the pile.
Flow rate, therefore, increases in the underfire air
and may decrease on overtire air. This applies to
Dutch oven and spreader-stoker designs, although
the responses to1pile depth would not be equal.

The second effect of varied fuel pile height is
changes in radiated heat transfer to the fuel- and is
applicable to Dutch ovens sly. In Dutch ovens,
the closer the fuel is to the hot refractory lining,
the faster the volatile portion of the fuel receives
radiated heat and evaporates to the gaseous phase.
Thus, raising the pilelbeight can increase the rate of
combustion in a Dutch oven. There is an 'upper
limit, however. As the surface of the fuel pile
approaches the top of the Dutch oven, the volume
of gas in the oven decreaseS. This reduces residence
time and increases gas velocities. The resulting
incomplete combustion of fuel will lower the
temperature in the furnace and slow the rate of
combustion.

Separate

In hogg
poncnts, such

rs, the various fuel em-
bark, pla er shavings, 441 sander-
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dust, can he mixed together anti fed to the furnace
as a mixture, or they can be fed separately. Two
Mel components that usually are put into the
furnace through separate systems are sanderdust
and cinders.

Suilderdust firing. Sanderd us t particles are
small and low in moisture content. These charac-
teristics result in extremely rapid combustion if the
fuel is properly suspended and other conditions are
favorable, Rapid combustion means that the avail-
able oxygen.will be consumed at a high rate.oll the
oxygen svpply is limited, the sanderdust as well as-'
the other)cuel may be "starved" for oxygen. In this
instance, unburned particles will leave the furnace
as dense, black smoke. To avoid this circumstance,
sanderdust can be injected separately with its own
corolled air supply.

Separate firing of sanderdust offers several
advantages over mixing it with other components
of hogged fuel. A Well-designed system can limit
dust problems in handling and storage, provide a
proper balance of air and fuel, provide air at the
correct place and, in general, improve combustion
conditions. Further, sanderdust firing systems can
be responsive to changes in boiler load. They can
be used to release heat energy quickly to compen-
sate for rapid swings in load. If sanderdust is mixed
with other hogged fuel, the response to load Avirigs
is less rapid. Furthermore, sanderdust fired in a
mixture with hogged fuel frequently is not well
mixed. The result is spasmodically high rates of
combustion when' the sanderdust is a high percent-
age of a mixture and high rates of excess air when
sanderdust flow rates are reduced. Design criteria
for sandddust firing systems are discussed in
Qhapter 6.

Cinder reinjection. Cinders collected in con-
trol devices, such as cyclones or multiple cyclones,
also exhibit properties that make them difficult to
transport, store, and burn. Discussions of these
properties may provide ihsight regarding their
effect on the combustion reaction.

Cinders are a combination, of fixed carbon,
inorganic fly ash, and larger particles of inorganic,
incombustible material such as sand and day. The
percentage of this material that is capable of
burning, that is, the fixed carbon, is dependent
upon combustion conditions in the furnace. If

I
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COIlditIIS are good, perhaps only from 10 to 15
pereeni of the cinders will he combustible. If

'combustion conditions are poor, then as much as
-90 percent of the cinders may be fixed carbon.

The rate of combustion of fixed carbon is
substantially lower than the rate of combustion for
the volatile materials in wood fuels. As wood
undergoes combustion, the volatile materials evap-
orate to the gaseous phase and burn. In the gaseous
phase, they burn more rapidly than carbon in the
solid phase. For example, consider how long
charcoal briquets burn compared to blocks of
wood cut to the same size. This difference is
important for hogged fuel furnaces beCause, v.hen
cinders are reinjectud,..thay require longer.residence
time to reach complete end products of Combus-
Mu. If residence time. tit' hi ,11 temperature is not
sufficient, unburned cinders ill leave the furnace
again as potential air polluta ts.

Tire carbon portion of cinders is not mechan-
ically strong. It crushes easily to a fine powder
with low density. This uSually occurs in rotary
screen systems that remove sand and heavier
particles. The resultant form of the carbon makes
it difficult to handle because' of the dust. It also
presents problems when reinjected into the 'fur-
nace. Tlie. small, light particles of carbon can be
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Thus, for every 100 pounds of cinders that are
initially collected:

Only 15 pounds will burn,
the reinjected portion after screening likely

will consist of -10 pounds of carbon and 20 pounds
of incombustible material, and

after reinjection, only 5 pounds of The carbon
will burn, but the remainder, plus the 20 potindS of

suspended in the turbulent airflow of the furnace incombustible material, will be recycledglikrough
and earned out of the combustion zone quickly-- lithe system.
fiequently before the combustion rifaction has had
time to 1;4 to completion.

Consider- two extreme situations where cinder
reinjection might be employed. First, consider a
furnace nit which combustion of the fuel is good
and only 15 percent of the cinders is carbon
(Figure 7). Separation of this material in screen-
ing sylem probably will meet with only limited
success because the carbon particles arc expected
to be small. quell of the inorganic fly ash will be
of about the same size and density. Thus, the
screened maierial that is%to be reinjected probably
will he only 50 percent combustible at most.
Because of its combustion characteristics and size,
when it *is reinjected, only 50 percent

rest

thf
combustible. portion likely will burn. The rest will
be carried out of the furnace as "new einders.".

a

.,
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Operating a system like this is difficult to
justify when you consider the increased rate of
particulate emission from the stack and the erosion
of the boiler tubes and the cinder collection system
from continually recycled inorganic niaterial.

, Now consider the oppositt extreme. Assume
that you are operating a furnace in which combus-
tion conditions are:poOr. Cinders collected in the
multiple cyclones are 90-percent carbon and lam
(Figure 8). After screenipg, the reinjected material
is 95-percent carbon and reduced in size. When
reinjected into a poor combustion situations pet-
haps from 20 to 30 percent of the carbon burns.
The remainder is recycled throug4 t$e system.
Being reduced in size, a substantial portion will not
be caught in the collectOss, but will go out of the
stack as Or pollutants.
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Two basic things are wrong with this system.
First is the attempt to burn, in an already poor
combustion situation, a material that does not
born well. Second is the amount of inorganic,
incombustible material, which. is the same as in the
firsl lXilnipie of good combustion. As in the first
example, this material is..recycled through the
system, which results in erosion and increased
loading to the atmosphere. Again, operating under
these conditions is difficult to justify.

This raises an important question: Why rein-
ject cinders at all? The answet is %that reinjectison
helps to solve a serious problem of solid waste. For
example, a boiler that is designed for a capacity of
.100,000 pounds ne'r hour on hogged fuel probably
mill emit from 800 to 900 pounds of cinders per
hour. Of these, maybe from 300 to 400 pouhds'per
lour are combustible. Reinjection reduces the
solid-waste problem in two ways. First, it results in
some reduction' in the volume of th'e combustible
portion of tote ash. Second, it gets rid of the
remainder of the WI by emitting it to the
atmosphere as particulate matter. Thus, it solves a

solid-waste problem by creating an aiemission
problem.

If Outlets arc. not reinjected, what can be
done with them? Alternatives include use as

'landfill, raw material for charcoal briquet's, filler
material for: concrete blocks and roadways, and as
a soil conditioner.

AuxfillityFuel.Usage
. Auxiliary fuels frequently are used in hogged

fuel boilers. When the hogged .fuel is very .wet'and
',will not .:support combustion, other fuel sources
can,provide the heat required to evaporate mois-
ture 'from the wood. Insome'installations, available
hogged fuel is not' sufficient to gentrat.e the steam
required. A third reason for using auxiliary fAel is
that higher rates of stearit generation' can be

achieved for a given size boiler through the use .41
fuels with higher Btu Content. Fourth, auxiliary
kids can be used effectively to handle rapid sWings
ih load.

Auxiliary fuels such as coal and oil Wive two
major effects on the combustion reaction in a
hogged filet boiler. The first deals with the sulfur
content of these fuels. Both coal and oil 'Contain*
small percentages or sulfur. This material oxidizes
in t he 'combustion process to form sulfur dioxide--
an air pollutant. Regulatory agencies have estab-
lished limits on (Ike percentage of sulfur allowable
in these fuels. For most areas, the limit after July'
1974, is 1.75 percept for bunker-grade oils and .1
percent f6r coal (5).

In addition to being an air pollutant, sulfur
dioxide can cause significant damage to the boiler
components' if it is allowed to condense. Air
preheaters,are particularly susceptible to thiscon-
densation7corrosion problem.

The second major effe'ci of auxiliary fuels in
hogged fuel boilers relates to ash content. This is.
not serious in the .use of natural gas because its ash
content is negligible. On the. other hand, the. ash
content of coal can range from 6 to 30 percent (I).'
Ash content of residual oil should, be less than 0.5
percent ( ), but has been measured in excess of 10
percent.2 If coal with an ash content of 6 percent

is used, its ash content per ton is three times that
of hogged fuel. thus, loading..to the collectors may

2Personal communication with Prof, A. Hughes, Dept. of
'Mechanical Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis.:
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well eceetl,' the,design captWity oldie:collectors, if.
..;ii:is used eXtenMitely Furtherinore, size, density,

and...other characterisites.,of coal flyash may. ,differ
from..that4 wOod. --

tlk, Of aitxiliry fuel (Wilily type requires ;that.
both .fuel flOW"iind airflow be can trolled- within
reasonable litnits for proper eombuition;through:
out the N116110401: operation.

. Thus, there are'many1661-:srel4ted factors that
exert, a significant effect on the combustion reac-
tion ui hogged. fuel boilers. Included in these are
olai;iderations of tipifcies; size;''mpisture content,
ufti)nate analyles, proximate analyses, heating

inethod:of.feeding fuel,41istribution of fuel
in the furnace, variations in fuel,feed rates, depth
of fuel pile,,..separate, tiring:practices, and auxiliary
fuel'usage;

Air-Related FactOrs

We now will consider-air-related factors that
affect the combustion reaction. Included will be
percentage of excess:air, air-temperature, ratio.of
overtire to underfire air, fprkilence of air, amount
of .compared to size of furnace, and flow
relations 'between indUced4rraft systems and,
forced -draft systems. 4

Percentage Excess Air , _

As noted previously, excess air is required for
complete combtistion of hogged Nei. Each mole.,'

'Lde of fuel in the gasebus:state must come into
contact with one or- morq..'molecules of .oxygen.
Onlyi then can' the chemical reactions occur to
ComPlete the -combustion process, By supplying
exrss air, the probability of this occurring in-

,creaks,
There is a limit to how !mach excess ait:cAn be

addied and still help the combustion reaction'.
Sevieral factors are influential. .

When air is brought into the combustion .

chkimiler, it is well below' flame temperatures..
During\ combustion, it must ,be heated from Its
input temperature to combustion temperatures, an
increase pf up to 1,800 Fit This requires heat
energy t at comes from the combustion:. As the
amount o air' is increased, more energy 1s 'taken
from thee c mbustion process to heat incoming air.

ti

73 ,
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IThis lowers the temperature in the Combustion
zone, which slows the rate of the reaction. If the
fuel fails to burn completely because Amy-
reaction rate, air pollutants will be generate

01

t

As the energy requirement to heat 'morning
air increases with the amount of excess air,- thermal
efficiency of the combustion system goes down.
The result is that mote fuel is required to produce
a given amount of steam (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Relation of excess air to heat loss at five
temperatures of stack gases.

Furnaces are fixed in volume, that is, they
have. a certain height, width, and depth, which do
not change. As airflow into a furnace increases, the
velocity of gases passing through the furnace
increases. Furnaces are designed for a reasonable
range of gas velocities based on an assumed upper
limit of excess air, usually 50 percent. If more than
5.0 percent excess air is used, gas velocities in the



furnaces may, be so high (particulerly at high rates
of steam generation) that they will carry fuel out
of the combustion zone. If this occurs and the
untairned fuel enters the heat exchange tubes of
the boiler, gas temperatures will drop quickly
below those necessary for the combustion reaction
to go to completion. Thus, air pollutants will be
formed.

An interrelated effect of high gas velocities
because of excess air is to reduce the residence
time of fuel in the combustion zone. The combus-
ion reaction takes time to go to completion.

.lar'ge amounts of excess air 'result in high gas
velocities, they also result in short residence time
of volatile gases and fly carbon in the combustion
zone. Again, this means that the process may be
stopped before combustion is completed (by low
temperatures in the heat exchange zone) and
unburned organic materials will go out the stack as
air pollutants. , .

The gas flow rate into and out of a furnace
has a linear increase proportional. to 'increased
excess air .(Table 112). At 100 percent. excess air,
eoughly twice as much gas passes through the
Furnace as at 0 percent excess air. Pressure drop
through the system increases as well as mass flow.
Movement of this gas requires forced-draft and
induced- draft fans, which in turn require power.
The cost of energy to run these fans is significant.
For example, a 100,000-pounds-per-hour hogged
fuel boiler using 100 percent excess air requires 50
horsepower more than for the same boiler using 50
percent excess air. Over a year's time, this will cost
.S.3,I25 for powl,F at 10 mils per kwh.

The size of forced-draft knd. induced-draft
systemi, which include motors, fans, ducts, and
dampers, is based-on. the steam generation rate pf
the biler and some reasonable, maximum value of
excess air: for examplOtpercent. If more than
50: percent excess air is used, then one or more of
the:'System components willibe an improper size.
Thli can result in lois of control of the systems
because: of being outside their design ranges;
improper balance between forced-draft and:
induced-draft systems, which can use pressuriz-
ing of the furnace of excessive fattaCe draft; and
inability of the air systems to resp9nd to ,load
changes or variations in the fuel,

*sr
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The size of the particulaAe..ecAieetion sYsteins
also is based on the maximum steam gerteratiOn

rate andssome reasonable. value of excess As.in
the instance of forced-draft ar:1 4,4ceciraraft
systems, pollution control equiptrient.,,', will ``pot
function at its best if gas flow rates deviate .froni
design conditions. Too much excess'air Will resufr
in lower collection efficiency for most
:control systein

In summary, some excess air is necessary"to
bring about proper combustion. Too much excess
air can be detrimental to a combustion sytern:.
because it:

Cools the combustion reaction and slows.
down the rate of reaction.

Reduces thermal efficiency.
Increases gaS velocities in the furnace

and. transports the fuel out of the furnace
before it burns completely.

Reduces residence time in the furnall.
.

that fuels cannot burn completely.,
Revi.res extra power in th-ejan,4systern,

which can be a significant cost 'actor:'''
Can unbalance an ait;systen4.,/iwhich

results in loss of combustititillebkr01..im-er,- .
proper pressure conditions in the boiler fur--
nace, and inability of the system to respond

to load variation.
Causes improper opera tion of Coltection

equipment if the gas flow exceOr!..de4ign
conditions, which can O'C'Cur..WWIarge-.pkr-f
centages of .excess air. .

i How much excess air'shoUld,be,use,d:P.Aciord-.!:.
ing to most designers and inaiii.gliCttirers of hoiged
fuel boilers, from 25 to 50 percent is-the optiipum
range. In actual practice,. ncist' hogged: fuel boilers.
are op ted at from-106' ;percent- to- -150 percent'

ss air and are not, operating at. .the -Iiest;
conditions. 'Mc:MP-of 'theseinits, would., operite
better for .combustion efficiency 'ate lower, levels of;
e,xcess air.

As a mater of priietcitilitY,,lhe best leVel of
ceexss air will vary from boiler to boiler- GerlerallY,

if the lavel is from.. 40 to,,...15 percent,: the- unit
probably is fundioning reasonably 'Well. This corre..
sponds to carbon dioxide levels;, M: the, eshatist
gimes of 143:0'14.0 percent. We'Stiouldi7Ceogniie
that, Ixiciiuse.lof the variations in furnace design,

'4
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'related combustion parameters, such as percentage
of excess air, teirbuletice, and air .temperilture.
Furthermore; the balance between 'flows in titeSe
two systems determines the pressure in the fur-
nace. In most hogged, fuel boilers, particularly
older installations, a slight: negative. t;ressure- is

,/ maintained. in the furnace and heat exchange
sections to minimize puffing and to keep fuel and,

.

combustion products in the furnace.
Not all hogged fuel boiler installations

oPerating today are equipped with balanced, auto-
mated. forced-draft .and induced-draft systems.
Many have no forced draft system at all. Others use
natural draft from smoke stacks rather than a
controlled induced-draft fan system. Such installa-
tions do not have'good control of the combustion
process throughOut the full range of operation..
Incomplete combustion may occur at regular inter-
vals with resultant emissions of smoke, cinders.,
underburned -hydrocarbons, and other air
pollutants.

Other,Factors

. To maintain good combustion- eonditionS and
good 'heat transfer, soot and ash deposits from the
furnace, and heat exchatr. tubes must be re-
moved. Failure to remove such materials resultsln.
part ial blocking of the gas. passages. If the grates
are plugged, insufficient. air for combustion will
occur' in localized parts of the furnaces. This brings.

',about loSs of steam generating capacity, loss of
efficiency, and intreasedpoptant emissions. `$Im.i
arly,..il- the tube passages are plugged, capacity: and
LITiciency are reduced..

Most plants have regular, schedules for soot
bl wing and grate cleaning. The frequency depends
on "content of fuel ash;'cpmbustion ,efficiencY";

iP

,

. .[Limiter design; avrage rath or steam gener4tioni;
'plant steam,dema.mi it.thedule;,local-regulaVm
air pollution; and.operator'siniaative. °

flow well .the job is done depends Nth o, the
orator and,. 1h equipment he colitOls. The
important poitf.'t is,"a clean boiler .is
and, pollutes less than One fouled' witii'-ash and
soot. ,

The operator .,.has some control over: the
cleanliness of a boiler; but he has less control over 4,;!

other factors'that significantly. affect the combuS-,.
lion reaction. The'se Maude ba.sic 'design, mainter.
nance, steam generation rate, and water 10/4

Dutch ovens and spreader:stokers use differ-
ent approaches to fuel coinbustion.As such, their
differenCes in basic Aesign,.influence the conlbus-
tion

'As with all production equipment,. boiler
components.require maintenance to function well.
Poor maintenance results in lower boiler efficiency
and higher emission rates for air pollutants. It may
result also in slifety hazards, unwanted downtimt,
and significant equipment damage.

Boilersare designed to produce steam within
range of rates.. If actual-loads are either too low

or too high, combustion conditions will be upset
by equipment limitations.,ln many installations,
.the- maximum steaming rate is not ,determined by
the. bailer capacity, but by emission levtilS from the
system.

Maiy- operatOrs have reported that variations
in water level in the steam: drum affect ,the
combustion rate. Field experience.,Mdicates that
responsive;-automatie, liquid-levticontrol system
on the .feed-water system at the steam drum is

helpful in controlling furnace temperattires. This is'.
particularly true for water waled, spreader- stoker
systems..

r.
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S. MONIITOANG EQUIPMLNT

Monitoring equipment is used to measure and indicate the important parameters in boiler operation. Itis distinguished from control equipment, which controls the combuStion variables. Examples of monitoringequipment' include meters. to read tenweratufe, pressure, and flow rates of steam produced. Some
monitoring systems are limited to providing data for the operator's information. Other Luse the informationas a signal to operate a control System. For example, steam flow meters simply rec7rd the flow rate ofsteam produced. Steam pressure, however, is indicated on a gauge" for the operator's informationvandfalsoused -as a control signal to increase or decrease fuel flow.

For common monitoring systems to monitor pressure, temperature, and flow, many good referencescare available ( I

Fuel Monitors

Most hogged fuel boilers do not have equip.,
ment to measure variables of hogged fuel such as
moisture content and size. There are systems,
however, that can provide useful information for
opera tors.

Metal detectors have the Obvious advantage'of
limiting damage4to equipment because of tramp
metal in the fuel system. They can be used to shut
off conveyors, sound alarms, or perform similar
functions.

Fuel weighing systems provide data concern-
ing fuel flow rates that have two uses. It is helpful ,

in. accounting for total fuel usage, and can be used
to signal the operator when no fue,LiAeing carried
by the conveyor system. Weight data are.limited in
value because weight of fuel varies directly with
moisture content, and moisture content !can vary
over a wide range in hogged fuel.

Television scanners can monitor moss fuel
handling systenOs', including conveyorShogs., stor-
age binS or piles, Teed 'systems, and screens.' Each
component of the system can plug or fail to
function, with the result that the fuel supply to the
boiler stops: By locating closed-circuit television

-scanners at critical points in the system, any
disruption can be spotted quickly by the operator,
and corrective action can be undertaken to mini-

-::.frnize changes in fuel flow to the boileriScaritiers
can be installed with several cameras andkonly one
video screen: Using the selector switch; the opera-
tor. can Check the system at any one of several

4 i rit s .
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Fuel feed monitors are helpful in the common
situation Where hogged fuel boilers are equipped
with more Of one feed point. The operator can
have an easily visible means of determining
whether or not fuel is flowing freely through each
feeder. Feed monitors ate found in a wide variety
of types, from plexiglass panels in the system,
mechanical linkages that move as long as fuel
being fed. The rate of feed seldom is measured.

Fuel moisture meters could be helpful. Spot
checks occasionally are made on fuel' moisture
content. Few plants do' it regularly, however, and
the data are not used to control the combustion
process. Efforts are und6r.way fo d-evefo-p-- reliable

.systems for.continuously measuring fuel moisture.
This type -of information is useful in determiting
when to use auxiliary Nei, buYit not necessary
to the operation. Where fuel dr5reng and sizing are
part of the operation, moisture measurement can
be a valuable control monitor for the fuel prepara-
tion system.

Air Monitors

The comments on air monitoring equipment
are'limited to combustion air input systems and air
measurements in the induced-draft system. Ex-

,.haust gas monitoring equipment is discussed separ-
ately.

Even though temperatures and floW rates of
combustion air are :' critical paratpeters in the
combustion process, few boifitts are equipped with
monitors to measure and indicate gas temperatures
or flow rates, for several reasons.
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,First, seldom does a need exist to know what

the $r tempeiaturies are. If the .boiler has an air

prehe.ater., it is used tto maximum capacity. If it has

no air heater, kbowing Ake air temperature does

not provkj infornotion to assist the operator in

his duties,
Second, total airflows have a direct bearing on

the percentage of excess air. This parameter can be

determined accurately from analyses .of the ex-

haust gases. Therefore, measurements of input

aittlowS are redundant
Third, the cost of installing equipment for

continuous monitoring of airflow has prohibited. its

use. (' ontinuous measurements of .gas flows to

underfire and overfire air systems would be helpful

to the operator., It would tell him to correct the

floWs for optimum combuition; conditions. The

economic returns of such equipment, however, are

difficult to identify. Therefore; few boilers are

equipped.witft monitors for input airflow.

Air pressure monitors arc common on boilers.

Draft gauges 'on control panels indicate positive

and negative pressure conditions at various points.

in the combustion 'and heat exchange systems.

Data from these instruments are used by the

operator to determine when plugging occurs be-

cause of ash building up in the system. They also

are useful in set airflows to maintain proper

pressure conditis in the furnace. .

Exhaust Gas Monitoring

Flue gases can be monitored continuously fo

determine parameters such as temperature, percent

carbon dioxide or oxygen, -and opacity or optical

density.

Temperature
Measurement of flue gas temperature )an

provide helpful information to an operator, but Its

use is limited. This parameter is dependent upon so

many variables that fluctuations are difficult to

relate to specific variables. For example, changes in

air heater performance, steam generation rate, fuel

.moisture content, fuel heating value, and percent

excess air all affect exhaust gas temperatures,

9

Becauge of /Installation costs and limitations on

value of the data, manypoilers are riqt equipped

for continuous monitoring of stack.tempb-rature.

Percent Carbon Dioxkle or Oxygen,

Of all continuous monitors 'available to the

boiler operator, those used to analyze flue gas for

carbon dioxide or oxygen are the most valuable

indicators of combustion conditions.- As notdd in

discussion of the effects of'excess air, the balance

between fuel and air supply is critical to proper

combustion. Continuous measurement of combus-

tion products can inform the operatdr of any

'upsets in 'the, balance of these variables. The

operator then can adjust conditions to maximize

boiler efficiency and minimize air pollutant emis-

sions. Without data from flue gas analyses, the

operator can only guess at the percentage of excess

air being used in the system. ..

Continuous gas analyzers are costly to install

(for example, $2,000-$5,000 per installation).

They also require 'reasonable maintenance and

calibration to function properly: They are easily

justified, however, because of . fuel savings and

reduction of air pollutant emissions,
One difficulty should be noted regarding

continuous flue 'gas monitors. Most commercial

units are fairly delicate instruments. The output

signal is baged upon a small voltage generated by

the instrument in response to the concentration of

the gas being analyzed. If the .instrument is not

grounded properly, a false reading may occur.

because of an electro-chemical reaction within the

instrument. This is a common problem, but one

that is easy to correct.
The best alternatiye to continuous flue gal

analyzers is use of grab-sample .analyzers. Twc

and Fyrite s analyzers. Each is adequate fo
types are cot only employed: theprsat analyze

measurements to within about 0.2 percent,, Th

cost is moderate, and the instruments are we

designed for field use. Orsat analyzers require mot.

skill to operate than do the Fyrite units, but the

may have/a .,iela slight advantage in incfeased accurac

Both units require regular replacement of cheer

cals. Either one is adequate for taking spot chid



on Flue gas constituents. Sample time from start to,
finish may he 10-15 minutes. Therefore, ilcombus-
t ion conditions vary 'substantially. over short inter.; .
vats, this type of analysis may not te suitable.

The importance of flue gas analYses cannot be
overstressed, Every operator should have:these data
at his disposal at all times, Without them, he
cannot properly control ,the combustion process..

Opacity
, Most regulatory agencies 'have implemented

standards regarding opacity limitations. Tire stand-
ard,s specify that emissions may not exceed an
opacity limit (usually 20 or 40 percent). (5) for
more than 3 minutes out of any hour. Commercial
opacity monitors are available and commonly are
used. Their use, however, is limited to providing
information to the operators. In most states, charts
from opacity monitors are not acceptable to
regplatoty agencies as proof that the emissions are
in compliance. Opacity monitors are useful as
warning devils to signal an operator of a combus-
tion upset tAt results in particle emissions. They
do not respond to gaseous pollutants.

Opacity monitors are installed in the exit-gas
duct syStem, .usually downstream from devices for
emission control (for example, multiple cyclones).
This location may be in the breeching or in an
exhaust stack. The systems commonly have a light
source, a photoelectric cell, an amplifier, and a
recorder (Figure 10) (6). Light from the source
travels,through the exhaust gas stream. Particles in
the gas stream will absorb or scatter the light and
reduco the signal at the photoelectric cell. This
approach to monitoring has several inherent
difficulties.

First, the' amount of light absorption and
scattering depends on the distance that the light
beam travels in the gas stream. Opacity regulations
refer specifically to opacity at the discharge point
from the stack. If the distance across the top of the
stack is exactly the same as the distance from the
monitor light source to the photocell, the monitor
can record accurately the opacity at the top of the
stack. But if the distances are not equal, the
monitor is not measuring the opacity at the top of.

1

Figure 10. A commo arrangement of instruments
to monitor opacity orlExit flue gases:

the stack. Substantial errors can occur bevause of '
differences in geometry.

Second, being mounted iriltho Wier breecip.40
ing, the monitors. may be subject to high, tenip,eral,
ture and vibration. ,these factors-r*sy' result iii
limited bulb life and need Thri ereifuent mainte-
nance and recalibration of themotiitors.

-
Third, particulate emissions from the furnace

tend to 'coat the. protective lenses on the optical
system. This coating results in false readings of
'opacity. Lenges must be cleaned frequently to keep
the instruments functional. the more expensive
commercial models ate equipped with continuous
purge systems to avoid this. problem.

Fourth, opacity is dependent upon miry .

factors, such es gas temperature (density), size of
particulate matter, concentration of particulate
matter, relative humidity, and length Of Iiiht path.
Should any of these parameters vary between the
monitoring locatiOn and the discharge point of the
stack, the opacity monitor would not reflect
opacity at the stack dktscharge point,



I., ,.!. .r otelfhat 'opacity is strongly dependent 'upon,
! ,

" ..0 Hofof the particles in the gas stream. Large

particles do not scatter or absorb light to the same

degree as.'Small particles. For example, in a 11eavy

.Jain.you may be able to see clearly for 1/2'mile'. But

if rain droplets are reduced in size to fog, visibility.

b.......`.:61.t .(1rOpitu-only a few feet. Because opacity ig

dependent upon particle size, measurements. of
..opacity cannot be used as measurements of particle cs

ei)i 'wort i;. Lion At tempts to show relations between

- 'concentrations of flue gas particleS and opacity

t -...lra-ve not been highly successful.

a ... The cost of opacity monitors ranges widely.

The least expensive t nits can be installed for less

than 43500. At the )ther end of. the scale, the
t

investment can exceed! 56,500. For $6,500, how-

ever, the operator benefits from automatic recall-

bra lion at regular in tervals, continuous purge

systems to keep the leilses clean, automatic correc-

tion for geometric dirferences between the actual

monitoring location 'and the stack outlet, low

maintem4e, and high reliability in the system.

Opacity and Optical Density
Some commercial ,monitors measde optical

density rather than opacity. TD avoid confusion

over terms, understanding the relation betWeen

these .terins may be helpful.
Opacity is measured on a scale from 0 to 100

percent. At 0-percent opacity, the light beam is not

scattered or absorbed. It passes through' the gas

stream. and reaghe's the photoelectric cell at full

intensity. As the concentration of particles in the

gas stream increases, scattering and absorption of

the light beam increase. At 100-percent opacity, no

light is received at the photoelectric cell from the

light source.
Optical clenSity has a scale from 0 to infinity.

l'' is defined as: .
Optical. density = log, 0 [(1/100 - percent

opacity)), . . .
(Figure 11)

Zero percent opacity corresponds to zero.
,
optical density, One hundred percent opacity

! u

dr rt
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I ___I_

20 40 60 80
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100

Figure 1 I. Relation of opacity vptical density.

corresponds to infinite optical density. The term'

"absorbance ". is used interchlingeably with optical

density.

TV Stack Monitors
Closed-eircuit television systems have .been

installed in many plants to visually monitor stack

emissions. They aid the operators by providing a

continuous display of stack visibility. Although

this is useful during daylight, it is of little value at

night unless the plume from the stack is well

lighted. The advantage of this system is that it

alloWs the operator to see stack emissions without

leaving the boiler control panel. The main disad-

vantage is that the operator must constantly

observe the monitor to detect upsets. This disad-

vantage can be overcome by use of an opacity

monitor with appropriate time delay and visual or

audible alarm.



6. COMBUSTION CONTROL SYSTEMS

Control of the combustion process requires control of variables that affect the process (Table 14). Not
all of the variably can be controlled. For example, in most plants, tree species of the fuel cannot be
controlled. Some iMportant yariables, however, can be controlled.

Generally, control systems have two goals: control of the variables within specific range limits (for
example, control of excess air in a range from 40 to 75 percent); and maintenance of uniform levels of each
variafile (for example, keeping the fuel well mixed KA that the average fuel size and moisture level stay
constant).

lb

Table 14, Factors Affecting the Combustion Re
action/in Boiler. Installations Fired, by Hogged
Fuel

Identification
Reference

page

FDFL-RELATED FACTORS.
Species
Size

Moisture content
Ultimate analyses
Proximate analyses
Heating value
Method of feeding fuel
Distribution of fuel in furnace
Variations in fuel feed rates
Depth of-fuel pile in furnace
Separate firing practices
Auxiliary fuel usage

AIR-RELATED FACTORS
Percent excess air 47
Air temperature 51
Ratio of overfire air tounderfire air' 51
Turbulence of air 53
Flow relatiSt between forced-draft and

induced -draft systems
o

Op 1ER FACTORS 1114

Cleanliness d'bf the. combustion system 54
Basic furnace design 55
Maintenance of components 55
Steam generation yate
Steam drum water level 56

9

10
11

14

.16

36
37

38

39'

40

44

53

Fuel.itelated Combustion Controls

Fuel Size Control

p.

hogging the large pieces to reduce their size; mixing
the fuel in the storage and transport systems to

, maintain uniform site; and maintaining separateFour systems can be used to control fu' ize: facilities for storage, transport. and feeding ofscreening fuel to separate the oversize pieces; sanderdust.
35

81



Figure 12. System for preparing hogged fuel.
I. Pile of rough fuel.'
2. Mefal detcctor.
3. Separating screen.

. 1-log for pieces too large to pass through the separating screen, with conveyor to recirculate hogged
pieces.

5. Conveyor for material that passes through the separator screen.
6. Storage for hogged fuel.

Screening and hogging operations generally
are combined (Figure I 2). In Figure I2, not'e the
metal detector ahead of the screen. 'This protects
the hog and the rest of the combustion system
trout Ira 11

,

metal.
flog

op.
s. are usually hammer type, as they have

klver maintenance problems than knit hogs,
Power requirements range. from 25 to 1,500
horsepower. Power requirements increase with the
rate of material flovt and with size reduction
requirements. .

,.

Separation of sanderdust and other fine mate-
rial that is produced by specitV: process operations
serves two purposes. Small, dry .particles create
severe dust problems, unless storage and transport
facilities are designed for dust control. By separat-
ing this material and handling it in a controlled
system, the dust problem aryl explosion potential
can be substantially limited. Also, small dryeparti-

,
Iles burn rapidly and, thereto* consume oxygen° ..,Arapidly..Ifosanderdust is fired in a separate burner,
the proper air-to-fuel ratio can be" maintained I'm'

da $10: mid combustion. If sanderdust is mixed with
, hogied ifue I , proper, air-to-fuel ratios are di fficuIt to
,maintain, .-

ti

I

tl

Fuel Moisture Content Control
As with size, fuel moist re can be controlled

with several methods:
Vibrate "loose" water off the 'fuel on a

shaker screen.
Press water out mechanically.
Drive off moisture by heating the fuel in

fuel dryers.
Cover the fuel storage pile to keep rafin

water out. .

Control the :processes that generate the'
sio fuel to limit water addition to he fuel.

Mir the fuel so that moffliure content is
uniform over time.

Each of these control methods is self explana-
tory, and each has limitations. Vibrating off water
may be 'effective when the moisture content
exceeds 55 percent. If the proceis that generates
the wood. adds large quantities of moisture (for
example, hydraulic barlc,ing), this can be .an inex-
pensive and low-maintenance approach to control
of surface mdikture.

Presses alp are limited in the amount of
moisture they can'remove. For most hogged fuel,
pressing can lower ,moisture levels to 50.55 per-

,
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cent.: Heating the fuel can reduce moisture content.
Moisture level maintained in a range from 25 to 35
percent is usually adequate for good combustion.
'At levels below 20 percent, significant.dust prob-
lems can occur with "fines," .

Heating-type dryers have. the potential for
generating pollutants of three types: if the wood
fuel is overheated (above 300 F) the volatile
organic material will evaporate and go out of the
dryer with the extukst gas stream, which. may
amdense in the atmosphere to form. a visible
plume; dry "fines" may create a dust pollutant
problem; and, if the dryer is tired by a separate
combustion system', products from the combustion
process may become pollutant emissions.,

-Covered fuel' storage will keep rain .but of the
Fuel, and. this can be a significant benefit in wet
climates. The disadvantages lie in cost of the

ucture anq access to the fuel in event of a fire, in
the pile. If fuel is put through a drying systbi,
particularly one that reduces moisture levels to less
than 45 percent, covered storage of the dried- fuel
may be desirable.

Control of water additions to fuel in produc-
tion processes is usually difficult. For example,
hydraulic barking cannot be replaced by mechani-
cal barkers at most plants. There. is a trend,
however, toward dry-deck log storage and sorting
rather .than ponding. This reduces moisture levels
in wood residues. By. careful inspection of the
processes that generate wood residues, it may be
possible to locate other sources of water additign
and to reduce these sources.

Adequate fuel mixing can be accomplished by
spreading fuel across the face of a pile 'and
removing the fad from a central pickup. point. As
noted previously, mixing brings about uniformity
in both site and moisture content. This adds to the
stability of the combustion process.

Maintaining Fuel Heating Value
Experience has shown that Btu content of

hogged fuel can be reduced substantially by storing
it for long periods at high moisture levels. Accord-
ing to one study, Douglas-fir hogged fuel lost 7
percent of its 'initial heating value. over 10 months
(7). As a- rule of thumb, hogged fuel should not
remain in a pile in excess of 3-4 months,

1.11L.-
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A first -In first-out system for fuel storage is
effectik in limiting storage time. Fiir most plant
sites,is requires addition, of, or changes to;
conveyor systems. Figure 13 illustrates one such
scheme for fuel storage.

1, / 1 !RUCS 0U44

.e/
.e,

,, CONvl 40,1 CO
'/ STOR HOC,/

[It

TO OMA

RECLAIM CONVEVA

Figure 13. System, to limit fuel-storage time by
insuring that fuel i nit into storage will be first out
to be burned, (Radar Pneumatics Company, Port-

land, Oregon.)

Control Of Fuel Distribution in the Vurnace.
The methods applied to control file! distribu-

tion 'in the ,furnace are, of course, dependent upon
the basic furnace design. In Dutch ovens with
center feed chutes, little can be done toalter the
placement of fuel over the grates. Ideally, die pile
should be set squarely 'in the center of the
refractory and symmetrically about the underfire
air feed system. .1f the fuel chute is off center and
piles fuel in a Corner or to one side of the oven,
combustion will not proceed uniformly in the pilok

'Corrections for better distribution of fuel in Dutch
ovens are usually expensive and must be made with
a ,cold furnace.

4

For spreader stokers, most, systems have
manual adjustMents for fu distribution. Mechan-
ical spreaders can be slowed increased in speed.
Baffle plates often' are provided tp control the
angle at which fuel is injected into the furnace.
Other adjustments are sometimes available to set
the width of the fuel path. These same variables are
often available on pneumatic spreader systems. The
most important control, however, is the operator,
By inspecting the fuel pile through inspection and
cleanout ports, he cab determine the uniformity of
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fuel distribution in the furnace and can make any

required adjustments to correct _difficulties. This

should be done regularly. No automatic systems

are available to replace operator skills in this areal

Coiiirolling Variations inFuel Feed Rates

For combustion control, the ideal situation is

to have steam generation rate and fuel feed rate

'always constant. The worst condition .is to have

fuel fed on a batch basis to a furnace with a highlp

fluctuating deffand.for steaik

Fortunately, few furnaces are bdtch fed

today. The 4.uel flow usually is controlled by a

hopper fed screw or similar device. Direct current

drives are common where the control signal conies

indirectly thrUugh a traaucer for steam header

pressure. Great ingenuity has been shown in boiler

plants to provide uniform fuel feedito the furnaces.

Process operations in the plant control steam

demand and, therefore, fuel flow rate. Better

control of process operations often can help to

eliminate wide fluctuations in steam demand. This

requires understanding of the problems and coop-

eration on the part of plant, supervisors and

production personnel.

Fuel Pile Height Controls
Over the past 60-70 years, there has been

little or no fixed control of the depth of fuel piles,

either in Dutch ovens or in spreader stokers. Each

opera tpr runs the urnacd the way he thinks is best.

Only recently was a effort exerted `to control the

depth of the fuel piles by automati&means. This

technology has been applied to Dutch Livens with

moderate success.
The approach is Simple. A temperature

sensing probe is inserted from the top, into the pip.

As the pile burns down, the probe is exposed to

higher rate of heat input. When more fuel is added,

it covers the Probe and thereby insulates it from

the flame temperatures. By measuring the probe

temperature, a direct measure of the pile height is

obtained. The temperdure can be used as a control

signal to the feed system, Thus, the height of the

pile can be controlled automatically.

Several commercial, models are available.

These are divided into two classes: those that sense

the temperature with a thermocouple and those

that i4 continuous water flow through the probe

84

and then measure the temperature of the walker.

Each system appears to work well with little or no

maintenance difficulties. The water system has a

disadvantage in that, even though the flow rate is

low, the total volume of water that is used can be

large over a year. This is extremely important in

light of the strict standards for water discharge that

are facing.industry.
The alternative to-automatic. control of fuel

pile height is manual control by the boiler oper-

ator. This requires 'continued surveillance of the

furnace condition, particularly during load swings, ":

and constant adjustment, to maintain optimum

conditions. For most installations, this is not.,

optimal. The operator' attempts to ifiaintain the

fuel pile at a reasonable working height with

limited instrumentation and considerable guess-

work.

Sanderdust Firing
Most difficultieS experienced with sanderdust

firing are related to the small size of the particles

and their low moisture content. Taking these into

consideration, one can develop design criteria for

systems to fire this material that allow advan-

tageous use of sanderdust. A well-designed system

would, reasonably control dust, avoid plugging,

provide variable control of feed rate, dhsure good'

particle suspension, locate the particles in' the

flame, and maintain,.a pilot light.

Dust control. Any system for transporting,

storing, and feeding must be designed to minimize

dust emissions. This is important to meet regula-

tions for air pollution control as well as for control

of fire or explosions.
Nonplugging. As with any system for feeding,

storing, or' transporting fuel, effOrts must be made

to avoid plugging the system. This generally does

not present -special problems with sanderdust,

unless the material is wetted to limit dust, Dry

strnderdust will flow easily and seems to respcind

well to the use of vibrators where necessary.

Bridging can be a problem, but it is easily avoided

through proper design of the system,

Controlled vadat* feed rate. Control of the

feed rate of sanderdust is as important as with any

other fuel. Special attention is needed to insure

conduit, .nonplugging feed to maintain steady

combustion. Control of Combustion air (Who fuel
1

r(



is equally important. The small size and dry nature
of A:11 erdust result in very rapid combustion.
Sulk ent,air ,must be supplied at the right place to

101

completely burn tills material. Large quantities of
excess air must be avoided, however, as they, too,
.can upset the combustion process. A well-designed
system incorporates variable airflows that corre-
spond to 'ilmuirenrents for the full range of
sanderdust reed rates.'

Good particle suspension. The firing system
should separate individual particles of sanderdust
as they are- injected into the furnace. This is
necessary to mix particles with combustion air.
Separation usually is accomplished with swirling
vanes or a cyclonic type of feeding system.

Location in the flame zoo ..To complete the
combUstion reaction, sanderdust partigles must he
exposed.. to high temperature long enough to burn
completely. This occurs it' they are injected di-
rectly into the flame in the furnace. If, however,
they enter the furnace at a point w.here they are
not exposed -.to flame temperatures long enough,
combustion will not he completed. i

Pilot light requirements. Many boiler installa-
tions incorporate a pilot light system for sander-
dust burning. For safety, this is desirable. For
combustion, pilot lights probably do not add
significantly to the process. Their prime function is
to avoid an explosive situationin the furnace under
fluctuating conditions.

Difficulties vc4Nrienced with sanderdust firing
usually can be traced to failure to recognize the
unique properties of this fuel and to provide
adequately, for them.

4

Cinder Reinjection
Attempts to improve combustion conditions

through cinder reinjection may have negative re-
.sults. As noted. previously, carbon particles do not
burn rapidly. They are generated in an htmosphere
of incomplete combustion, To send a low-grade
fuel back into a furnace with poor combustion
does not improve combustion conditions. Some
procedures, however, are helpful in limiting the
negative effects of cinder reinjection.

Classifying the cinders is probably the, most.
beneficial. This process separates the combustible
material from the .noncombustible, inorganic con-
stituents. Typical classifier installations hafve rotat-

4

3W

itig or vibrating 'screens that separate particles by
size. Small part les are considered to be high in
noncombustible iaterial. Large particles are high
in (Arbon did are turned to the furnace.

A particular a ag ofclassifying cinders.is

allic
1that the process removes a .asive material fro the

fuel. If the noncombustible silicates and in
Oxides. arc cycled around tip syStem, from the
furnace through the heat exchangers and multiple -
cyclones, severe erosion can occur. This causes high

'maintenance, particularly to collectors and heat
exchanger tubes. c assifying limits this problem.
- Although 'no commonly done for boilers
fired )itith hogged fuel, crushing carbon particles
before' reinjecting them has, an advantage. The
purpose is to gain t maximym possible ratio of
surface area to yolu le so that the material will
burn rapidly. Nltte t at this procedure is com-
monly used in larb, toal-fired power plants where
the coal is pulverized \to fine powder before
injection. Large carbon particles have low density
and v.vil be suspended in the exhaust gases: Asp they
burn ,'Jwly, they may not° be it) the flame long
enough to burn complete,ly in :the furnace. Small
particles, however, may be in the 'name long.

, vough to burn-completely.
Providing a proper cinder injector is.as impor-

tant to combugtion as designing.\ a proper til or
sanderdust biirner. If th carbon particles .are 41.
pulverized, they must be roperly suspended and
provided with an appropriate fuel-to-air ratio at the
place where combustion occurs. A well-designed
system should include storage bins and feeders that'. ,

can assure a continuous and controlled flow of this .

fuel, Proper turbulence should, be available fw
good mixing during combustion.

Control of the Combustion Process With Auxiliary
Fuels .

When auxiliarj fuels are. used in conjunction
with hogged fuel, the combustion process becomes
more. cOmplicdted. Two areas are of particular
concern: ash buildup and availability and control .
of combustion air.

Auxiliary fuels used ate predominately resid-
ual fuel oils. Natural gas and coal, however, are ,e
used also. The recent shortage of fossil fuels in

igeneral has resulted in plants receiving residual
fuels with high ash contents, up to 10 percent. This

85 4
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can contribute abou 21/2 times the amount of ash
per Btu of heat input is normal hogged fuel, Plahts
that fire a combination of hogged fuel, residual-oil,
and sanderdust may experience .heavy deposits of
slag on heat exchange tubes. These deposits con-
tarn high concentrations . of calcium sulfide
(calcium from ;phi in the f el and sulfur from the
auxiliary fuel tillf. The higl furnace teh peratures
associated with use of au diary fue -oil may
contribute Jo formation of this slag on.st perhea ter
tubes. Lowering the maximum steam generation
rates may help to .alleviate this problem, as it
would result in lowered furnace temperatures. Use
of fuels with lower ash content also 'Would help, if
such fuels were available and economically attrac-
tive.

When auxiliary fuels are used, they are fed
through especially designed burners that .should.
provide adequate primary and secondary air for the
particular fuel being lipid. Combustion air required
for hogge fuel should not be used to burn
auxiliary fuel. Conversely, auxiliary fuel burners
should nit be used to supply air for. burning
hogged Ilia Air should be provided at the point
where combustion is occurring and with sufficient
turbulence for good mixing,.

in Chapter 3, combustiOn. calculations were
male '1Or hogged fuel with a. particular ultimate
analysis, Residual fitels- will have completely differ-
ent ultimate a 'ply sei,- --Wiittgenerallytigher carbon
contents and lower oxygen contents. CombUstiOn
prodUcts as measured in the flue gas will be,
therefore, substantially different for oil than those
for flogged fuel. As the carbon dioxide or oxygp
content of the flue gas is used normally to
determine the percentage of excess air in the
combus ti process, care must be exercised to
avoid t isinterifretation of the data when auxiliary
fuels a used. For examplp, 12 percent carbon
dioxide equivalent to S percent excess air for
oil-fired. plants. For hogged fuel, 12. percent carbon
dimiide is equivalent, to 70 percent excess 'air.
Furthermore, as flue gases from combustion of
hogged fuel w,ill mix rapidly with gases from
auxiliary fuel, it is difficult to determine through
flue gas analysis which fuel has an excess or-it
deficiency of air. .

,

C,

Air-e Related Cot ustion Controls

'Air-related combustion controls are con-
cerned with percentage of excess air: air tempera-
ture; ratio of overfire,,,to underfire air, air turbu-
'lence, flow . relations between fOreed-draft and

' induced-draft fan systems, and `maintenance of
boiler components. .

Percentag.eof Excess Ai!:
The first step in controlling excess air is to

monitor the products of combustion (carbon diox-
ide and/or oxygen). The data chn be used to adjust
excess air levels to provide optimum conditions for
combustion. Without instruments to monitor the
flue gas constituentt, excess air can .be controlled
only .by guesswork. Note that it is 'necessary to
measure either carbon dioxide or oxygen; but.
measuring both is unnecessary.

. The signal from a flue gas analyier can be
used as a control signal fed directly to controls for
the forced-draft and induced-draft dampers (Figure
14). As an alternative, the signal may be read by
the operator, who them makes manual adjustments
to the' airflow controls. The type of airflow
adjustment depends upon the design of the boiler
(that is, Dutch oven, spreader stoker, or othe'r) and
the equipment available to regulate the combustion
process. Obviously, the process cannot be con-
trolled without adequate fps, dampers, and posi-
tioners, and__ sufficient instrumentation to proVide
status data to the operator.

Regulating the percentage of excess air is
simple. As the level of carbon dioxide drops,the
rates of overfire and underfire airflow are reduce,d._
(Note' tat this is dependent Q n the design of the
furpa'ce and the firing equipment. available), Por
many hogged-fuel 'furnaces, the desired set point
for carbon .dioxide is, about 13.5 percent (or 50
percent, excess air). When levels Of carbon dioxide
`go above the set point, theairfloWratesshould be
increased.

The concept of controlling. hercen tage of
excess air is simple to grasp. Accomplishing this
task continuously for a given boiler installation is
generally 'not so simple. Typically, a boiler has
continued variations in steam generation rate, fuel

Slw
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'Figure 14. A flue-gas analyzer used to control dampers for ingiced-draft (1.D,) and forced-draft (P,D.) fan
systems ( 1 3):

moisture content, fuel size, fuel heating value,
amount, of ash buildup on grates and in heat
exchangers, and'other variables that affect combus-
tion.

These variables complicate the control of
exceSs air on an automatic, continous basis. A
skilled operator, however, using information pro-
vided by continuous' flue-gas analysis, can .make
apprOpriate corrections to the system and maintain
reasonable combustion contlitions. Two things are
necessary, data on flue-gas constituents, and sUffit
cients boiler controls tc a low the operator to make
the required corrections.

Mr Temperature Control. .

In most plants, the boiler. operator has no
means of regUlating air temperature ditectly.. If a
preheater is part of the Systerin, it normally is* used
to its full capacity. .1f there ig no preheater, the
furnace myst function on colder air.

.

Although the boiler operator usually doe not it
havecontrol over temperature of the forced -draft
air system,' he does have control over other air
inputs to the furnace. With few exceptions,
hogged-fuel boiler furnaces are operited at a

slightly negative pressure. Therefore, ,if any open-
ings are in the furnace, cold ambient air will be
pullen,'Such openings usual" are found.as:

inspection ports,
cleanout doors,
cracks in the casing,
cracks in Ott refrilitory,
fuel chutes,
and poor seals around sources of c old

air, such as doors, drums, pipes, and

soo tblowers.
By closing sources of cold aito the furnace,

the operator can gain additional control of the'
combustion process.- NOt only does he increase
comb4tion-zone. temperatures,. he can avoid local

..
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.cold spots' that add to maintenance problems,
and he is bettor' 'able. to control excess air. Note
that infiltration (leakage) alhas'all*of the detri-'
mental characteristics of cold, excess air, but
provides none of the benefits of excess air.

Controlling the. Ratio of Overfire to Underfire Air
Control of this variable must be accomplished

with Properly installed rots, air ducts, and dam-
pers. The defign is dependen t upon the type or
urioce. Spreader-stoker furnaces and suspension
Yystenrs require different ratios of airflow distribu-
tion than do Dm, ovens.

operay is concerned with several opera-.
tior> l probleMS regarding the distribution of air in
the forced draft system. For wet fuel, adequate,
underfire air must be provided to.help drive. off the
moisture froni the wood. For e -spreader
systems, sufficient overtire Fir *1st e provided to
distribute the fuel. As' ash. r fuel builds up on the
grates, underline' airflow will be reduced. This is
caused by lessened pressure across the griiteg and

Reduction of underfire airfloW also may mean
a proportionate increase in overtire aiflowl de-
pending.on the fan systemised. Overtire air must
create;ntaximum turbuknce

j

ak

without disturbing ash
or fuel on the grates. Fur ermore the (Werfire. air ..
must e arranged to avoid impingement directly-an
hot refractory or metal surfaces to limit dainsage
resulting from condensation, thermal stresses, and
thermal shock..

Few hogged fuel biAlers are equipped with a
forced-doll air system 'that has capability to
continuously balance the flows between overfire
and underfire air. For most plants, primary control'
is in keeping the grates sufficiently dear of.heavy
ash buildup. The gOal is to limit the pressure drop
across the grates to reasonable levels. This will
assure the' flow of underfire air. Sealing leaks in the
furnace and air systdrhs also will assist in obtaining
a proper balance. Delitilfate design of high- pressure
drop (froin. 2 inches to;3'inclies of water) across
spreader7'stoker grates can aid in insuring good'
distribution of .undergrate ail- even when fuel.
distribution on the grate is notisfeal,

C9tftrol of Air Turbulence
Turbulent patterns of gas flow are brought

about by position, direction, velocity, and' mass-

t ,)I.

1., v .

4
,It1

. ! '''' ...

110 W rates of 'gases :entering thillrfurnliCe. ,Iiigh .:.-.

turbulence is obtaioed wlin'the.gasesare sent into -'''''
the furnace 'in swirling patterns from : high- velocity .i
nozzles.. The position and the directiyn... of the'.;
nozzles.have- strong influence on the flow pattern.
These:inlet nozzles usually are fixed, so :operators-'
have little or no control. on the degree Hof turbw
hence' in the furnace. lrYlinornhanges can be made to ,...

the Aturbillent-flow patterns by varying. the ratio of
..: .

overtire" to underfire air, For most hogged fuel.' :.
boilers,. however, control of this variable. in. the l.

:comblistidn reaction islet./ to engine'ers and design- .1
ers of boilers, Turbulence in existing boilers'fre
queitly can be improved by addition of properly'
locii!ed, highlivelocity air nozzles.

...
, .

COntrol of flow Relations Between Fur -Dtaft;;;
and lnduced-braft Fan Systems: l'

Forced- and' induced-draft fan systeinS.should ,..',..:.....,.
be operated So as to provide a Roper ainount,:of ji
excess, air, for good combustion. For most boilers': I
fired with, hogged fuel, a.n appropriate range.would.:

,be from 40 .percent to 75 percent
the

Air.
-Second, a slightly negative pressure in the 'furnace
is desirable to keep. the produCts of '.combustion.,in .

the- furnace. This is ..p.iiiticularhyi I frues '41 Old-,
furnaces aa that have many leakage :points.: Under
such circumstancesi.r1.:'exCessive.::negatiVe famine ,-

draft adds undesirble infiltration air. On,new.:
furnaces with completely: sealed exterior casings, to ,

maintain .negatiVe 'furnact draft iS not nece'Ssary,.
Third, these fan' systems a should'. maintain 'men .!..:
adequate' amount of turbulence ,ii.P$heeo-tubOstion:..
zone: Last, they should: prOvide...suff.focent;air 'td.-7.:....
distribute fuel p'roperly in. Spreatic'ksioker furnaces. ...

with pneutiaqc spreadirS. , akh ,of .,the.criteEia _..

should be Met throughOut-rhe:ft1111:rarige..bfSteaM :v .
generating rates .for.tile. boiler: Furtheit4he fOr;ed-",:;...i.:
draft and induced4fraft Wsterrisl.niu4t!lbe'., 410.':;;--trkq\
respond to load variations rapicklY.. ..'f:.ir:i .,,,'.'... ....2

If the criteria for sy$temi;are'to.Vinetio:L. '?'
'the fan sYStems!Aust tie equipPed;t0ith'ealitiratedk:: .,t '.

/ 'automatic controls. -.,An operator ..e;ahnOt,''ma)V' .!'ya:.,.

Manual ,adjustments to.. control 'aieflow'.4amtOr' :,.,......;-' ..

speed
. a,

with' Ihe speed or accpracy.'that'.ia required ,t0:. ,';,',iir-
maintain proper air balane:e's throughoittAhe Nil .t.,..
range...Of operating loads. The eoptrpls. -shokil4 be , ',!i
properly Raintslined.jtegtdarly scheituliitt,eleapim

,..

it
lubricating; and' cahbfation should In

d.on..

4.;: by '0, ;:',-. .,
..,. 9. .

I. 1.41 0

',.1,

'0^
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7. l'Ot.,LUTION (.:01414)1, pLytols
1, 1

0,
t ' 4/

ixilltiantsAir t are classed either as gaseous pollutants ;or particulate pollutants. The combustion.,

.processlentrates both. GaSeouS pollutants' include- monoxide..((.0)., sul1 i.r diokide.(S00, oxide of'ftrown NO, and unburned hydrocarbongases (HC)..
4).arti.6idate tantlare Adfinod .dsiany Material thg.existsin:the hunk! or solid state antler standard

\4

cineli loins of teniPerature and pros.tirt and is emitted:-.to-lhe atinosphere by the pro&ss. UncoMbinedwater' is Oclukil.from the* definition becaiise it. not generally considered an- air contaminant, The
does.include flyash unburil carbon, Condensed drdplets of liquid hydrocarbons, andthese:rhatetialS arc products of the combustion of hogged fuel.

,t

. _'F;ittissions-f-of gasediis polhitants from boilers 'fired with hogged fuel are 'minimal, and .110( of greateonee.ril;espeCially from well...c.)*perated'utirts.-.Regulations'pertaining to these, are discussed in Cliipter 8.Pollution oontrol.dextlies generally are not installed on hogged fuel boilers to control-gaseOus combustionliroduets.,'';:e.r . .,, -. . ...-

r',.F.miSsions -01.'Particulate. pollutants can be substantial., Any major upset in stable -combustion can
-gencrate,large 'amounts, or cati:bon andunburned. hydrocarbons. Devices :'reinstalled on most boilers to

.

eipture ..tisePollti-thrits. The.cdntrol devices generally fall into one of four categdtiesreyelObe separators,
,

,ctubbeA, bag,liotise4iiters.,ad.electionntic pfINSPitatiirs. Fach-of these will be discussed in detail.,.,. ' .. ' . *Or the,' four calpgorieS,..the,cyclOtte 444AI multiple cyclone devices are .the most pdtpular. They arc the. ..,--
1:','!least-, exPensive, teguk..the sinalest amount of physical room, ha.ve few -moving parts, to -wear out and it'':,.':prOerlydesigneihipd Maintained, can be reasonably efficient. But unless the combustion proecsS is well,...

eontrolied'throughont±the- fulTfiring:range of a parlicular boiler so that 'resulting- tem issions'are low, these.,
. . ,.. .

..,edti trot devides c.tnnot.,..guariAnte..to!.bring boilers into compliance with stringent emission regulations...i.:. 1,l
recent. ..,.,

irk:'!:111 , ...)renu. ut. mission control devices A toward :use of 'scrubbers in combination withc,y(.1.6nic-tYvii,c(Actors, lvtany,...plants have somewhat antiquated 'boiler equipment,. uncontrolled fuelofdistuie arid-:size,',..dr.rinadeAliate.'cl)mbustion. controls. Faced with .stringent emission -regulations, this- . syst einil- seems! to ibe least.eipensive in guaranteeing compliance. Baghouses and electrostatic precipitators.e genetally.are..not considere,d'practicable at this time iind are used only rarely.. , " -
MeOing stringent airpollution'Standards generally requires the use of one or more types of control

..

.0,0iceS;.'These Varied devices do have: IiinitationsliOwevey.. If. the:-combustion procev is podrly.controlled
itndgerterates .successive amounts Of particulate ni4ierial, the pollution control devices may be iniidequift tokeep the boil% wi thin' cornpliariee. combustion'i:Ontrol.s'As impbrtant in meeting emission' standards as are ., o'pollution control devices': ,,, 4r,

r
Particle Characteristics::

. .

erRetivenpstsof polhitionleOntroldevicvs
depen4k: tent on eharOerist ies.of t

to.'egptureiYherefore., we
`. nstiould.,urt*FSfo'hil some of these eharaoteristieS

when diScUlAhecontfOliddviees.::

t !
,

seOtis to .bea.4iMple concept, VVbe:dWe.v".. .

know ''the :`size of !something we genkrally .Den$4-,

'urea's, it, with .a
. Density refets 'to how much 'a ipubstance

;,fir(, rrMici<veins,It sett Whick:are .units -of... weighs per wilt -of.vOltime, Water has a aensit§
tO,'1 i.A.,000;000.1neter.)8, period ,froric pcilitlids per cubic foot, but the density ,of airtc, .:w

45 ,

. ',a;typowriter is abot 850 icrons in diameter: A;
)- typical particle of flyash migl be, IS

Flyash particles from a filer may range from
. less. thlin I micron to more tt n l00 microns. To

determine' .part icle size, paTfitles are meas- !
sured and the results are averaged. Particle size may

be stated as an average or mean site; or size may be
. expressed in terms cyt 'weight fractions with as-
' sumed 'shape and density. 7 .
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is roughly 0 0 pound per .cubic -foot. Density of
, particles is important, because it affects the Vollec,.

iton efficiency of pollution control devices,.
density particles are thore difficult to colfect1hAti.
high-density ones.

A

, ,
... Settling N4clecity ...

The maxinitim s d that a particle can attain
when it is falling thro gh (Inlet air is its settling
veloc,ity. Large, dense particles., such.:ak"bricks, can
achieve a high velocity. Cigatfttesmoke, on the
other hand, 'contains very small particles and its not
.dense. This combination giVes the appearance that
smoke particles do not settle at all ACtuallY0hey
dO set t le;-- but very Slowly. Particles that settle at
less than I centimeter per second are considered to

. . be aerosols..

Resistivity.
Itesistivity 'of particleS is related to their

atiility to carry'...electrcrn charges...it is Only, or-
co4cern.itt,lhe Ltie of electrostatic Precipitators as
pollution ,control deViCes. Some particles..can.
Cot; electron :Charges, otheri cannot.. Hogged fuel
flyash has only limited capability. to accept elect
troll:Charges because. oP its resistivity character. .

Adhesive Character-
. -. Some particles are naturally sticky. Under
proper conditions of temperature Wand moisture,
'they 'wilt tidherei to themselves_ ,and to other
surfaces. Such particles may be. easy to separate'
frpm an airstream, but difficult remove from the
control device. MoSt emissions from hogged fuel
boilers present no such problems:Only high levels
of unburned hydrocarbons ,prCsent problems that
are apt to pe severe.'

Ao

G !

stfength ave a bearing on .the selection of
approp ate article-collection equipment. This will
becom apparent in discussion of the variQbs
control eviees. t

Cyclone Separators

The most common particle control device in
use is the cyclone separator;, which cyclonically
separates particles from exhaust gases. As shownin
Figure--I5, the particle laden gas enters the top of
the cyclone.. the, tangential inlet (or inlet guide
vanes) spins the as stream in a helical path down
the inside. The particles in the gas strewn' are
forced le deviate frorry:a straight pathJay as they
rotate about 'the cyclone axis. Their resistance to

itirm

/GAS' XHAUST'

INLET

Partiele Strength
A miajOr difficulty with .T1xed carbon particles

is that they break 'easily. into stnoller particles.
Mexhanical;processes where rubbing, abrasion:VI-.

, bration, or crushing occurs can have a major effect
(in ,the .size of carbon .particles. This is of concern'
Th control :devices Of, system's, for collecting arpd
handling,catbow

Particle characteristics.- of aizfrdensitYr.Set-
fling velocity, ;:resistivq, adheSive tharacter;. and..

PARTICLE
SEPARATION

ZONE

PARTICLE

ZO'N E

.
PARTICLE OUTLET

Figure I S. Cycllne, collector for particles in flue
Wises (9).
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. change in direction causes the particles to migrate
toward the cyclone walls. As they reach the walls,
gravity' and the downward mOtion- of the gas
stream carry them to the bottom. The gas stream.
changes direction as it approaches the bottom and
goes toward the discharge int return vortex,

Many factors. affect cyclone efficiency. Six
important ones are discussed here.

Diameter of cyclone. As cyclone' diameter
increases, particles must travel further through the
airstrc'am 10 reach The wall. Therefore, increasing

,diameter reduces collection efficiency.
Length of cyclone. As cyclone length in-

creases, the gas has a longer residence time. ,Longer.
residence time means more time for the partjcles to
nidve through the gas to the wall. Thus, indseasing

'' the length Of the cyclone increases efficiency.
egrticle disengaging zone When particles

reach the bottom of the cyclone, they drop out
under the .force of gravity. If a, bin or collection
chamber is at the bottom, the return vortex may
dip into the bin and reciltrain particles in the exit
gas stream. To prevent this occurrence some
cyclones are equipped with disengaging zones at
the outlet. As particles reach the bottom of the
first- cone, they drop into a second one. Their
helical path sends them to the periphery of the
second cone, away from the return vortex. This
reduces the [;fiance of reentrainment and increases
'cyclone efficiency.

Now !pies of the gas stream. Cyclones are
designed ti operate within a ,range of gas flow
rates. lithe gas flow rate is too low, the..particles
will not experience sufficient centrifugal force to
separate them o'from the carrier gas. If, on the other
hand, flow rate's afe.too.bigh, then energy is wasted
in a drop in pressure across the and the high
flow rates may disrupt the return vortex
configuration. This will reduce efficiency- .also.
Man,ufacturers' design criteria should be followed
to' see that the cyclones are used within the
specified range of gaseous flow rates.

Push- or pull-through syslems.CytIones can
be operated either as push-through systems or,
under vacuum conditions, as mill-through systems.
Theoretically, there is little difference in effi-
ciency. In praCtice, however, push-through systems
are usually more efficient, because, pulkhrough

PARTICLE-LADEN
CHAS INLET

1
t f PARTICLES

ATMOSPHERE
EMITTED

. .

SEPAIRATED PARTICLES
RE- ENTRAINED BY
UP-FLOWING GAS

Figure 1.6. In
i through vacuum

particles will lead

1GAS LEAKAGE INTO
CYCLONE DISCHARGE

pull-through cyclones, leakage
seals at the discharge point for
to their re.:entrainment (9).

i

systems must have vacuum seals on the bottom of
the cyclone where the particles' are discharged. If
leakage occurs on these seals, air will leak into the
cyclone at this point and reentrain particles (Figdre
16). Because leakage' is likely to occur at some
point on a pull-through system, such'systerns tend
to be generally less efficient than push-through
systems. On hogged fuel boilert push-through
systems subject the induced-draft fa to extensive
abrasion .from particles in the flue g . Therefore,
pull-through systems normallx awsed.

Particle characteristics. As noted previously,
size and density of particles control their settling
velocity. Particles that can settle rapidly out of an
air stream are easily captured in a cyclone separa-

,.. tor. They can cross airstream liner and reach the
cyclone walls during the residence time of gas in
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20 40

PARTICLE SIZE, MICRONS

Figure 17. Relation, of particle size to collection'
efficiency of cyclones (9).

the cyclone. On the other hand, small particles
with 16w settling velocities may not be able to
reach the cyclone walls in the brief time that the
gas is in the cyclone. Pigure 17 illuslrates a typical
curve of cyclone efficiency for various particle
sizes. Note that fora typical cyclone, particles
whose diameters exceed 40 microns have a 99
percent probability of being, captured, Particles
whose iameters a c less than .10 microns have orgy
a 64 percent prob ility of being captured. If this
particular cyclone ere used to separate sanderdust
from an airstream and the mean size of the
sanderdust was 7 microns, the cyclone efficiency
'would be about 53 percent.

"sagging. Pneumatic transport systems are
designed to handle a cpntinuous flow of materiaJo
without plugging. *cause of mechanical .difficul-
ties, however, most cyclones will plug on occasion.
Whenever this occurs, the full concentration of
incoming particulate matter is exhausted from the
cyclone, usually to the atmosphere.

Although other factors can affect the collet -.
tion efficiency orcyclones, Mese seven factors.am
the most significant and deserving of attention,

ItPARTICLE
DISCHARGE

GAS
INLET

Figure 18. , Simplified diagram of a multiple
cyclone.

Multiple Cyclones

Multiple cyclones are particle collection sys-
tems that have more than one cyclone, ducted in a
parallel-flow arrangement. Usually, the term is
applied to systems that contain from 50 to .250
small-diameter cyclones, enclosed in a single box.
A typical multiple-cyclone installation is pictured
in Figure, 18. The inlet gas 'stream is ducted to a
manifold, cyclone inlet. The gas stream entering
any individual cyclone is directed into a helical
path through inlet guide vanes at the top of the
cyclone. This path provides the centrifugal forcer to
separate the particles from the gas stream. As with
conventional large cyclones, the gas stream moves'
downward and then reverses its direction and exits
the cyclone in a return vortex. Particles that are
removed from the gas stream drop out of the
bottom into a hopper or bin.

The 'purpose of using a multiple-cyclone
syste lier than one or two large cyclones is
that Mul epte cyclones have much smaller diam-
eters on each individual cyclone. This increases the
efficiency of parade collectiOn, particularly with

9,3



small particles. Many small cyclones are required to kept in service
handle 8 large gas flow because of the flow . down time.
limitations of each small Unit. Figure 17 illustratork.,6 Uneven
a typical collection-efficiency curve for multiple can decreaSe
cyclones compared to standard large cyclones.

The factors that affect efficiency of'a multi-
ple-cyclone installation are much the same 4s those
that affect efficiency 'on _large units,'There

. are other considerations, however.
Most multiple-cyclone installations on hogged

fuel boilers are installed upstream from the
induced-draft fah. This is done so That air entering
the fan will be clean, thereby liMiting erosion on
the fan. This means, however, that most of the
hiultiplc,Cytfilone installations are operated under
vacuum conditions, Therefore, any leakage in the

collection hopper at the bottom' of 'the
cycldries result in reentrainment of the parti-
cles and -lower collection efficiency. Particular
attention' sh,ould be paid to sealing inspection
ports.

Leakage` into a. collection hopper not only
reduces efficiency, it also increases the danger 'from
fires in the hopper. The gas stream, in multiple
cyclones is usually oxygen deficient, because it has
Just come from a furnace and combytion process.
The hot bits of unburned carbon usually will burn.
rapidly, if subjected to a stream of fresh air from a

leak in the hopper.
Removal of material from the hopper must be

able to keep up with the rate of input, If not,-the
hopper will plug and eventually the individual
cyclones also. Most hoppers have inspection ports
or other means of noting when the system plugs.
Individual cyclones also can plug, especially. if they
are.of small diameter.

.A great disadvantagrilhe design of multiple
cyclones is that they are encased in 1 metal box
that prevents regular, visual inspection of each of
the cyclones inside. Because the material that they
kemove from the exhaust gases contains small
amounts of ash and sand, abrasive damage to
individual cyclones is a common problem. Multiple
cyclones can be eroded completely withalp opera-
tors being aware of their condition. To keep tkm
in good working condition, a regular, visual iltSec-
tion of each cyclone is recommended. This is, of
course, difficult to do when the boiler must be

49
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continuously with minimum shut-.

gas diSIribution to multiple cyclones
their efficiency.. Substantial variations

in inlet pressures from one point in the multiple-
cyclone box to another will result in improper flow
patterns of the flue gases. Flue gases will flow out
of the bottoil; of a few individual cyclones, into
the the bottomhopper, and

ofoutlets
back up through

other cyclOnes, with
traiiun'ent resulting:

Scrubbers

substantial reen-

As noted previously, small particles with low
settling velocities are difficult to capture in cyclone
separators. Large particles can be captured with
relative ease. One approach to. particle control is to°

trap small particles on the 5urface of large particles,
such as Id droplets, and then collect the large
particles. !Lis is done in devices referred to as
scrubbers, or "wet scrubbers," as most scrubbers
use a liquid to capture the particles. .

The design of scrubbers seeks .,to optimize
three. parameters: surface area of the liquid, con-
tact between particles and liquid, and collection. of
the liquid,

Surf Ace area of the, liquid exposed to them
particles tan be maximized by spray sliowers
(Figure 19), venturi scrubbers (Figure 20), and
other systems that convert the liquid into small

ophots. (Note: a gallon of water sprayed into'
roplets the /size of a period has a.surface area of

about 300 square feet.) Alternative'' means of
creasing the liquid surface area oinclude water-

curtain scrubbers and foam scrubbers..
The particles may be brought into contact

with the exposed surface :of the liquid as an
integral feature of the scrubber. For example, in
venturi scrubber the area just dowistream from,-the throat of the4,

'nozzle is extreinely turbulent.
The turbulenceincreasesThe probability of cont-Act
of individual particles with liquid droplets. As
another example, in spray-nozzle systems, increas7
ing- the pressine drop across the nozzles increaseS
the velocity of droplets fotmed by the nozzles. The
high-velocity droplets will impfct upon yarticlos
carried,' in the gaS. stream. Some scrubbers use

94
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R1CINCupATI1)
SCRUBBER' LIQUID

DIRTY -GAS
INLET

SCRuBBING LIQUID
CLARIFIER

Figure 19. A:cascading shower scrubber for. increas-

ing the efficiency of removing small particleS from

/gases.

mechanical fans to aid in bringing the liquid into

contact with particles in the gas stream.

. Collecting the liquid in the most efficient

manner is not difficult to accomplish becalse of

the size of the liquid droplets. A properly designed

cyclomF system works well in conjunction "with

venturi scrubbers and spray-shower systems. En-

closed liquid-curtain scrubbers keep all of the

liquid in the system, except, for the portion that

may, go off as a vapor in the exit gas stream.

Thee liquid used in wet scrubbers is usually

waier. When the systems are applied to hogged fuel

b6ilers, the 'resulting liquid will become basic, with

p1-1 in the range 7.1-10. 'Evaporation of the

scrubbing liquid will take place because of the heat

9

Of-1-1.

VENTURI THROAT

CLEAN GAS
OUTLET.

CYCLONIC
SEPARATOR

SCRUBDINGLIOUID
MANIFOLD

LIQUID
DRAIN

PARTICLE LADEN
GAS INLET

Figure 020. A venturi scrubber system in viihich

turbulence downstream from throat increa the

contact of particles and liquid droplets (10).

input of the incoming flue gas. The plume lea ing a

particular scrubber may be, but is not neceslarily,

saturated with water vapor. Water vapor in tlie exit

gas will condense when it comes into.contact with

cool, ambient air. It forms tiny droplets'that make

the plume visible to the public. The visible 'plume

from wet scrubber systems is a serious detriment

Ifecause of the adverse public reaction regarding

visible emissions.
Wet scrub\ker ,systems generally are dividdd

into three. classes, based upon the energy input to

the system (Table 15,). As expected, the collection

efficiency of small particles generally increases

with higher energy input to the system. The energy

input, may be in the form of a, drop in pressure

across liquid spray nozzles, venturi sections, collec-

tion cyclones, or other devices,

Collection efficiencies fOr wet scrubbers, ex-

tend over a wide range. For use on boilers fired

Table 15,
Scrubbers
ments .

Three Classes of Wet

,
Based on Energy ReOire-

)escription:.
,

Low
Medium
Iligh\

Pressure drop

across the system

In. 'water
0-10

. 10-30
30-100



with hogged fuel,. syst,,ems usually are deiigned to
operate with overall' collection, efficiuncy ranging
Irom 95 to 98 percent, expressed as a percentage
by weight. Collection efficiencies will be higher for
large particles and lower for small particles.

An advantage of welt scrubber installations for
boders..is that they are not .subject `to fire damage.
11 hot .. sparks, carry ''oVer to ,a wet scrubber, the
liquid will ((trench the fire quickly. The .obvious
disadvairtage of such systems is that they generate
Problems Of water pollution. Once the particles are
.H.ipped in the scrubbing liquid, they must be
icmoved and the liquid recirculated. Field 'ex peri-
enk'c indlcates that the solid particles Will settle out

the water in a reasonably, brief time (for
'sample. 30 milytes), Thus, clarifiers work well to

the parlicblate, but they are expensive to
,oustruct. Sods disposal from- the clarifiers is an
.1,..01 lated problem. For exikruple, a boiler with a

y -100,000 pounds iier hour, using hogged
hicl. may generate from 8 to 10 tons per day of
milids In' the exhaust gas stream. If this is collected

wet scrubber, life :solids from the dallier will be
m ho loan of a slurry, that is messy t6nandle ihnd
ditlicult to dispose of It is extremely important in
dc:rgning a wet scrubbing syston.to make adequate
pioisions for collection 'and disposal of ,the solids.

Brighouse Filters_

11;ighouse filters are not used exten41vely on.
holler. fired with ,hogged fuel, .largely because of
lire lia/ard.

Bagliouse filters' are coritainers filled with
,i191ric.11 bags Made of cloth. The particle laden
airsIrcaiii enters the bags from the bottom. As the
gas passps t hrougli, the °bags, the particles are
'trapped .79, the inside surface. Various systems have
been designed, to.rerricive trapped particles. These
include shaking; reversing the gas flow, irfipiriging a
high-velocity jet of air on the outside of the bag at
regular' intervals, and other technique's, In each
yxt.eiri. the goal is to make thetrapted particles

fall out of the bag into a collection hcipper.
BagtiOuse filters lave the advantages of being

ext*mely efficient even for fine (suti-miclon)
particles, They collection. efficiencies commonly

4
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are greater than 99 percent, They do not require a
, great deal of energy to operate. PriNre drops are

normally less than 10
ac liquid, .sO there is

water cleanup problem..

ches of water. They do not
no visible plume and no

The disadvantages may outweigh the advan-
tages. The bags are teafperat ure limited. The upper
limit of temperatures is considered to be 69'01 F for
Most commercially available material. A sihull fire
in the .ash collection hopper, or a glowing .ember in
the flue gas, would cause extensive damage to-a
baghouse. If used downstream frym an efficient
multiple-cyclone Collector, however, the combusti-
ble content of Ow material captured in a baghouse
generally will be too low to support combustion in
the baghouse.. This potential for fire damage is the
most critical disadvantage.

Baghouve life is limited-by wear on the bags.,
The conStamt flexing or shaking action to remove
collected particles shortenS normal bag life to
18-24 months. This results in high maintenance
costs.

. Baghouses are generally large structures. Many
plants dO not have adequate room to locate this
type of pollution control Vice.

Itighouses.have high initial capital cost coin-,
pared to alternative devices. .

o
f -

Baghouses ,must be fully insulated to avoid'.
condensation inside the. bags of on cool surfaces.
This is particular19 important where sulfur-bearing.

'auxiliary fuels are used.

Electrostatic Precipitators

Electrostatic precipitatOrs have been used
widely to control particle emissions from combus-
tion sources. They de rarely used on boilers fired
with hogged- fuel, however.

, In operation, a negatively charged electrode,
runs parallel to a positively. charged (grounded) 4

plate (Figure 21). A large, direct-current voltage
(that is, from 30,000 to 90,000 volts) is applied
between the* wire plectrode and the plate... is
brings about a flow 'of electrons, through the gas
from the wire to the plate. Particles entrained in
the gas' stream are bombarded by electrons travel-
ing toward the positive. plate. As electrons gather

96
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TO rtOPPE

Figure 21. In an electrostatic precipitator, particles
gain electrons from a negatively charged electrode,
are attracted to positively charged plates, then
shaken into a hopper.

on the individual particles, the particles take on a
net negative charge. This net charge pulls the
paltiles toward the plate, Where they are col
lected.

Sliaki0 or rapping deViCei are installed on the
7,1)13(6 to dislodge the collected particles. They fall

into a collection hopper below the plates.

1.

I -0

Many factors affect collection efficiency it
these units. One of he important factors is
resistivity of the particles, If they have low'

.c,lectrical resistivlty, such as that of carbon, they
give up the negative charge to the positive plate
and assume a positive charge. As like charges are
repelled,. carbon particles are pushed awity from
the plate and are reentrained in the 'gas stream;
This substantially lowers collection efficiency.

Oh the Other hand, if particles have high
,ulectrical resistivity; they will be unable to give up '

their negative electlic charge. As the particles build
up on the' collecting -plate,. they. wn form an
insulating (barrier and even se,f up a net negative
charge. Again, this reduces precipitator efficiency.

The emissions of 1'1)0 and unb,urne'd carbon
from boilers fired with 'hogged fuel have lq,,w

./
at. electrical resistivity. Electrostatic precipitators

.therefore have low collection efficiency. The effi-
ciency can be increased by conditioning the parti-
cles "ith injection or a material that will alter
resistivityity to a more appropriate operating range.
Sulfuric acid mist is used in `some instances to
accomplish this. Such solutions, however, present
problems of corrosion to the equipment and
increased potential for environmental pollution.

Electroitatic arecipitators are large pieces'of
equiPment and are costly to install. The aombined
factors of highlcapital.cost and potential for low
efficiency have resulted in limited tif,e of these
devices to control emissions from boilers fired with
hoggqd fuel.

.9/
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; 8. NWASUliEM ENT OF MR-POLLUTANT-EMISSIONS'
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. . :Several different meagurements can be rvade of air polant emissions from boilers fired with hogged.
.

fuel,. Poi, example, standard procedures have been developed to determin'e opacitjt,- ooneentKti9n of
particular matter in grains Or standard cubic foot (gr/SCF), tnasa-emission rate in pou,nds of partictilate per
hour, particle size distribution, and. concentration of various.poIlutant 'gases .

such as carbon monoxide,
nitrogen compounds, and sulfur dioxides . .

-These measurements are dseussLW individually in the' next several sections; excepffor gasedus.
pollutants, which are not of primary concern when burning.hogged fuel, as noted in Chapfer 7. .

,

4

Opacity. Measurement

The discussion in Chapter4.5 deals with instru-s
.inelits that can monitor opacity. This can be done
automatically and continuously with commercially
available equipment, Most regulatory agencies,
however; will not accept the chart records from
such equipment p proof -of compliance with
opacity regulations. They require that the ,opacity
be 'determined, visually by a trained anileertified'

Two- scales of measurement are commonly
use`lp. The 'Ritgeleriann- Smoke Scale. for use on
Matt< smoke emissions find the Opacity Scala for
use oil emissions of other colors.' The relation of
Mese two scales is as follows:

Ringelmann scale'
No.

Opacity scale
.(70

0
1/2 A 10

20
I1/2 '30
2 40
2 501"
3 60
3,Y2 70

.4 4 80
41/2 90
5 100

'Certification schools for smoke and opacity
readings have been set up across the country.
Classes are-held throughout the year to meet'the
demand. In general, the clasies consist oil two
separate, sessions. The first is to learn the theory
and limitations of the technique. The second is to
gain fibld 'experienoe in actually reading plumes.
Examinations are held at the end ot eaclisession to
determirie degree of competence. Recertification

4
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,of ability in smoke and opacity reading is required
at intervals ranging from 6, months to I yciir, For
information on such schools, co,ntact -the' state
regultithly agency.

Concentration of Particulate Matter
and Mass-Emission Rate

Measurement of the coAentration of particu-
- hag matter is complex. Were are no commercially

available instruments that. can 'do. this confirm-
. ously. It must be done on a "grab sample," in

which a representative sample of the boiler emis-
sion is collected from the flue gas,. The sample is
analyzed by a proceatree esta;4IMhed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection/Sgt!Miy

The specific procedure r'equires a minimum of
$4,000 in equipment to gather the sample. In
addition, a substantial amount of laboratory e(juip-
ment is required for the analyses. The process of
sampling and analysis for a single complete E.P.A.

'test on a boiler at one operating-level cdsts about
.$2,000... A' complete series of tests may' cost as
much as $25,q00. This complek proqess requites
skilled techniciails and engineer's. It is much more
than simply sticking a prjbe into an exhaust Itia-ck
and reading a number.,

Of particular concern in the procedures, is the
sampling, location. The E.P.A.- has recommended
that sources be sampled at a location at least eight
diameters downstitam and two diirneters upstream
from the nearest source of disturbance to the

'airstream (5): This includes such parts as valves,
bends, elbows, expansion. joints, and tees. For
many boiler installations, the recommended sam-
pling location may be 100 feet up the smokestack:
The cost of -installing a sampling platform large
enoligh to accommodate technicians and sampling

153
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equipment on smokestack may run into thou-
satids of dollars.:Sucli platforms .should include
adequate safety Ea i ipgs, toe railings, wind screens,
and electric service millets. They also should be

. equipped with some means of supporting a block-
and-tack16 hoist for' raising a ,nd lowering the
equipment.

There is, a tendency to construct such plat -

fops as temporary arryngements. Due considers=
. tion should be givet to tht,fact that for-each boiler

test, several technicians will huive to work about
cktys on the platform. The affects of exposure to
heat, cold, wind, high elevation, and exhaustion
demand that every:safety precautiofl be provided.

The ispeCified)procedure is published in the
Federal Register of December 23, 1971 (5). The
same procedifie is used to- determine the mass-

einission rate.

Particle Size Measurement
Pe.

1
Tlie 'procedure used to deterthine particle size

has two steps. The first is to collect a -representa-
tive sample of the paTticles'and the", second is to

4.

1

5

its
t.

analyze the ,sample. Like measurements of particle
concentration, particle size measurement requires'
sophisticated equipment for collection and analy-
sis, as well as skilled technical approaches.

RepieSentative sampling for particulate mat -'
ter can be achieved only. if tie particulate matter
enters the sampling-system at, the..same velocity as
the airstream in which it is entrained. Tits is called

.17 isokinetic sampling,
Analysis of the collected, samples usually is

thine with a microscope under laboratory condi-.
tions. A minimum of 100 particles. should be
'measured to determine the size distribution of
V'partieles in each' sample. Size is reported in terms
of the percentage of particles smaller than,a given
size.

For particles collected in .impaction systefits,
analyses for size and weight distribution may be
carried out by weighing the samples .01 particles
collected in each section of the inipactor. This also
allows a determination of 'mean -size and size
distributio,n of the particles,. based on the weight
distribution of the sample.

4
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9. Itl'ULtATIONS PERTAINING TO liMISSIONS FROM FIRED WIT11110GGED.FUEL

r ;

Emission regulations are enforced 1?), three levels of governmental agencies: the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, slate regulatory agencies', and local, or regional agencies:Their enforcement programs
are based on a pip-it system, which requires thnt any piece of equipment or process that generates or emits
pollutant materials to the atmosphere must have a permit to oPorate. To obtain such a permit, one must.
dciponstrate that the pollutant emissions will be lower than the maximum 'values established by the..
agencies. Further, before new equipment can be installtd; the agencies must be satisfied that emissions frOm
-the equipment or process will not exceed the .establi,hed( standards. Sonic agencies' regulations include.
requirements that "best available techrrOlogy" or "best available practical technology" be employed to
control emissions..Some agencies also require that new installations include "advances ip the art" .of control

'of emissions.-InterpretatIon.of thes'e'req.uirements is frequently a' controversial matter. .

Actual emission standards 'vary somewhat from agency to agency. Most agencleshave.set standards,
regardingsopacity., concentration of particulate matter, site of particulate Matter, nuisatCe resulting from
emissions. of particulate matter.; and emissions of sulf6r dioxide. Some agencies have set standards on the
mass of particulate' that can be emitted, based on either an hourly rate or the rat 41 heal inpul to the

41.

Opacity Standards
Opacity standards gverally are 'based on

location of the installatio and its age. For
example, .if a boiler is located in an area of high
population'density, the regulation may specify that
opacity, of the plume from the 4ack may not
eneed 20 percent. for more than 3 minutes of any
ho., A boiler located in a more remote area may
be subject to a limitation of 40 percent opacity.

In. general, boilers that were .! installed and
opera*ing before 1970 and are located in areas 9.f.,
low populati% density are stibject to the limi
tions.of 40-pe'rnt oPacity.. New installations are
subject, to the 20-percent-opacity limitation. for
most agencies. Standards for Oregon and Washing-
ton' are indicated -in Table 16: Readers should
obtain copies of -current regulations that apply to
their specific. jurisdiction. .

Concentration of Particulate Matter
Regulations affecting allowable concentfa-

tions of particulate matter often are stated in terms
of maximum grains per standard dry cubic foot of
exhaust gas corrected to 12 percenti.carbomliox-
ide. This needs some explanation.

A grain is 1/7,000 pound. Most ertits;ion
regulations have set either 0.10 or 0.20 grain per
standard dry cubiCiool (SDCF) as the maximum
limit.

C.

The term "standard drj, cubic foot" is often
con firsing, because, no agreement exists as'to how */

standard . conditions are defined. Most age!ncies
agree that 'standard, pressure equals I attmosphere,
or 29.92 'inches of mercury. Standard temperattire
is not agreed upon, however. It is variously stated
as. 32 I'', 60 F, 68 F, 70 r, 0 C, or 20 C. The
majority of (he agencies accept 68 I or 20 c,
which are equivalent. 1I The correction to 12 percent carbon (halide
is a linear correction to the measured concentra-
tion of particulate matter.- t is made so that
individual plants -w)11 not attempt to meet stand-
ards by, diluting the emissions with clean air. For
example, suppose boiler emissions were.subject to
a limitation of 0.1D gr per SDCF, and test showed
a concentration of 0.15 gr per SDCF. One means
of lowering the measured value is Jo add clean air
at the base of the exhaust..stack. By blowing in air "
at a rate equal to the rate of exhaust gas flow from
the boiler, the concentration of particulalemattcr.
would, drop to 0.075 gr per SOCK At the sake
time, levels. of carbon dioxide from the boiler'
would be diluted. By Znfor,cing a ,correction to 12

' percent carbon dioxide, the agencies assure that
exhaust air is not-diluted tomee,t emission stand-

The standards themselves are generally set at
-either 0.l0 or 0.20 gr perISDCF. As with opacity

55
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Tab! e , 10 . Siimmary. of
. Op.ic i ty Regal at i (Ins in 0 re.gon and Wash i rigten.1

Agency.

OVECON

Lxistip sources

Orvgon .

'Lane Regional A .0 .A.
1 lamette VallcY A:0

WAS' I I IAITON

t on .0.0.E. 3
1.;ashington A .0 .A

Olympic A .1' .A
Puget Sound A .1'

Itiashington .0 .A .

Siicikane County A..1) ,A .

'Fri. -County A .0 .A .

Yakima County A.P.A.
o. ..-rrel. tiOna 1 communicat ion from M . , BM se.i(Thscade .CorpOra,t.ion , Boise ,tIdaho. Mr. Cory contacted each agency I isted and compi.lcd their .

reiki I ti.t ions . .

.

.
t

Special control areas. restrict exi st i rig sources to 20`:, .
3i lay rtqui re a restriction to 20% opacity and 0.10 gr 1)e+ standard cubic,foot in sensitive areas.

4.1

.standards, the level is- based on ,location of the
facility and on its age. Grain loading standards for

. Orepon,an l Washington are shown in Table.17."

Mass - Emission Rates
As an alternative to establishing limits on

concentrations of' particles- in flue gases, some
agencies have set limits Oti. the pounds of material
that may be einiVed. per hour or per million Btu's

, of heat input to the boiler. In general, the
maximum valueg allOwa,ble vary with the *e of
the boile,r,. Largo!' ,boilers have the more stringent
standards. For- specific values applied to local
filants, contact the regulatory agency that has
jurisdiction over the particular plant in question..

Size of.Particulate Matter
Some, but not all, agencies have established

limits on the maximum size of particles that may
beeinitted by boilers. The limitation usually is set

ti

'V A

W 7

V

at 250 microns.. Its purpose is to avoid spreading
large' pie9s of unburned carbon, which acr as a
soiling nuisance. ConsideratiOn now is being given
to establishing regulatiops on the maximuni. con-
centration of smaller particles (that is, less:Plan 10
microns). This is a result of studies indicating that
smaller tsarticles pres&nt the greatest hazard to
human health.

Nuisdnce Regulations- ' ,

Most agencies liavea general regulation that
pertains to nuisance emissions. The usual statement
is to the effect that no prOcess ors-operation shall
emit 'materials that are a nuisance to the surround-
ing property Tor community. Such regulationsvare
not directed specifically 'toward bOilers Teed with
hogged fuel: They are referred to occasionally,
however, if flyash or unburned carbon from a stack

Abecomes a public nuisance.

101
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Table, 17, Summary 'of Particulate Concentrat i on Stand ird6 in Oregon anll
.

i.%

1

..:Washington . ,.

.

Agent)),

OREGON
Or.egon D .Q
/Lane Reg ional/ A .1) .A .

Vallcy A Y31';

IVASI I I NI(,TON

Washington 1) .0 A:.

N . Washington A .P .A

Olympic A .1' .A.

rugFt -44)9.(1 A .1' .A
. W . Wastii.ngt.on A .1' . A . 3

Spokane County A ,d1) .'A .

Tr i -Chun ty.. A . P . A .

Yak ima County A .1' .

t

Existing sources New

,Before 7-15 After 7-75 sources

Gr 2

. '0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

, 0'. 2

0.2

0 .

0.1

0.2

0.2

2

'0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2 IF

0.2

0.1.

0.2

0.2

0.1'

0.2

Gr 2

,0.2 .

0.1

0 . 1

0.1

I) :2

.0 .1:

0.1 .

Os. 1

1,Personal communication with M. Cory, Bois(; Cascade Corporati n, Boise,,1

Idaho. Mr. Cory contacted each agency listed and Cpmpild' their

rftulations.
.?Grains per standard Cubic foot.
,3After 1975, bet.. available control technology is equired on 1111, bOlers.

The regulation is.ony a guide to allowable emiss on levels.

sNig

Emission of Sulfur Wrioxide

flogged fuel contains low levels- of sulfur. A and most aamcies have placed limits on the

, typical analysis may show 0.080 percent by weight . allawAble sulfur cont?nt of boiler fuels. Typical
(0). Auxiliary fuel may be sulfur bearing, however, values areshown in Tate L8 .

p.

41
I

O

cr ,

4)

oS

it

Table 18. 'Regulations of the State of

Oregon Pertaining to .Allowable Sulf61.

Content in Auxiliary Fuel (12) .

Fuel type Maximum allowable sulfur

Residual oil , 2r5 before 7-74

Residual oil 1.75 after 7-74

No. 1 Dist. oil 0.3

No. 2 Dist. oil 0.5

Coal 1,0
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Heat Value of_Fuels

Tie heatirTg.value of a fuel is most.satisfactorily determined exper
imentally, usingii, calorimeter, since only.y this method cart the 'exact
effect .ofall the constituents' in the fuel be ..measured.

reasonablyHowever, a tccurate calculation can mac.k, from-the,
analysis of the fuel and the known heat.re-lease per'kg,of each of the !..
combustible elements. .

4

'

UELS and COMBUSTION*P

Second Class
Lecture 5 .

Heat Value by Calculation

.

Fuel analyses take two forms: the "Proximate"
11..analysis.

CI- the "Ultimate"

Proximate Analysis gives the percentage's by mass of Volatile-
matter, ;aribon.-Ash and Mdisture. and is ,of principal in crest to arse

.

engaged in the practical operatiof the boiler plant.,.more dOns'ide.ia on
will be. given to this aspect' in later lectures. 0 .

r

.

a .

al

, UJltimate. Analysis' gives the composition of tlie fuel in pe centages
oi-NitrOgen, Oxygeh^: Carbon, 'Ash, Sulphur and Hydrogen (as an aid to
invmory the initialletters.of -these constituents fOrm the wOrd4"no cash").

NOTE: ThefUltimate Analysis takes no.account olthe free. moisture
in. nit, .1001 as does the Proximate:' In, this case the' sample is dried
before cemmencirig the analysis.
Usually a statement of heating value will accompany the chemist's

repro on the fuel analysis and will have been determined experimentally
%I.-using a Calorimet4.

t-

A calculation of the heating. value of the fuel can 1Ye made, if nee-
...essary fron) the Ultimate Analysis using the knoWn heating values (2f each
cif the'comblistible materials as folliowS:

,

10.4



Carbon .- When 1 kg of canbon is completely burned it liberates'''.
33 890 kJ of heat.. . .

Hydrogen The .complete combutlaipn of 1..kg of hYdrogenliberates
143 900 kJ of heat. P.

Sulphur - The complet6 combustion of 1 ,k,g of sulphur liberates
9290 kJ of heat.

Any given fueliwill liberate heat in proportion to the'lnass of each of
these elethents w,hicti it contains:and the .heat value canibe calculated ifthip
Ultimate analysis ip known.

. %.

Example 1
Calculale the heat value`ofa Coal having the following ultimate cempogition:

Carbon .
Hydrogen.
Ash .
Sulpbitr
Nitrogen
Oxygen'. .

65%
4.7%
9 . 8%

,0.5
1 . 8%

18.2%
100 .

Solution1 . . .

Analysis are always expressed in percentages., This. Means that 10,0-.kg of
coal contains 65 ktof Carbon, 4:7 kg of Hydrogen, etc.

, . 41

Heat from Carbon
One kg of Carbon will liberate. 33 890" kJ, hence 65 kg of ,Carbon will

liberate 33.890 x 65 kJ, or
H = 33 8900

c = .33 890 x 65
22 028.50 kJ/100 kg
22 028.5 kJ/kg of coal

Heat from Hydrogen

Same of the hydrogen in the coal is in the form a moisture or water, and
therefore is not 'available for combustion and does not liberate any heait., MOs
titre (water,or steam) i composed of 1 kg of hydrogen in chemical combination
with 8 kg of oxygen; pr kg altogether. It is usual to consider 'that ALL the b

oxygep present is in the form of moisture with one-eighth,of its`own mass,
1$of hydrogen.

Then, IlydrOgensas moisture ÷ 8
/

- 2.2.75 kg .

F.

0



.%. H ...:. :,. '
: :'' :'

Oe kg of sulphur would Liberate 9290 kJ, hetee 0.5 kg will liberate
O5 x 9290 ' 464 kJ0 or '

1
ii: = 9290 xO.5
a

464 kJ/iOO kg of coal '
r

46.45 kJ/kg of coal ''
,,

I

. . Heat value of coal 2 Q285 +' 273? + 46 45

348 1kJ'kçg (Ai$.)
1

. .

/,/

T: It wlll.be noted that theheatc.oitributedby.e suiphurinthe rajorit of coals :..%.:

:

:
:

, i negligible and as a ri.Ue is not considered. The heat fpm the hd'rogen L
sma1, while the carbon provides the greater part oithehcat.

The heat value of the coalmay also be obtained by using the Coxibined or
DULQNG'S FORMULA , as follows' ,

,t % p

' 4, Heat Value
; = 33 890C + 143 900 OkI 0/8) + 9290 S kJ/100 k of o'1 ' 4

\ = 339C1-f' 1439 (H - Q/8 + 93S
= 22 029 + 3274 + 4 5 349 kJ/kg of coal

b
.

Fuel Oil &

The fuel oil. usec for steam generation is a r3fined crude from which a

proportion of the lighter oils - gasoline, kerosene, etc hav be?i evaorated
Fuel oil, is usually measured in terms of barrels, and wtghs from 310 to 350
kg per barrel In comparison with coil1 oil occupies about 5&% less space aiid

4s approximately 35% less in mass for equal heating va'ue.

ohstjtuent o '

Fuel oil consists of hydrocarbons similar tti the volatiles in eqal but b1h
are liquids at atmospheric. tmperaiures and pressures The analysis of .

mineral fuel from differentfields varies considerably
'

4 4 44

Carbon 8Z to B6%

Hydtogen .. ji t i%
O,yeh to 3%
Sulphur, 0 t'o 2%

1 Heat \lue 42 000 to 45 000 kJ/kg
I........ .

.
....

::.. ..

4

1

1

(PE2-5-3)
w

4

:,. ',. ...:.:..
4r

:.-::.
.

1 L

I

b
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The: heat value of any oil may be caleul'atedby the same .m
for coal ,usink.buLong's formula, though ills open to greater
of ,the wide" range of hydrocarbons which may bee. in these fuels.

1,

. .
,

.

Advantges. of. Fuel 0.11..0- '

". Higtier;heatingvalue, approXimately
Less storage space tor eciu-al host yalkies.

3. ,No, dirt or dust;, no iires"to clean..
No' loss In.heat value diie:to storage deterforati

57- Exce8s air is kept to a
6 Greater, adaptability to load variations. /. '7. Less boilyer room' latAr -!'no ash' handling.required. .4: .

S. .High combuStion effidien6y., "4 - #

hods as used
rors because

\

Gas .
,,.

. . ,

Natu.rA g'gas' is bein.uSefi increag4n
plants .

.,.

.1Y4or,s/iea'm generati-on-in. power.

Cas' onS is ts- of .a mixture of the- lighter
typical analysis' ma'y be:

By vblum Methane ,(/cH4),

;Ethane (.0 )

Lighter hydrocarbon's

3,

. .

or gaseous) 'hydrocarbons: A

. ,

'r 100 m of gas, etc.

tfeat Value,.

The heat' V. ue varies friiim '46 4201,o. 55 700 kJ/kg. It is more
:';.convenient to ate the heat value in kJ /m3. The heat value per kg
zls doxistanf b t-tthe heat value per.M3 varies as the mass per m3 vaxiepi,

, .lependiVuponitS terriperature'and pressure. At the, temperature and \
'resstire &dsti,ng in inost.districts1 the heat value of natural gaits
i proxi tcily 37250_kJ/M3 (at 161JC and 101.3 kPa.)

7
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_ Chemistry of Com*bustion
, 4 ... 5

.,
Combustion calculationii depend upon fun.. fundament 1 saws: ,

,

1. Conservation of Matter. - Matter cannot be dest

4

pyed,and cannot be
created. '1'

t 4. \
., /1°'

, 21 .Conservation of Energy Energy cannot be destr yed and cannot be
created.

w \." ,.

3. The Gas Law - The volume of a as is rectly proportional
to its absolute. temperat e and i
proportional to its absol \te pressure.

i inversely

\ .
,4

, ,

4. The Law of ,Combining Masses -1All.substances comb e\Only in
accordance with a definite, slimple relation-
ship as to relative masses., \

All matter, whether solid, liquid,-or Ogeous is composed f molecufes .
and all molecules are composed of atomS..

THE MOLECULE IS THE SMALLEST PORTION OF MATTER(
THAT CAN EXIST ALONE. wl

THE ATOM IS THESMALLEST POUTION,,OF MATTER CONSIDERED,
but an atoJcannot exist alon. Substances. whose molecules consist of single
atoms are termed monatomic; those whOse molecules contain two atoms are
diatomic.

Elementary molecules generally are composed of two atoms represented
by symbols thus: Hydrogen H2, Oxygen 02, Nitrogen N2, etc, which are all
ELEMENTS or elementary substances.

A

Compounds are composed of atoms of two or more different elements
such as Carbon Monoxide CO, Carbon Dioxide CO2' Oxide of Hydrogen H20
(steam or water), etc.

The atoms of any element all have the same mass but the atoms of dif-
ferent elements have different massed:

Ilydrogen
Carbon
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Sulphur

Atomic
Mass

1

. 12
. '16

14
32

NOTE: The above are relative or proportional inastms and
, will be treated as kg-maps in this lecture.

108
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T'
Combinations of atoms always occur in simple and definite, proportions of

their atomic masses, and are expressqd by simple symbols, thus: 'i.
.

1120 means that two atomp of hydrogen (2 'kg) havekcom ned
with one atom of oxygen _(J.6 kg) to fowl one mol le

v... ,
.

(18' kg) of steam or Itterms qr
-

4

V .

- -

CO2 means that one atom (12 kg), of carbon hays combin &1
with two atoms (32 kg) of oxygen to form one molecule
(44.kg) of carbon dioxide.

The mass of the products resulting from a coilibustion reaCtionis always
equal to the sum of the masses of the s'ubstances which enter the 'reaction.

401 Th e student should refer frequently' to the foregoing definitions, especially
for explanations of formulas Lich may present dirficulties.

a

The source of supply of the oxygen necessary for combustion is the air-.1
The proportions by mass of oxygen and nitrogen are

02 = 23.2% and N2 76.8%.

Therefore to supply 1 kg of oxygen reOires
0.23

4.31 kg of a &r. This

4.31 kg of air is composed of 1 kg of 02 and 3.31 kg of N2. The nitrogen, of

course, serves no useful purpose in combustion.

combustion of Carbon

An atom of carbon may con Ape with:
(1) two atoms of oxyg 41 to form carbon diople(CO2) , or

(2) with one atom of oxygen to form carbon monoxide (CO) .

Expressing these as formulas:*

6, (1) C I- 02

12' t 2 x 16

12 + 32

214-2

CO2

12 f 32

44

'2

3:3

When 1 kg of carbon is completely burned with 2-2 kg of oxmn it produces
2- kg of CO2 and liberates 33 890 kJ of heat. It will be obvious that any mass'

9f CO2 must be composed of x 100 = 27; 27% by mass of carbon and 72.73%

by mass of oxygen, or ti

1 kg'CO2 .0.2727 kg C 0.7273 kg 02
that is, a ratio of carbon to 02 of.1 2.6674

(1'E2-2-5-6)

1 0 3
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If 1' kg of 02 is .contained hi 4.3,1 kg air it will be necessary to supply for
cootilete combustion o 1 .kg of carbon:

2.667 x 4.31 11.493 kg of air.

rtis,amount will Contain N2

2.667 x 3.31 8.8271cg N2

Thus
4
in the complete combustion of 1 kg of carbon the resulting products of

combustion will, be:

1 kg C. + 2.667 kg 02
J

'and 2..667 x 3..31 kg N2
.

Total mass of flue gas

3.667 kg CO2

8.827 kg N2

=-2-* 12.494 kg

P , 2C + 02 2C0

C + 0 = CO

12 + 16
,

, 28,

1 11 9 1

3 .

When 1 kg of carbon burns incompletely with only 11 kg (too little) 'of 00
1

it produces 2
:3

kg of CO and liberates 10 305 kJ of heat.

If the CO formed goes lip the stack it carries away with it
:1:3 890 10 305 - 173 585'W of heat which is all wasted.

Any mass of CO must be composed of 12.
28

x 100 = 42.H6% by mass of carbon
and 57.14% by mass of oxygen, or

1 kg CO 0.4286 kg C + 0.5714 kg,02

that is,. a ratio of carbon to 02 of 1 : 1.33:3'

Air required tosburn 1 kg Of (' to (SO

1 .333 x 4 .31 5 .745 kg ofair

Thus, in the incomplete combustion of 1 1,,,g of carbon to CO, the resulting
prnducts Of combustion Will be:

1 kg C 1.333 kg 02 2.33 :3 kg CO

anc) 1.333 x 3.31 kg N2 '4 .412 jar, N2

. . Total mass Of flue gas
. G.745 kg

A

(1)E22.5-7).
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Combustion of Hydrojgcn..

Two molecules of hydrogen (four atoms) combine with one molecule of
oxygen (two atoms) to form two Molecules of water.

2112 + 02 ..=
2H

z0

2 x 2 + '2 x 16 . 2 x 18
..

4 + , 3'2 = , 36

1 + 8 9
I

When kg.of 112 is burned with '8 kg of 02 it. produces, 9 kg of 112() and
liberates: l43 900 IcS of heat.

Any mass of 1120 must be composed of 4
6 x 100= 11.1(kby mass of 1123.

and 88.9% by mass of 02

or 1 kg 1120 0.111 kg 112 + 0:889 kg 02
that ib a ratio of 112\ to Onof 1 : 8.,

Air required to burn 1 kg of 112 to #120

8 x 4.31 34.48 kg of air

Thus riti the combustion of 1.kg of 112 to 1120, the resulting products of
combustion will be:

1 kg 112 8 kg 02 9 kg 11`0

and 8 x 3.31 kg N2 26.48 kg N2
.Total mass ot flue gas I. 35.48 kg

Combustion of Sulphur

In a similar manner to the above:

S 4- 02 SO2

32 32

1 '2

,/

When 1 kg of S is burned with 1 kg of 02 it procluee. 2 kg of SO2 and liberates
9290 k.1 of heat.

Any mass of SO2 must he composed of 32
64 x 100 50% by m.ass of S and

50% by mass of 02, or
1 kg SO2 0.5 kg f 0.5 kg 02

that is a ratio of S to 0
2

of 1 1

Air required to burn 1 kg of S to S02:
1 x 4.31 4..31 kg of air.

(1'E2'..2 5_8)

r 11 1

1
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Thus in the complete combustion of 1 kg of S to SO2, the resultin products
of combustion will be:

,

1 kg + 1. kg02 g kg SO2

and 1..x 3.31 kg 112. . 3.31.kg N2

T9tal mass of flue gas - 5.31 kg

In a similar manner by applying the Law of Combining Masges, he propor-
tions required for the combustion of ally hydrocarbon can be quickly alculatied,
since the ratio of C,,,to H2 is known and each .can be calculated separ tely as a
fraction of the, whole (assumed as 1 kg).

From the foregoing calculations Table .1 has been computed. In the case of.,
methane and ethane the\ student. will firld it of great value to calculat the data
for himself, checking his results against those given in the table°

Table 1 Combustion Data tabulated in kg/kg o "l ucl

.

Mole-
cular
Symbol

Theoretically
required kg

,
I

no

Products of Combus ibn kg

02

, .

Air CO2 1120
2

SO CSO2 '
.

qaf$on (to
co2 )

Carbon (to
CO)

Carbon
Monoxide

Hydrogen

Sulphur

Methane

Ethane

CO
112

S

CH
4

(;2116

4
2.67

1. 33.

0.578
8.00

1.00

4,00
3. 73

11.49

5. 75

2.46
34.48

4.31

17.24
16. 09

4........_

3.67

--

1.57
--

2.75
2. 93

--

--
9, 00

--

2.25
1. 80

8.82

4.42
.

1.89
26.48

3.31

13,24
12, 3ii

2.

J

-

_

33

......

-

--

2.00

--
- '

'Fable _2 Combustion pata tabulated in m 3/m3 c f Fuel

Carbon

Mole-
cular
Symbol

.

required

Air

Monoxide c() 0.5 2.38

'hydrogen 112 0. 5 2..38

Methane C114 2.0 9. 52

Ethane C211 3.5 16,67

Products ofpCmbu, tion
m n.

CO2 2 N2

1

2

:3

1.88

1.88

7, 52

13. 17

C ) SO2

4

(1)1:22%5 -9)
9
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Th!,t.deriVati,90, of Table 2 requires the application "Avogadro'S Hypotheski"
which states.'" . s

.

EQUAL VOLUMES OF DIFFEANT GASES AT THE SAME TEMPERATURE
AND PRESSURE WILL CONTAIN EQUAL NUMBERS OF MOLECULES. ,

If this is so, then one molecule of any gas must occupy the same volume.
Further, some standard voluine could be chosen which would just contain the
molecular mass of each gas.

For example, hydrogen has a molecular mass 2.016 at standard temperature
and pressure (101.31(1a anct 0°C). 2.016 kg of 112 will occupy V m3.

wag' 3\where V = P
m. ^

and w = 2.16 kg

.

It = 41'24 J/kg K (The Characteristic Constant for

T
P

. v

=

=

0 + 273 K
101.3 x1"00116 Pa

2.016 x 4124 x 273

Hydrogen)

44,

22.4` 3101:3 x 1000

Similar calculations if carried out for different gases will always give this
figure of 22.4.1n3 if the mass of gas considered is the molecular mass of that
gas expressed in kg.

This standard volume of gas is termed 1 kg Mole.

1In the case o hydrogen, Table 1 states that 1 kg of 112 requires 8 kg.of
02 for complete ombustion.

/

'Nifty since 1 kg of any gas occupies
22.4- fW x m where W = mass of gas in kgmat wt .

"I
x 221 kg of 1142 will occupy 1

`.2
.4 11.2 m3

J,8 kg of 02 will occupy 8

x3
22.4'

a; .6 m3

(
Checking with Table 2, 1 m3 of 112 will requiv 5.6

11 2 0.5 m3 01102
. /-

L

If it is desired to find the vOluMe of gas at a different temperature or
A pressury, application of the,Gas taw will give the desired results.

From "fable 1.4a sImple formula maybe constructed for the air theoretically
required for the perfect combustion of any fuel. This is expressed in terms of
kg of air per kg of fuel as f llows:

1
00

Air required
1 100 11.490 + 34.48 lid,

84
+ 4.315

Qfr

Example 2 K

Calculate- the.
.

air theoretically required for a coal of the following analysis
(dry): . Carbon

Hydrogen
.

6

69.3%
f 4 0 27)/

Oxygen 7.5%
4

4 'Nitrogen . 1.1%
Sulphur . , 0 6% *

,. Ash 17.3%

(1'E2-2-.5-10). 1'00;0%
1).

I

113
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Moisture.(not inClUded4n the analysis) was found to be 4.1%.

Solution --

Air required = -14- [11.49C +34.48 (H2 -
100 . .8

02) +4.315

1
100

[1:1.49 x 69.3 + 34:48 (4.2 51§ + 4.31 xto.
8

=

1

100
[79t, + 112.5 + 2'6] \-.

.
.4 = 7.96 + 1.125 + 0.026 /.

.
= 9.111 isg of air/kg of coal (Ans.)

1
.

1
. .

'While this formilla is accurate eno*h for most purposes, calculations
involving each of the component parts of any fuel set out in tabulated form below,.

') gives a more accurate and cle,ar picture of the processes involved in the
combustion process. k. .

,

Method of Working
0.693 O 2.667 x 0.60 = 1.848

11.493 k 0.693 = 7.964
CO2 = 3.66 x .693 - 2..536

NZA = 8.827 x' .693 - 6.117
0.042 Q2 . 8 x 0.042

Air = 4.48 x 0.042
N2 ;-=-- 26.48 x 0.042

1120 = 9 x 0.042
S , 0.006 02 = 1 x 0.006

Air . 4.31 x 0.006

Tabulation

= 0.336 r

= 1.448
= 1.112
= 0.378

= 0.006
= 0.026

N2 3..31 x 0.006 - 0.020
SO2 -- a x 0.006 1 0.012

Mass/kg of
Coal

Required-kg . Products of Combustion ky,/kg Coal

1%
02 Air CO2 02 N2 1120 Se

2

' '0.693 1.848 7.964 - 2,536 -- 6.117 -- --
12 0.042 0.336 1.448 . 1.112 0.378 -
)9 0.075 -- -- -- 0.075 _
1 2

0.011
fr

-- . -It 0.01 , --
0.006 0.006 0.026 -- . 0, 20 -- 0.012

sh 0.183 -- -- -
T otals 2.190 9.438 2,536 0.075 7.260 0,378 0.012

02 in Coal 0,075' 0.323 -- 0.075 0.248 --
Thtals 2.115 9.115 2.536 0.000 7.1142' 0.378 0.012

SO2 as CO2 -- -- 0.012 - 0.012

Total ?.115 9.115 2.548 0.000 7.012 0.378 0.000
. .. . .,... ,

114
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From the totals it is now necessary to subtract the 02 originally in the
coal as well as. the air arid the N

2 equivalent of this oxygen.
.1 ^ 4

The SO2 in the flue .gas appears as. CO2 in the analysis (as will be explained
in the following material) so therefore is-next added to the CO2.

The last line gives. the final totals. .Note that th4 total air required is now
9.115 kg/kg 6f fuel compared to 9.111 kg as given, by the formula, an error
which is.negligible. ,

Excess Air Calculations

the .operakict of a boiler theoretical conOitionsere never
,iittained, it isiirvoItant that the fol...eg9ing c.alculationsbe ,tied, in with prac-

.

ticalirconditions.
44.4.

The mass of air theoretically required for the combustion of one kg
of ary coal is (from the above tabulation) 9.115 kg. For each 20% in excess
of this, amount (that is, each 1.823 kg above 9.115) the,re will appc4r`in the
produqts of combustion:

1.823 x 6.232' =- 0.423 kg 02
1.823 x 0.768 1.4" kg N2

Table 3 has been tabulated for varying amounts of excess air:

a

Table 3, ,

Mass 'of
Products of
Combustion

Mass of Products
varying amounts of Excess. Air' kg,

kg 20% 401 60% 815170 100%

CO2 2. 548 I 2. 548 2, 548 2. 548 2. 548 2. 548

.02 0 #04) O. 423 . 0..846 1.2..6 1. 692. 2.115
N2 7, 012 8.414 9.816 11.218 12.620 14.022

1120 0.378

A,

0.378 0.378 0.378. 0.378 0.378
Total 9. 938 ti 11.763 . 13. 588 15.413 17. 2S8 19.063

. ,. .
In order to be of practical value it is necessary to calculate for percent-

age volume of products of combustion, since in furnace efficiency tests
the content o ,,the flue gases is 'given in percentage volume. Also the water
content cannot be measured because the analyses is made at room temperature,
thus the water will have condensed.

.Whileethe further calculations necessary to establish excess air charts,
theoraical furnace tempbratures, etc. are beyond the, scope offthisicourse,
nevertheless the foregoing material covers the basic theory necessary to ena
the engineer to understand their derivation. )

. .
0,1...

(l'E2 -2- 5--12)
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THE COMBUS'N'N. PROCESS

Much research has been carried out and,many theories' have been advanced
to fitthe facts observed in experiments itthe chemical lab and the plant. The
following facts may be utilized to give indication of what is occurring during the
combustion of a fuel.

Hydrogen burns with a colorleAs flame
Carbon.Monemide burns with a.light,A)lue flame
Carbon burns with a white luminous.I.lame
Sulphur tends to color the Llame yellow.

The 'Elementary, Combustibles

All fuels are complex substances containing niany different combustible
and some incombustible compounds. These combustibles may be divide0 into

. three groups of elemehtary combustibles,which have similar combustion char-
acteristics: -

(1)

(1).Solid Carbon
(2) Gaseous Hydrocarbon s
(3) 'Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen.-

A

Solid Carbon . ,..

_Approximated by coke, charcoal, and anthracite containing a minimum
of volatile, moisture and ash. . ,

.

Pure carbon unites with 02 fromthe air forming CO2.,, CO and a complex
oxide of carbon (C x0y) which breaks down readili7on,contact with more 02
into, CO2 Or CO.

'' . -
More of the product of incomplete'combustioN (CO) is formed at low

-temperatures and more of the product of ,comp4ete .bombbstion.(CO2) at
high tt,mperatures. Thq CO2 formed may be redued to cOby contact with
hot carbon. .The amount of reduction depends on tile qurtity of 02 (air)
present, the time of conta'l ct and the temperature of the air and carbon,:

(2) Gaseous iLydroeaitbons. . AO°
These form the chief constituents of Natural Gas, Fuel Oil, and the

volatiles in coal. :They vary considerably in quality fromtheA,ery heavy
volatiles (tars) given offfroin bituininods coals to the very light gases
which constitute natural gas. The heavier hydrocarbons of fuel oils and
coals are vaporized by heat (fiI' gasified) befor(Lcombustion. They may be
completely burned in one or both of two-ways: 111

.

CP

(a) I3y decomposition into carbon (soot) and hydrogen when heated.L.

The 112 burns readily and the....tioot also will burn.if the furnace
temperature is high and there: is an ample supply of.oxygen
present. The soot formens a complex molecule of carbon of not
less than 12 atoms, or C12, which must contact with 12 molecules
of 02 in order to be burned. Experiment shows that if this carbon
is not burned within one foot of the stirfaee orthe firebed it is very.
unlikely that it will be. bkirned at all but will deposit on the heating

surfaces as soot.

'I'
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(b) 'The heavy hydrocarb,on may'pick uoksuccessive atoms of oxygen
which change it into a lightet compound after each such addition.
This pr7dbess is very rapid at high temperatures if'sufficient 02 .

is present and` causes neither soot nor smoke. .There is, a -race
betweemthese two processes in the bprning of all hydrocarbons.
A combination of high temperature, dxygen in excess, thorough `'

/mixing and time of contact favors the second (b) which is the...one
desired, as neither smoke nor soot results.

I

Decompositictn, with ftormktion of soot and snloie will take
place ilany one.of thesefactorsi eNpectally oxygen, is absent.

Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen (CO and H2)
%

.These are the constitu.of most artlficial gases. w:Atso during thq
combustion of carbOn, CO may be-formed while CO and:.11,, may be liber-
ated when hydrocarbons are burned. ,....-r

. .
.,. .

if .burned at .atmosphetie pressure at any temperatUre between 760°C ...
and 1540°C, ,vitlk_an excess of 02, .they burn directly to CO2 and 1120 in
accordance with fOrmuras given earlier in this lecture.

.-Hydrogen burnsburns about three times as rapidly ag.:(i0:'"

Combustion of Natural Gas
y

Natural gas- is an easy fuel to burn because the hydrocarbons, of which it
is compose4 are in such f.inely.divided state (as gas) that the air necessary
for combustion can mix .freoly'and intimately with them.

p

Its hydro,parbons'emay:
(a) Burn directly into CO2 and 1190.
(h) Decompose into C and 112' or
(c) Decompose into CO and H2,. as explained above.

Lack of air in premixing:, or only a small proportion of the tots] air
required with the gas, resultSin a long white flame, inicating that Solid carbon
particles are being heated to inbandeseence in the flame and that tbe gas or
some part Of it has been decomposed inter C. and other constAuents as.aiready
shown.,

,0)

.1:; I lar.gerproportion of the neeesary aik iSipremixed the flame shortens
and becomes blue in C 6$1 or with a hard intense-blue centre cone surrounded by
a softer ,envelope of a lighter blUc) indicating that the hydrocarbons -have been
broken down into CO and H2 by fombination with the larger.proportion of 02
present And that the CO and 112 are.burrking liinultaneously into.1120 and C(5-2.

There is a, limit tci. the quantity of air that may be premixed for any given
burner, at which the flame either blows awayfromth6 tip or flNies back into
the mixing pipe or.chambr. With a white-flame, soakiis being formed which
Will burn to CO2 if the teniperature is high enough and sufficient air is present
around the flame. If insufficient air is present this soot will coOl and deposit
when it reaches the heating surfaces of the boiler. .

(1)E2-2-6-14)

It



It is imItytignt to appreciate that seot,is fortified in thelflame, or at the
burner and not at the heating surfaces on which it deposits and that it can be
(prevented only bY..chaffaig combustion conditions so that i will be consumed
either Wrthin,or quite' clse4to the flame.

The maly direct evidence, of the relative efficiencies.of the two s of
gas burners -.those which premix a large part and those which premix none
or only little of the total air-required is by the boiler efficiency obtained.

. About equal efficiencies appear to be obtained by, both methods provided the
furnace is designed f\r the burner beifig used,

Codcbustion of Oil e

Oil can be raporized into-the gases of its comfmnent hydrocarbons if
the temperature is sufficiently high. This-is seldqtn the case in the bhdrt
time available in4lie combustion chamber.

In practice the, oil is atomized into extremely small portions so as to
present m e surface for collecting heat and so promoting vaporization.'t

1
s

The 'majority of oil burners produce a white flame which indicates iptiot
some solid carbon is burningseparately. ., kii

-CombusVon of Coat
">.

.This is a much -

more complex process
than:the combustion of
either gasor oil, and
gem. rally requires a
much higher draft pres-
sure to force the air
through the fitebed and
a larger supp'y of air
because of the ifhpos-
:iibility of any preqxing
of the fuel and air.

There are two dis-
tinct stages necessary
for complete combustion
of solid fuels on gates.: .

; IGNITION PLANE `'

V

o.

.,.24.0
. (7- -NCONDicapiumnsampiampiaiticacomoNallotaMarrm

ION

Combustion on a Clgkin Grate Stoker
Fig. 1

0
(1) Combustion within the fuel bed,,.

(24,Combustion over the surface of the fuel: bed.

/Fig. 1 above shows combustion on a chain grate sto

4 ,

0

4
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Combilstion within the .Fuel.13ed'

Air (oxygen) passes into the incandescefit firebId and immediately combines
with the carbon to form CO2.. The CO2 'conies into contact;With more carbon :and
may be converted to CO (CO2 + C 0.2C.0). The 'CO may Come in contact with
more: 02 and'he completely burned to CO2 (2C0 + 2C0 2), These reactions
occur and reverse repeatedly as the air and gases' flow through the firebed, but
as CO2 is unstablein the presence of incandescent carbori there 'is always some
CO escaping from the surface no matter how much. oxygen (air) is forced through
thelirebed. . I ,

9

Some of the 02 pas-sing thrOugh the firebed combiry with the hydrogen in
the fuel to form H2Q. Some of this H2O, cOming into.contact with incandescent
Carbon, Is decornpoSed into hydrogen and carbon monoxide (1120 + C = 112 + CQ).
This, process also 'occurs and reverses xepaiedly within the firebed but as H2O
also is unstable under firebed conditions there is always some 112 and CO present
at the surface of the fire. 4L..

It is evident that air is required Over the surface of thefire in order to
lur9 these ,combustibles no matter how, niuchair is admitted through the grate's,
and'that more is required-for BituminQus than for Anthracite coaror coke 'in
o.rdero burn the larger proportion of volatiles preSent.

(2)' Combustion over the Sur ace.of the Fuel.Bed

When. green coal is fired it must be heated to -the tempeiature of the furnace
in 3,rder tcrignite This'heating evaporates the moisture at 'about 93 °C cone kg
.ot water absorbs Ana 2260 kJ during evaporation under furnace Conditions) and
drives off the volatiles between 150° and'486°C.. As each of these processes
absorbs heat thelempereture of.the furnace is lowered.

kIf the temperature over the lire' is sufficiently high and sufficient 0? is
present, the volatiles ignite and burn to CO2 and 1120 as explained previously,
but if nit, they pass to the stack unconsumed and their heat values are lost.
The volatiles may the decomposed into carbon Ohl hydrogen and this condition..
is evidenced by clouds of dense black sthoke consisting4argely of the 'moisture
in the coal colored by the uncensumed'earkan-eff soot.

While this loSs is greatest immediately after firing, it will he present in
l'rater or less degree at alltimes if air is not admitted at or near the surface

Of the fire because-of the unconsumed 112 and CO, also..C11,4 and other hydro-.
carlionS always present,. as shown by 'Table 4.

The speed of combustion decreases rapidly with distance from the 'surface.
Of the firebed because the proportion of N2, CO2 and:I120 is continually increasL
mg and hindering contact between the combustible as and the available oxygtn
lei cscnt.

(1'I'22-5-
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COall Ni.

. ..

S

CO2
.

`.CO

..

,

: I C H4.,
,Total
Combriutibles

Bit'uminou

Anatracite,

Coke. '

:64.0
i

.66 7.'t

'7'2:3
.

.
I. 3.

6,7'

10.7

i 0 I

0.5..

01 4.-

0,1
..,

b

16.3

21,8

16.3

.,7...`a-

4.1-

0. e

3.1

/0.3

0.0

'27.2

.26,2

16.9
_

.Bureau of-Mines' Bulletin No: 117) ..
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QptimuT-,Purnace Conditions

Frcirn' the foregoing discuSsion it is pbssible to/Hist:the conditions necessary
,in. order to obtain a.ritaxilyium of heat liberation from the fuel-burned;

I rt

(1). Sufficient AIR must be admitted and some p
.ortion of this air be

admitted over and close to the surface o.the fire.

(2) The TEMPERATURE must.be high enough toignite the combustible .

. ...gases given off.
. .

(3) The. air must have a TURBULENT flow within the furnace to ensure'
its 02cOntacting with all the combustibles present.

(4) The gases .must be in the hot zone for sufficient TIME for .combu.stion
to proc.eed to completion.

"Assuming that sufficien't air, is beingadmitteci, then, the requirements are.:
TEMPI:ItATUR: and TURBULENCE. :

TeiniMrature Required.
k :

There is a *definite temperature below %vhiclii, any given combu, title will
,refuse tof).gnite; it is necessary to raise the temperature of a mate friction.

placing 4.,..);ii contact witli a hot surface; or foeussing t e sun's ray's on 1 thrOugh
a lens..: '1)nee the low-temperattire ignition tip is lightihoweter, the tt

li
nper

attire of ;IN, flaMe is high enough to ignite the stick ~which has a very much
higher 40' 1 ion temperaitiro.r.il.. . . ., , -i . .

..Comktsti m is continuous over the'fie for the satne reason; the elcinentoy
g.ases HAild c ignite fir. t and heat the rem:tinder:to their ignition tempera- .

'tures. A conk fire requir - a minimum, temp rature.of about 980°C in ordez to .
."-.4.ciintinue burning.. Aiood hot f.urnace.has a temperature. of about13000C. The

`temperature is limited by thecqu:dity.of the firebrick, 1650°C being about the
Maximum;

i.44
.

. .

The higher.' the temperature of the burning gases the more rapid and more
efficient wilt be the combustion proVi(Wd sufficient (42 is present fence Pre-,

..., heating the ft4nace an raises' thdreffrciency.of combustion and the c, used.in-
preheating it °is returned_.to the furnace in, the highey temperature e gases

addition. i'.; - ° ' .,
.. ,.''-4;

,
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Completeness of. Combustion
. , . ..

. The dependence of the efficiency of combustion on the quantity of air used

F

21-4

may be expressed. in three ways:.

(1) 11FRFECT COMBUSTION in.-which exactly, the theoreticilliy correct
amount ofair necessary is SUpplied and the combustibles are all completely.
burned. .

4

This is. itnpoSsible in any commercial furnace because of..the diffiud.y
of contacting between the 02 and the combustibles ,itythe presence of large
quan titles': of _diluting gases.

,The.prodUcts of perfect combustion would be H2O, N2 and- ash.
. ,

(2) COMPLETE COMBUSTION in which all the-combustibles are..completely

This is attainable in Anyboilex furnace thatis pr erly &sighed for the

burned bu more air than the minimum theoreitically.reqtiired'is used. ..

. . .

fuel being used and the load being carried. Th.e resulting stack gases will
contain Cpl. SO2, 1120, 02, N2 and Ash.

Thorb will be more N2 'because of the..exeeSs- 02.\ ,
1111

.
I .

(3) INCOMPLETE COMBUS.TIONin which some of the C, ,CO and H2 passes
to the stack without liberating their full quotas of .heat...

..tI ..

The tack gas will consist *)1. CO2, SO2, H2O ,' N2 together with C (soot), CO,
II.). probably C114 or other htidrocarbons and ru-A.y not contain free 02.

.1..

'The most efficient combustion of Any fuel is produs,Q1 when sufficient excess
air is Used to convert all of its carbon content into CO2 and none into CO,-

It nu he said that excess'-air is the key to the location of by far the greater
Dart of thr losses caused:by inefficient combustion of the fuel% he twO
1a rgest :

(4) 'SOIS heat carriedvaway by the' flue gas;
(2) tlideveloped heat in'C, '112..and hydrocarbons.

1:11t ort incorrc.,ct Excess Air. _
-Iv .

- `1u+) inticli air l'educes the furnace 'temperature and so reduces combustion,
efficrency; may cause solid carbon trbe cooled and deposited as soot; causes
increased flue gas temperature because the gases flow over the heating surfaces
at a higher. velocity and have Mite in which to give up-their heat.f.

sToo ittle air alOys results in incomplete. combustion; depositing :,of unburiedI
-solid-car mu as soot; production of CO, and when; CO is preSent in the flue gas
there is ienerally also some 1-12 and CI,14; Furnace temperature is not necessar-
ily lirreased because lesd'heat is liberated'from the-11;10. :
. .. 1

1
.

( l'1:1,;, 21-1R)
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Effect of Poor Mixing

There may be stratification, which means that the air and combustible
gases flow In separate stream lines froM the furnace to the stack., resulting

. in incomplete combustion; all the bad effects of too little and too much air
may follow, This is the most common boiler ailment and is often'clue to
thin 'places or holes in the fire, indicating inefficient operation.

PurchasinjuLluel

It is not possible, generally, to exercise very muc h choice When purch-
asing natural gas or- f 1 oil as there is generally one field near the place'of
use which can deliv the fuel at a much lower price than any other

The conditions. are quite different however, in purchasing a coal. So many
fields:are worked that considerable choice can be exercised. The heat value'
alone is not by any means a true index because two coals of similar heat values
may have such widely differing combustion characteristics as to i!ender one
entirely unsuitable for a, given futnace while the other may be quite satisfactory.

va.
4

Moisture and ash have no heating value but are charged for in the price of
,e coal and also contribute tofreight and, handling costs; the moisture alsO

carries gibout'2260 kJ/kg away to-the stack whilei.the.ash has 'to bear the expense
of remo7'al. : 9

Sulphur contributes a very small amount to the heat value of the fuel
and is harmful because SO2 forms an acid, when moist, which corrodes the
metal flues-and stack.. Phosphorus also forms a corrosive acid.

."
A satisfactory coal therefore should have a high heating vilue, with ,a

minimum of nioistuke, ash, phosphorus and sulphur.

The nature of the.a§h is, of importance. The ash in some coals.fuses'intt.
a-semi-liquid, pasty Mass which sinks through the fiebed, forms a clinker
at the cool lower. surface of the grate, stops or retards the HA of air and
causes.a large ashpit loss by excessive poking and- ore frequent cleaning of
fires.

f

I.;:(, Air He (Dliyed .

#1 he quantity of air in excess of the quantity reqiiired for perfect combustion
that: is necessary' in any given case. depends dim the nature of the fuel solid,
liquid or gaseousi the load toeing carried, the itsign of the, furnace and the
meth6d offiring. Average prattice indicate8-the quantities to vary about as
f I lovys:

c

NaOral Gas ., 10 to- 15%

'Ate! Oil . * 15 to 20%

Coal - Hand Fired . 40 to 100%
Chain Gr,ate Stokers 40 to 80% 0
Overfeed Stokers
thi4jerfee'd $tokers

4

40
30

to 80%,
to 75%

Powdered Fuel 15 to 20% (I)E2 2-5-1p)

4 '122 BESi COPY AVAILABLE
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In any che, the excess air should be kept down to the minimum that will
carry the load without CO being presnt in the stack gases,

Excess Air Measurement

Whenever a definite quantity of given fuel is completely burned an
equally definite quantity of CO2 and H2O is produced. The use of more air
than is required by the 'actual combustion process does not and can nbt
produce more CO.2 but the excess oxygen appears inthe flue gas as 02,
having undergone no chafige while passing through the furnace, as was hoted-
in Table 3.

Effect of Hydrogen in the Fuel

All fuels contain hydrogen in addition to carbon; the higher grade coals
.contain .small quantities, Ill" quantity being greatest for coals of the
Bituminous class because of their high.iolatile content. Fuel oil and natural

'gas Contain. still larger quantities. ,

Thevfliie gas analysis is made at boiler room temperature and the steam
formed from the combustion of the hydrogen is condepsed to water either
before reaching or within the analyser and so .escapes analysis. The nitrogen
taken in along with the 02 which has been used to burn the hydrogen appear's
in the analysis, increases the total volume of flue gas fldwing 1ndthus .further
reduces the proportion that the CO2 is,of that total.

Practical Working Formulas

'Excess air quantities calculated on the basis of pure earlloncontent
obviously will not be true for, coals containing any appreciable proportion of
free hydrogen and still less true for fuel oil or.natural gas which contain large
Lii;;)portions of hydrogen. ,

Formulas which do tallow for the hydrogen have been calculated for severarl
voids and fOr ,typical gas.samples and it has been found that the' following form-
ulas give results sufficiently accurate for practical purposes:

NatUral Gas: Excess Air

Average coals: , Excess Air.

12 CO2

C2
18.5 - CO2
, CO2

These formulas havebeem derived from charts such as shown in Fig. 2,
the details of which were calculated from the Ultimate Analysis of the coal.

By moans of the (hart:
(Li) The excess air being can be found if th 02 being obtained

is known; '')(; ., , .. .

The (4 that should be` presentwith any given CO2 ean.be found;
The total heat loss -tothe stack. can be-found if the flue gas (stack)
temperature is known; .

.

(d) The stuck loss with any given air flow compared with the actual
loss found from the actual evaporation indicates if large unaccounte&
for losses are occurring.

(b)
(.c)

(1'E2-2.511120)
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Combustion Graph of a Typical Sub-bituminous Coal
.Fig 2

CO2, 02 and Heat Loss percent for various percentageti
of Excess Air and at various flue gas temperatures.

Analysis of Coal:'Caibon - 59, 8% Sulphur 0. 4%
Oxygen - 26. 5% Nitrogen - 1. 3%
Hydrogen - 5. 2% Ash 7- 6. 8%

Heat value by calorimeter - 23 260 kJ/kg
Shown dotted: 10.4%6)2 and 290 stack temperature

Excess Air = 84.0% (nearly)
02 (should be) 9.7%
Dry Flue-gas Loss 16.4%
Total Stack Loss = 22. 2%

9
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Ilkoese Air %
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Hue Gas Analysis

What to expect in the Flue Gap

It will he clear, from. the foregoing that the flue gas should be analyzed
for:

(1)' CO2, the product of complete combustion, corresponding to a
maximum liberation of heat;

(2) CO, the product of incomplete combustion as an indicator of
the quantity. of undeveloped heat escaping to the stack;

(3) 02, as an indicator of the excess air being willed.

The best operation.is that which produces a maximum CO2 with a min-
imum of 02 and no CO..

Collecting a Sample

. It has been authoritatively stated that obtaining the sample is far more
difficult than analyzing it. The sample must be a true average of all the
gas flowing ando.it is never easy to obtain a sample that is truly represent-
ative. The composition of the gaS may vary considerably between the outer
edgeand the centre of the gas passage.

the sampling pipe should be located'as near as possible to the^boiler
exit and in a straight passage if possible. The holes should %face towards the
direction Of flow. As it is in the direci.path of gas (and soot) flow it must
he,( leaned frequently, 'especially if connected to a CO2 Recorder.

The sampling pipe may be introduced through the brickwork, the side
of the casing or any convenient connection and the hole be luted with fire-.
clay or stemmed with soft asbestos rope to prevent leakage of air inwards
which will dilute the sample and cause inaccurate analyses.

A filter of slag wool cir other substance that will not absorb moisture
should IN, interposed in the line between the connection to the flue and the
analyzer. Pipe threads should be clean and well-fitted or air' will he drawn
into the analyzer with the flue gas.

The Analyzer

Fig. 3 illustrates an Orin type flue gas analyzer of which there are
several well--known makes on the market; the best known is probably the
liays. Full instructions are furnished with this instrument.

It consists of a measuring bottle or burette A and three containers, '13,
C and D.

The burette has a scale divided into 2.L parts which would indicate 21%
of c02 obtained from the perfect combustion of pure carbon. It is water-
Jacketed wn as to maintain the gas at the temperature of the boiler room dur-
ing the analysis and keep the volume the same for all analyses made. .

The three eontaines, B, C and I) contain chemical solutions which
remove the CO2, 02 and CO retkpectivOy.
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Container B is partly filled.with a solution of caustic potash (passium
rohydxide KOH) whieh. absorbs.00 but does not abs9rb either 02 or co. It

may be made up as follows:
For CO2: Dissolve 500 g df potassium hydroxidt (KOH) ih 1 L of water
in rubber-stoppered bq le. Absorption pipette packed with rolls of iron-
wire gauzes CO2 absorb d quickly. Iron does not oxidize in KOH. Orie

.

charge will do for about 5 0 analyses.

'Container C is partly filled with a mixture of caustic potash and pyrogallic
acid which will 'absorb both CO2 and 02, It maybe made up as follows:

For 02: DisSolve separately 7 g of progallic acid in 25 cm 3 of water and
50 g of potassium hydroxide in 110 cm3 of water. Mix the solutions form-
ing alkaline ..pyrogallatu and pour at once into a doy,ble pipette. K,011 puri-
fied by alcohol must not be used. Absorption of 0 is slow at or below 10°C.
One charge is good for about 200 cm3 of 02.

Container D is partly filled with an ammoniated solution of cuprous chloride
.which will absorb CO2, O2 and CO, gt may be made up as follows:

For CO: 'Dissolve 15 g of cuprous chloride (CuCI) and 10 g of ammonium
chloride (NII4CI) in the minimum quantity of concentrated ammonium sol-
ution and dilute to 200 cm3. Transfer at once to double Qipette packed with
rolls of copper gauze.

The gets cock G has three positions (as shown in the inset) in all of which
it is open to the burette:

Position (1) opens the burette.to the atmosphere.
PoSition (2) opens the burette to the aspirator bulb which is

connected to thesampling.pipe.
Position (3) opens the burette to the manifold connecting with

the containers, 13, C and D.

The levelling bottle E is used to move the .gas from the burette to the containers
during the analysis:-

Measuring. the Sample

With the gas cock G'open to the atmosphere raise the levelling bottle E; the
,ii r in the burette will be forced-out t >f G to atmosphere, Turn G over to position
(2) connecting it with the aspirator or air .pump P. Lower the bottle E and hang it
on the bottom of the case so as to draw in' a charge from the sampling.tube. Pump
a charge through G, the burette and the water in the bottle for not less th;tn italf
minute .using the aspirator bulb so a§ to clear the pipes off all old gas or air.

Raise the levelling bottle E with G open tb the atmost4iere until the water in
the burette is, as the same level as the water in the bottle, and both are at zi,ro.
lie careful not to lower the bottle again and so draw in air through.the,open cock G.

(l31.'..2- ,24)
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Analyzing for CO2
"

Turn cock G over to position (3) and put the burette into dommunication
with the manifold..Open needle valve N fairly wide and raise levelling bottle,

'.As the water flows into the.burette the gas is forced into the container B and
at the ,sartie time the caustic potash solution is forced down into the lower, part
of the container. The upper container is filled with steel wire which is
thoroughly wetted with thSsolittion. TI* gases , in paSsing over this w e,
give up their CO2 content. Do not lift`the\levelling bottle high enough t send
water into the manifold.

Lower the levelling bottle. again slowly and, as the water runs .back, from
4r the burette Into the bottle the gas will follow it back from the container.B into

the burette and the'solution will again flow upwards into the .upper part of the
container B. Be careful not to lift any of the solution into the manifold.'

tt,

..

1.

Close needle valve,N and loWer the levelling bottle until the level of the
water is the.same in the buretteandlheibottle.Read the level in the burette; tic
the reading on the scale is the percentake CO2 content of the flue gas and the
excess air can be calculated by the formula on Page 26 or from 'a.chart'similar
to the one in Fig. 2, if available.

As a.check on the tightness' of the pipe connections and the strength of
the solution, the gas may be pasSed several times into the solution.., If the
readings reach a maximum value which does not increase, the solution is good,
If the reading does not reach a maximum value but rises with each successive
passage, the pipe line, stop. cook or manifold joints are leaking.

'The above may read as though the procesS is complex, but, rafte an
.
oper-

Bator has made a few analyses, he should have 414 ctifficurty atall.iti making.
one in two minutes or evendess.,'.;

Analyzing -for ,02
Exactly the sail* process is carried. out in analyzing for 02. After the?'

reading for CO2 has reached'a 'stable 'maximum the gas is passed into con-
tainer.0 and its ..V lume measured afterwards. This reaction isssloweralid
should be given t ree'oriOuiliabses, in 'order to reachsiticonstant reading;

. .,
The difference tween thereadin.g after analyzing for 02 and that- obtained

alter re roving the CO.2 will -give the percentage of 02.in the flue gas.

f9CO
Exacity the same .process. is followed in analyzing, the remainder of the gas

for CO. 'his reaction. is slower than either .of the two preceding Ones and gen-
erally requires several paisagcs,StA the gas.in order to reach a stable reading.

As the cuprous chloride in will! absorb 02 and co; as well as CO it is
essential that all the 02 ,and CO2 be rerneved before anaryzing for CO. Simi-.
tarty all the CO, must be removed before analyzing for 09, AS the solutions in
C and -I) will boa) absorb 09 from the air,, care should be4faken co prevent atr,
getting into the lower containers by using the rubber bags and stoppers prOvided
with the instrument.',

1.28
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A sample analysis might be:

First reading: 12. 2 CO2 = 12.2%

Sec Ond reading: 17,.3 17. 3 - 12. 2 = 02 = 5. 1%

Third reading: 17.3 17.7 - 17.3 CO = 0.4%
314441..E.O.

Interpreting the Anaksis

There is little use in knowing that operation is poor unless means are
taken to improve It.

The excess air being used can be found by calculation, and by comparison
withwthe excess air considered good fdr the method of firing, an opinion can be
formed of the efficiency of operation.

Tables showing good, bad and indifferent.0O2 analyses are given in various
books but these have little value unless complete details are known regarding:

(1) Kind of coal and its analysis'.
(2) Method of stoking: hand, stoker or powdered fuel.
(3) Method of causing draft: chimn forced or induced.
(4) Flirnace volume compared wit e grate area.
(5) Rating. at which the boiler is n operated which,controlh

the rate at which fuel is bein burned.

Each of these factors will change the .excess air required, therefore no CO2
will be best for any two plants which differ in any of them. Theci Is a BEST
CO27) foy any given plant at.any given load when burning any given fuel, which
wilt not be the same for any other load or fuel.

The BEST CO2% is the one that gives the highest boiler efficiency. This
can be found by running a six or eight hour test under steady load taking CO2
analyses every 10 or 15 minutes, at the same time'reducing the air supply until
smoke or CO just appears in the flue gas. This gives tht maximum CQ2 and
excess air.,.that can be used economically.

If such tests are run at different loads or ratings, a valuable set of data is
obtained giving the best CO2% for different loads. Spch data will indicate:

(1) The relative efficiency of the shift men.
(2)'The eicanliness of the bode) surfaces (soot and scalp).
(3) The condition of the baffles.
(4). The tightness. of the boiler settings.

gir

The Orsat analyzer gives percentage by,volume of the flue gases, whereas' 4

analysis ofjuels generally,and efficiency calculations are based on percentage
by weight. The lo'llowing formula correlates. the two values. The symbols rep-

.' resent volumetric percentages of the constituents of the gas anajyed while the
result is the d gas per kg of carbon:

.4,

,
,.

0

'N

Dry g

(I)E2-2-5

,r kg car,bon
1:1 CO2 + 8 02 f 7 (CO + No-

1 23

3 (CO2 Co)
OP
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The atImption is s-Macie he that the combustion of any' fuel is &le to the
oxidization o carbon, either free or combined. The only gaties which can exist,
then, are carbon dioxide, car monoxide, oxygen-and nitrogen; all the carbon
coming from the fuel while the oxygen end nitrogen are from the air introduced
for combustion.

The principal assumption of this formula is that the analysis as used is
of dry gas, but .in pcactice there will be a negligible amount of moisture frpm
the air, and 'a varyffig amount due to the hydrogen content of the fuel.

One further error and one which can be rectified to a large extent by mod-
ifying.tho formula is that resulting from the presence of sulphur in varying ,

amounts in most fuels. This sulphur buys to SO2 which is absorbed' in the
analyzer as CO2.

From Table 1, one kg of carbon resulted in 3.67 kg c02 while the mass
of SO2 front 1.,,kg of sulphur is 2.00 kg. A correction factor is then added to the
prytous formula (which, incidentally, is based upon the relative density a the
gases present) giving us the-following:

Dry gas per kg as
11 CO +80 247 (N + CO)'Hied fuel burned 2 x

8
+ 1s)0+

83 (CO2 + CO)

.Example 3 k-
Calculate the mass of dry fl '4e gas from the following analysis:

CO2' .. 13.1%
0

2
. 6.1%

. N 80 8%i
Composition of coal shtwed 80R C and 1.2% S.

'Solution
Dry gas per kg as fii'ed fuel btirned

11 x i.3.,1 + 8 x 6.1 + 7 (80.8 + 0)
. 3 (13.1 + 0) x (80 + 3

8 8
x 012 + x .012

,

144.4 + 48.8 + 565.0:
39.3 x .8045 + .0075

758,5 . t
x . 80454+ .0075

15.55 + .0675
15.5575 kg(Ans.)

The above formula is necessary in the calculation of boiler efficiency tests
as will be shown in a later lecture.

130
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Flue Gas Analysis,N4burninkOil or Natural Gas
1:. . e

The maximum CO2 percentages attainable when burning oil or gas are
considerabIY lower than those that can be attained from the combustion of coal
because of the different ratios between the carbon and hydrogen constituents.
The perfect comblIstion of crude, oil with no excess air will give about 16% CO2
in the flue gas and the combustion of natural:Ras under the same conOitions,
will give about .12% CO2' -I

In practice, the excess air cannot be reduced below about 20%, which
gives approximately 13% CO2 for crude oil and 10% CO2 for natural gas, as
the maximum 'percentages obttrinable under working conditions. ,

Table 5 gives .a comparison betwten the proportions of CO2 and 02 in the
' flue gas for coal, crude oil and natural gas,' w.ith varying percentages of excess

air: 4-,
I Table 5

.

ok, Fuel Products
Percentages of Excess Air

0 10 20 40 QO 80 100
. .

Coal . CO2 18.6 16.9 15.5 13.2 11.3 10.2 9.2
, 02 0.0' 2.0, 3.5 6.1 8.,0 9.4\ 19.6'-'

Cr de Oil CO2 15.8 14.2 13.0 11.1 9.6 8.5. 7.6
02 0.0 2.0 ,3.7 6.2 8.2 9.6 10 :

litaiar Gas CO2 # 12.0 10.8. 9.8 8.3 .7.2 6.3 '.
02 0.0 2.1 3.8 .6.4 8.3 ., : 1 .0

(PE2-2-5-28)
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POWER ENGINEERIr

I

QUE§ITION SHEET
Second Class,
Sect. L'a. 5

1. What information is obtained from
(a) Proximate Analysis Of a coal ;
(b) Ultimate Analysis of.a coal.
(c) Of what practical value Is each of these analyses to the

Engineer ?

(a) A coal has the following ultimate analysis by mass per cent:
.

3.

roe

Cierbon 82.15
Hydrogen . 5.09
Nitrogen 1.48
Oxygen 7.32
Suliihur , 0.82

3.14 -'
100.00

Moisture by proximate analysis is 4.'95 per cent.
Calculate the free hydrogen, combined hydrogen, total mass
of water vapor per kg of fuel in the flue gas, and the heating
value per kg of dry fuel.

(b) Find the mash of air theoretically required to bur.'n one kg
of this coal.

.(c) How much air, would you suggest be supplied per kg of this
coal if the method of'firing is 'Pulverized Fuel' ?0

(a)

(b) Describe the procedure ofnalyzinga -flue gas with this apparatus..

4... What is the effek upon the flue gas analysis of air leaking into a bode r
_setting'.

Sketch and describe the Orsat Apparatus, naming all the chem-
icals used and their purposes.

5. (a) What optimum furnace conditions arc necessary to obtain atniax.-
.ircium of heat liberation from. the iel burned?

(b) Discuss the differences between:
(1) Perfect Combustion,
,(2) Complete. Combustion, and
.(3) Incomplete Cor%bustion.

4e
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COMBUSTION.

sx

10.3

AIR AND FLUE GASES

Performance Indicators:

The apprentice will be able to
describe air and flue gas
relationships' in combustion;

Describeqiir requiremeri6.
for combustion.

2. Describe flue gabes.

. 3.. Descria flue gas analysis.
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* Analyzing cells

* Automatic gas.analyzer"

Csrbon dioxide (CO,z)

* Carbon monoxide (CO)

Combustible analyzing cell

* Compensating. filainents

* Excess air

Measuring filaments

* 'Oxygen analyzing cell

* Sulfur dioxide (g14)

* Theoretical air
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The combustion process must be carefully monitored if efficiency in combustion

is desired.,. Flue .gases hold. the clue6 that ,tall us whether dic combustion was

complete-or incompiptee

Since flue gaateS cannot L physically measuredi.theymust.be,anlyzed-by chemical

°procedures. .
This can be accomplished by a labyptory approach' or through the use'.

Df..automatic analyzers. .

.

P-Once the enalyses hive been 'completed, th4.operetor must make -adjustments to

'1.4tove the combustion: .proces4.. If too Much CO is found in the flue. gas,

combustion is. incomplete and More air should be supplied.
4

. r

Q.
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Complete combustion requires air for oxygen. Air contains 21% oxygen and 79Z

nitrogen. The amount of air requited for complete combustion is -ctilled

theoretical air. In, practice, more air must be added beyond-the theoretical air
to assume that alt. fuel Comes in contact with oxygen molecules. Excess. air is

that amount of air added beyond the theoretical air requirement.' Excess air is.

shown as a percentaggag theoretical'air.
,

Combustionin the presence of excess'Air produces substances that will appear in
the flue gas. These, are called the. products of combustion,. Complete

combustion Wes products of,carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, water and excess O.
Carbonmonoxide in the flue gas .a productof incomplape combustidn. The

efficiency of combustion cad be etertined4y analzing the flue ,gas.
4 1

'Flue Gag Analysis

A flue gas analysis determines the volume percentages of carbon dioxide (C0.2 ),
carbon monoxide (CO) and oxygen (0). Water and sulfur content are not. normally
measured in a flue gas analysis.

The maximum content for COA.of various fuels is as follows:,

.* Coal 19%
* Oil'.
* Neutral Gas 12%

These maximums are based on absence of excess air.
the percentages of COA4will be reduced.

The'analysis procedure

* 'Orsat Apparatus
valves.

can be completed by use of:

If excess air is supplied,

-- a device ympOsedvof burrettei, bottles, bulbs and

* Automatic gas analyzer which collects the sampler tests and records
results.

The steps in analyzing for COjolith 'the Orsat apparatus are -laboratory

procedures that require detailed and'painstaking effort. This process will not

be detailed in this package,. The 'apprentice that wishes to master the process

should consult a madual. The same apparatus is used to analyze for 04 and CO

content.
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AIIPIISQRPTKIN cookPETTE

Aspirator bulb

*"--- To flue gas connooltion

()mat Apparatus

11

Automatic Gas .Analyzers

Modern power'planta have instruments that automatically measure the levels of COA,tlit and CO j.n the fluelases. Automatic anslyzers use measurin ft anent andcompensatink filaments Of'plabimum. 'Hydrogen. it suppplied to the /laments from'a tank. Wen the Sample gas meets the hydrogen.at,the filament, combustionoccurs. The two filaments will heat up. to different levels which changes theelectrical resistance of the filaments. This electrical resistance is measuredand. recorded automatically. The measuring devices arl called analyzinKcellq.

6#



INSTIRUCTIONAL L MIMING SYSTEMS

Irifotrnatipn

1

9

analy4ng. cell contains the two platimwn filaments.. There is an
oxygen analyzing call, and a Capbustible .analyzing cell in an analyzer.
diagram of an automatic. gas analyzer is shown below.

COMBUSTIBLES ANALYZER COMPENSATING FILAMENT'

COMBUSTIBLES ANALYZER MEASURING FILAMENT

AIR FLOW CONTROL ORIFICE

AIR"PRESSURE
REGULATING VALVES

COMPRESSED'
AIR" INLET

4

THERMOSTAT OXYGEN ANALYZER MEASURING FILAMENT

HEATER
OXYGEN ANALYZER COMPENSATING FILAMENT

OXYGEN- ANALYZER SAMPLE ORIFICE.

SAMPLE PRESSURE
REGULATING.

VALVES "

orla oleo

AIR FAILURE ALARM SWITCH

EXHAUST TUB

GAS SAMPLE '
INLET

sAmPLg FAILURE
AL cm. SWITCH

EXHAUST TUBE

HYDROGEN FLOW CONTROL CAPILLARY

(HYDROGEN PRESSURE REGULATOR

COMSUSiABLES ANALYZER SAMPLE ORIFICE

Automatic Gas Analyzer

HY
SOPPLY



Read pages 13 w. 20 in the supplementary refernce.,

Complete job sheet.

Complete self-assessment and check answers.

*. 'Complete post-aSpessment and mik instructor to check answers.
ea.

,
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ASSIST JOURNEYMAN IN ANALYZING FLUE GAS

Ask experienced operator to assist in making"flue gas analysis.

* Observe their techniquqs in:

- Pulling the gas sample
Testing for

..)t Testing for' 0j,

Twisting for CO

*. Observe the computations of'percentages.

** Ask operator to explain findings.

a,

* *Ask operator' to explain action to be taken.as a result .of the test.

* If automatic gas analyzers reused, ask operator to explain the recorded

analysis.

g.

I

fit

4'
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elf

Assessment
4 4

The exact amount of air needed to achieve complete combustion is calred

air.

Additional air beyond that needed for complete combustion is aded so that
all fuel will be expoped to oxygen. The additional air is called

air.

3. The products Of complete combustion are.
sulfur dioxide, H2O and 0a.

4. A product of incomplete combuStion is
410

5. What three. substances are analyzed in a flue gas analysis.

Are'sulfur and water content of flue gases analyzed?.

7. The maximum C04 level is lowest for fuel.

8. .Thex apphratus is ueed.for analysing

flue gases.

What are thmeasuring.devices in an automatic gas analyzer?

woo 4

10. Automatic analizers use compensating filaments and

filaments 'in the\analyzing cells.

10

V

4
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Sel ssessment
'Answprs

Theoretical air

Excess air

Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide

CO CO

6. No

7. Natural gas

8. Orsat

9. Ahalyzing cells

1

10. Compeniatin

I

0

9

4
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6.

1. Flue gas can be analyzed by two Methods.' List those
e
methdds.

2. List two types of filaments in the analyzing cel_ls.,of Aen automaipic gas

analyzer,
-'

3. List two types of analyzing cells in.= automatic gas analyzer.

6

4. Air contains % nitrogen and % oxygen.

5. List the product400f complete combustion.

P

What.ipthe major product of incomplete combustion?

7. How is the sulfur content of flue gas peasiired?

8. 'What is an Orstat apparatus used for?

9. Is the percentage levels of COxincrensed or decreased with the addition.

of excess air?

0. What subStances are'analyzed in .a flue gas analysis?

1

144



1. Orsat apparatus, automatic gas analyzer'
4 I.

2. Measuring and compensating

. Oxygen analyzing cells,and combustible analyzing cells

ti

. 4. 79T nitrogen Aand 21%.oxygen

o

.5. Carbon dioxide (00,2), sulfur dioxide.(S9e), water; oxygen (0)

4

V.

Carbon monoxide (CO)

Sulfur isnot measured

Analyse flue gases

9. Decreased

10. co

I

t

9' 1 ;,
.1 "
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SOUTHERN ALBERTA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLQGY
ALBERTACALGARY

SECTION 2

PLANT SERVICES

Correspondence Courses.

PoOer Engineering

FUELS & COMBUSTION

Third Class
Lecture r5

4 .
. The term combustion refers to the burning of the fuel in the boiler fur-

nace in order to produce large quantities of heat ,which must then ble transfer-
red to the water in the boiler. The Power Engineer should be familiaPwith
the methods ,usedio transfer this heat from the furnace to the. water and he
must also understand the process involved in the combustion of the fuel in the
furnace.,

"7"), Boiler Heat Transfer

N

As discussed in Lecture 7, Section 1 of this course the three methoolis
by which heat may be transferred are: radiation, convection and conduction.
All three methods are involved in the flow of heat from the boiler furnace to
the Water and steam contained within the boiler.

In the modern steam generator, the reatest part of the heat produced
by the combustion'of the fuel within the furnace is transferred by radiation to
the mater' wall tubes which form the furnae enclosure. .Some heat also radi-

\sates to atly superheater tubes which are located in the furnace proper. .`

Any.boiler and superheater tubes which are not within the radiant zone
ant all economizer and air heater tubes receive heat by convection .currents'
of h t flue gas travelling from the furnace'.

'he ratio of heat transferred by radiation Co the heat transferred by con-
ve&tion will &pond upon the design of the steam generator. As stated previous4-
1y, the usual arrangement is to have the greatest part of the hea't transferred to
the heating surface by radiation. This is because the rate of heat absorption
per sqiiare foot of heating surface is much greater with radiant transfer than
with .convecton transfer. THe .rate of heat transfer by radiation will depend
largely upon'the-temperature!within the furnace. The rate of heat transfor by
'convection will depend upon the amount of gas flow as well as the temperature
of these gases.\

3

\
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When the heat reaches-the surfaces, of the tubes it is transferred through
the tube walls to the weer or steam within the tubes by conduction. The water
in contact, with the tube walls becomes heated and will expand indrise due to
its decreased density. Ceflder and more dense water will take its place and
will in turn be heated and will rise. In this Ovay convection currents are set
up which prodUce circulation of the boiler water. The tubes which are exposed
to the heat will produce bubbles of steam mixed with the water rising in them.
These tubes are referred to as risers because the steam -water mixture flows upward-,
Iy in them. Other tubes which are unheated or exposed to less heat are called
owncomers and in these tubes the cooler and more dense water will flow down-

wardly.

Figure 1 illustrates how this.eirculation is prbduced iti.a spiple water
tube boiler circuit.

Simple Water Tube Circuiti

Figure 1.

Efficient Boiler Operation

Ream- wolef
mature

Steam

Heolea
faef

UnhPoted
downtomert"

Water

In order to operate a 'boiler with,the makimum of efficiency the following
conditions must be fulfilled:

.1. The heating surface through which the heat is transferred to the
N, boiler water must be large; must be covered with wateil*at all

times and ifiust be kept clean. .1f.pOssible, the surfaces receiv,'
ing heat by convection should be arranged at right angles to the
hot. gas flow in order to absorb all possible heat.

2. There must be a constant and positive circulation of water through-
out the boiler;

3. All parts of the boiler must be rqpdily -accessible for cleaning, re-
.pair and inspection.

4. There must be complete separation.of the steam from the water
before the steam leaves the steam drum.

.

5. Any .impurities deposited by the boiler water should be able to
collect in mud drums or headers located away from the action

. of the fire.
6. The ,combustion chamber or furnace must be designed to ensure

t completeomplete combustion of the boiler fuel.

. v



These conditions alidepend to a large.extent on the design of the boiler.-
However, the cleanliness of'the heating..surfaces and the completeness of the

5 combustion of the fuel will both be affected by the method of operation. The
. methods for maintaining Clean heating surfaceS will be covered in a later lee-.

ture, The problems regarding combustion will be discussed in the following
sections of this lecture.

Heat.Losses..'

When a given amount of fuel is burned completely, a definite amount of
heat is produced. If the fuel is not burned Completely then the arnOU'llt.of heat
produced will be 'reduced accordinglyand the cost of operating the boiler will
rise. In other words a portion of the fuel will be w,asted..

However, even when a hiel is burned completely not all othe heat pro-
(Rived will be to the boiler water: /Some will be lost due to the .
heat Felt in the flue gaSes leaving through the chimney andsome will be lost
to the atmosphere by -radiation from external boiler- surfaces..

These losses may be reduced to some extent. 'In the case of the heat in
the flue g!ises, a portion of this may be reetzvered by the use Of air heaters
and economizers. Heat lost through radiation,from boiler external surfaces

. may be reduced by the use of insulated boiler casings. Air heaters, econo-
mizers and boiler casings were all discussed in Lecture 3, Section 3.

Assuming these losses have been reduced to the minimunt it remains
therefore-, for the power engineer to maintain boiler efficiency by ensuring
that the process of combustion within the boiler -furnace is as complete as

ipossible. In order to accomplish this it s- necessary thi.%t the basic laws of
combustion-and their application in practice a-re thoroughly understood.

Definition of Combustion

Combustion ih the boiler furnace may be defined as the chemical corn-
hination of ecrtait elements in the fuel with oxygen obtained from the air.
The result of this combination is 'the release of energy in the form of heat.

Requirements For Complete Combustion

In order for the fuel to burn completely in the furnace the following c.on-
ditions.niust be fulfilled:
I. Enough air must be suppliedlo the furnace in order to provide

sufficient oxygen to 'combine with all the coMbustible elements
of the fuel;

2. The air and the fuel must be thoroughly mixed together so that
eachpartiele ofJuel can come in contact with the necessary air,
This thorough mixing offuel and air is known as turbulence.-



3.' The tempetature in the furnace must be above the ignition
temperature of the fuel to ensurgt that tit combination of

OP' fuel and oxygen takes"place rapidly.

4. The furnace must be designed to allow enough time for the
combustion to be completed before the fuel striples the re-
latively cool surfaces of the tubes. .

The above requirements may be sumar d up as-enough air plus' time,
temperature, and turbulence. The latter three reqUirements ar,e often re-
ferred to as the three T's of combustion.

Classificatioa:of Futtls.

ro be classed as a fuel a material must contain elements which will com-
bine rapidly with oxygen to produce combustion. Two of the most common ele-
ments with this property are hydr9gen and carbon anthall commercial fuels con-
'tain a large proportion of these elements.

. Fuels are classed according to whether they are in a solid . liquid, or
a gaseous state. The most common solid fuel used for steam generation is
coal. Occasionally_ wood is used in some special applications. The liquid
fuels used in boilers areAusually petroleum crude oils with the lighter more
refined fuel oils Cfsed in some cases. The most common, aseous fuel is nat-
ural gas with by-product gases, such as those produced w en crude oU is
procesed into gasoline or those produced as._a byproduct from blast fur- ,,
naces, being used occasiotrally.' .- ,

,

Coal
,

The constituents of coal are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,. sulphur, nitro-.
gen, moisture and ash. Coal originally existed as vegetable' matter and this

_vegetable matter then underwent geological changes which transitrmedit to
its preSent state.; -Genewlly speaking, the greater the 'geological changes the
greater will he the percentage of carbon within the coal. Sonic of the car.bon
is cOinbined with hydrogen to form hydrocarbons. .Thesr hydrocarbons along.
witiliother c`ompoun 8 ate knoWn as volatile matter as they pass off as a gas
wiwin the coal is hea

I
ed. The part of the carbon remaining after the volatile

matter is driven off is known as fixed carbon. ..
.

.

Coals are divided into classes or groups according to varios charac-.
teristics such as their pereentage of fixed carbon and volatile matter and the,ir
heating value. The classes which coneern the Power Engineer are as follows.;

I. Anthracite O

This coal is harder than any other type and has 'a shiny lustrous
appearance. It has whigh percentage of fitd carbon, over 92 per-
cent, and less than 8 percent, of viratile matter. It is slow to ignite
but burns at a high tempera hire with a ,short cleargflame and no
smith. It is used to a limited extent in power plIfhts due to its high
cost.

50
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2. Semianthilirite

,Thig- coal is dark gray in color and burns. with a short clear
flarrie. It eontaips between 86 and 92 percent of fixed Carbonand
between 8 and 14 percent of volatile material. Like anthracite,
it has limited use in power plants bwkcause-of high,cost and scarce
supply.

3. Bituminous

This class of coal has several sub-divisions according to the.
volatile content. Low volatile bituminous has. between 14 and '22
percent volatile material'. Medium volatile bituminous has from
22 to 31 percent volatile material. High volatile bituminous has
several grades one of which .features over 31 percent volatiles.
The other grades of high volatile bituminous are ranked accord --..
ing to their heating values..

In general, biturninous coals range in color from black to dark
brown. They may be either caking or non-caking. That is to say
they either tend to fuse into a mass in the furnace (caking) or they
burn freely without fusing (non-caking or free-burning).

D.

Bituminous coals are generally considered to be the best suited
for power plants as their cost is reasonable and the supply is plenti-
ful.

4. Sub-bituminous.

These coals are black in color and have a high moisture eon-'
tent. They disintegrate when expOsed to air and arc difficult to
store, When burhing they do not eake.but burn freely. Due to
their high moolure content they are'bot usually shipped forpower
plant use. .

5 Lignite.

These Coals are brownin color and have a laminated fibrous
structure. They have high ash. and high moisture content :and their
heating value is low'. Due to this high moisture content and low
heat,irig value it is not economical to ship lignite coal long distances,..
However, it is commonly used by power. plants which are lated in

Mitt, or adjacent to lignite coal fields,

I
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Typical Coals

',Table: I shows the' constituent percentages o some typical coals.

District's $
..*

Fixed Carbon Volatile Moisture Ash. Heat Value
kJ/kg

C111111'080 37.9 26. 6 . 28. fi . 7. 0 / 18700
Ck.owsnest 57.8 24.9 2.5 14.8 29000
Drumheller 44.2 30.7 18.2 6.9 22700
Viabamun 39.5 26.5 21.8 12.1 ,1858010.
Bienfait 33.0 26. 0 35.0 6.0 17130
Estevan :30. 8 24.4 35.2 9. 6 15580 ,

Pennsylvania 66.5 20. 6 3.4 - 9.5 31610

Table 1

These values should be taken as being broadly representative only, as
samples taken from the same district and even the same mine will often vary
considerably in composition and heating value.

Pulverized Coal iv%

Pulverized o 1 is coal which has been ground or crushed by mechanical
means tb a fine dus e powder. When it is in this form it may be fed to the
boiler \furnace by Means of a stream of air which not only carries the pulver-
ized fuel but also provides some of the oxygen necessary for ,coirtustion.

I.

Withthe coat in this powdered form it can be easily and thoroughly mix-
-ed with, the combustion air and, therefore burned efficiently. This means that
coals of lower grades and lower hosts may be used.

Another advantage is the ease of control. Coal in the pulverized korni
can he regulated as easily as can oil or gas.

This method of burning coal Is used usually in the large capacity plants
particularly those located in or adjacent to large low graft coal deposits.

Fuel Oil

Fuel oil a$vused ibr steam generation is a 'petroleum product and may be
one of tree.,main types a0cording tohe method of 'production.

1. Crude peereleum is occasionally used as a boiler fuel and it is
petroleum as, it comes frikm the well without undergoing any pro-
cessing. A it still contains volatile products such as gasoline
it presents d fire hazard during storage and must be used with
care.

PE 3 -2-5-
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2. If the crude petroletun is submitted to a partial refining process
such as limited distillation, then the gasoline and other highly
volatile products can be removed and the residue left will be a
safe fuel oil known as heavy or residual fuel oil.

3. If the crude petroleum is submitted to extended diaillatioh pro-
ce ses then among the products produced will be light fuel oils.

The m n constituents of fuel oils are carbon and hydrogen combined
into hydrocarbon ampounds, small amounts of oxygen, sulphur, nitrogeni,
and some traces of ash..

"A typical anal4is of a heavy fuel of Mould give the following perpentages
5

iby weight.

Carbon' , 85.,7,

Hydrogen .. 10.5 41

Sulphur .... 2.8
Ist

Oxygen and Nitrogen . . . . 0.92
Ash 0.08

The heating value of such an oil would be in'the area of 45260 kJ/kg.
moo

Fuel oils are divided into five classes numbered 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6,
with No. 1 designating the lightest grade and No. 6 the heaviest. A former
grade, No. 3, was eliminated some years ago. _No. 6 oil is also referred
to as bunker C and it is the cheapest and most commonly used fuel oil for
steam generation.

Among the advantages of oil ever coal as.a boiler fuel are: reduced stor-
',lige problems, cleanlinesS, ease of control, less - handling equipment and less
labor required, and higher combustion efficiency,

Natural Gas

/1 Natural gas is found within porous rock or within cavities found in rock
fokmations. It is obtaited by drilling `wells intolthe gas bearing formations antf
it usually Occurs in

4
conjuction With etude petroleum.

The main constituent of natural gas is metharie, a compound of carbon
and hydrogen. Smaller quAntities of other hydro- eirbons such as ethane and,
some nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide make up the other'constituents. In
some cases the natural gas may also contain an appreciableamount of hydro-

.' gen sulphide which is removed and converted to sulphur before the gas is used
as a fuel. The sulphur thus obtained provides a valuable product which is in
'high demand on world marketa.

A typical analysis of natural gas is listed below with the values as volume
percentages.

Methane 77.73
Ethane 5.56

Other hydra-carbons 4.21

Hydrogen sulOhide 7.00

:arbon dioxide ..... 5.50

153
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The Belling value of natural gas will ,wry according o its constituents
and,..expres.sed in terms of mass will generally run from 4( 20 to 55700 kJ/kg.
It is more usual, however, to rate the heating value for a Las in terms of vol-
ume and natural gas usually has a value of about 37250 kJ 4 at standard tem-
perature and pressure, of 16QC and 101.3 kPa.

Natural gas makes an ideal boiler fuel as it yields no tikh or residue.
it can be easily mixed with air, requires no extensive handlipg equipment inthe plant, and is easy to control. IloWever itois usually more expensive thanthe solid and liquidfuels and its use usually involves lung lit64e diameter pipe
lines toe transmission to the plant.

ht I Analyses

In order to determine various aspects Of a fuel, such as!its burning
characteristics, heating value and amount ()raft required for Combustion,
it is neletIssary to anal.yze the fuel. In this way the components of the fuel
and their amounts are found,

1'wo types ()I analyses may be ea17AI out and they are called the
-proximate analysis and the ultimate analysis.

.

Proximate Analysis

This analysis is carried out on a, solid fuel such.as coal and determines
the per'c'entage of moisture, volatile material, fixed carbon and asti.. This will

ica le to a certain extent the behavior of the fuel in the ftrrnaee and the.best
method of firingsuch a fuel.

The method used to obtain the analysis is .to heat the coal mul thus driveII and idatikti% ThC11 tlJI' carbon is burned and the residue left.
("Insulered to be the ash vont(' .

To drive off themoisture a coal sample heated in an oven at 1040('
for one luntr. The percentage of moisture will lie the loss of mass of the
sample divided by the mass of the sample before heating times 100.

I'o determine tile percentage of volatile material, second coal sampleis heated in a eovered container in a 954('(' oven for sevei minutes... The lossof mass will represent both moisture and volatile materi I and the percent age
tit vulatile material is found bysubtracting the previous V obtained moisturetpereentage,

The next step is to heat. another sample at 760"r f y 2 hours until it iscompletely burned'. The remaining residue will be the ash content of the fuel.

pereCeillIgC IINC{I carbon is theit taken to be the ditiOren'ee be-
tween I 00,and the-sum of the ash, volatiles and moisture pc'evnt31;(1s.

Table I on page 6 of this lecture shows the proximate runtlyseS of thecoals listed.

1,1..3-2
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III imute Arlul sir;
1

While the proximate analysiS is sufficient to determine the hurnidg
ities of a fuel; a more detailed analysis is required in order to carry out com-
bustion calculations. .rnthi more'dotailed analysis, called the ultimate analy-
sis, breaks down the fuel chemically into all its elements such as carbon,
nitrogegeoxygen, hydrogen and sulphur. This analysis must be carried out
in a chfmical laboratory bya'qualified chemist.

.
An i,imaic analysis of a. typical coal might g:kt. the following perm.

ageS.hy weight.

Ash 9.47
a

Carbon . 77.29
Elydrotien 4.59
Oxygen 5,61
Nitrogen ..... . . 1.73
Sulphur 1.31

kc

Fuel Heat Value

When a unit amount of a. NO is burned completely the heat produced by
this combustion is called the heat value or eTtlorifie Value of the fuel. It is
expressed as kJ/kg for solid and liquid fuels and as kJ/m3 for gaseous fuels.
In the ease of the gaseous fuel the cubic Not is meipsured at standard condi7
tionsiof 16°C and 101.3 kl'a.

"'"\Two nictli6(Is are .used to determine the heat value of a fuel: (1) by cal-
eu1at ion based On the ultimate analysis of the fuel, and (2) by burning a sample
of the ft),el and measuring the heat' produced in an inMruIrtfent called a calori-
meter.

The first method is based upon the knowledge that when burned., 1 kg of
carbon will pn.xliive 33590 kJ, 1 kg of hydrogen will Ilroducv 143900 kJ and
1 kg of sulphur will produce' 9290 Ic.l, the values having been ohtaived by ex-
perimentation. Therefore if the amount of carbon, hydrogen and sulphur con-
ained in the fuel is known from the ultimate analysis then the heat value of the
fuel van.lw calculated.

In the Second method where a realorimeter is used, a meastjed mass of
a :solid or liquid fuel or armeasured volume of a gasekus foci is burned in. the
prcsence of sufficient air to ensure eomplete combustion. The heat produced
is absorbed by a IlleaMI iyit amount of %%liter contliined in a jacket around the.
NM container. The temperature Tise:of the water is measured and this
way the amount of heat produced is determined. The outside of the Calori-i1/4
meter is insulaled to prevent the escape of heat to the surrounding atmosphere,

155
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Cobustion\Chemistry

As stated previously, combustion may be defined as the combining ofip
oxygen with combustible elements of a fuel.

.An element maybe defined as.a substance,thatcannot be broken down
into any other substance. If, for example, a pie/fe of the element carbon was
divided up into microscopic particles then each particle would sfill be a parti-
cle of carbon..

Each element is made up of atoms whicji combine together to form mole-
cules of the element. A molecule o oxygen, for example, is made up of two
oxygen atoms while a molecule of car on is made up of onejarbon atom. The
molecule IS conside-md to.bethe small !--,t particle of a substance that can exist .-
independe tly. Thus if a molecule of oxygen was broken down into its two atoms

.then these ougen atoms would not exist independently but would rapidly corn
bine with some other substance or with each other again.

The atoms of one element may combine with atoms of another element
to form a compound. The compound carbon dioXide,.is formed when an'atom
of carbon combines with two atoms of oxygen thus forming a carbon dioxide ...
molecule.

Elements and compounds are denoted by symbols and listed below are the
symbols for the more commogjelements andicompounds used in combustion
calculations.

Carbon'
Hydrogen H2
Sulphur . . , S

Carbon monoxide 'CO

Oxygen ()2
Nitrogen N2

Carbon dioxide CO2

Sulphur dioxide SOy

Water Vapor ...... 4. . . 1120

I4(T symbols a'l'so i rul 0!ate the number.of atoms that make 41 a molecule
(4 the su stanCe. -Thus a mlecule of the eienievi' sulphur has one sulphur
atom, a molecule of the e ment.nitrogen has two nitrogen atoms and a mole-
cole,of the compound- \v: er is made up of two hydrogen atoms combined with
one oxygen atom.

Epations FortComplete Combustion

The requi-retheritg.161-E6iiiiiIete combustion are:' enough oxygen, good
mixing 'of the fuel and daygen, high enough temperature, sand sufficient time
for the complete combining of the fuel and oxygen to be carried out.,

PE3-2-5-10 .4.
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-lila these vontlitions. are fulfilled then all the ('umbostible elements of
the tool \Will be burnrd and the non-combustible element4 will puss through l the
furnace one-hanged except for being_heated.

A typical fuel many contain the following elements: carbon, hydrogen;
.sulphur and nitrogen. The first three are ombostible elements and the fikst,
is now-combustible.. The'following equationS represent the combining,,,of these
combustible elements withexygm during complete conAstion.

Ca rbon Oxygen., Ca rbon dioxide

C ()2 CO2

Hydrogen 4- Oxygen r Vapor

2 112 i °2 91120

.3, Sulphur -s Oxygen...----41. Sulphur dioide

S O2 --II. ,S02

The nitrogen tieing a non-combustible element does not combine with
o'ygen but passes through the furnace unchanged except for an.4increase iii
its temperature. se`

Equations For Incomplete...Combustion

. If `007.bift,h,cy.requir,enlcilt;,,for complete combustion are missing then
the conibcistible.;e1(iiniint;f;':'Vii1.1,nOt..iCombine completely with oxygen. The

/-folrowinlequations ,r0ipyesent, the inQinipletc,.cornbining of the oxygen and
the (i..ombustiblps.,, ,.,

,:-
4,:',11-,14iifficient Oxygen ......*_...:*..Carbon Mon,Oxide
-;;..,

C 2 02 CO
. ... e"

foriiiatiiniorearbon.monoxide instead of carbon dioxide is undesir-
;. abit'..b0ausecearbon;Abnoxide is a combustible'Nompound and in passing out

vill'epresent a loss of fuel. However, if the
'carbon trionoxideiceo bines with more oxygen before:leaving the ftirnare then.
i itifit ion twill lie. ckuplet. ;and ( ea rben ,c1 iox ide e 'formed

.. .

"...Carlton 'monoxide ± oxygen. .,Carbon dioxide

CO2

Water vapor, free. hydrogen

; A11,4 H2 .s2 ..11120

,'..`, "The fOrMation.of free hydrogen becautte it k a CombitSti610
i.cl(ment,:w,hieh if not burned will reprepent avv,t1.00; of :fuel.

n.

j:
,
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3. Sulphur. 4 Insufficient Oxygen ,Sulphur dioxide + free sulphuy .

2S + 02 SO2 +

. Similarly the. form ation.of free sulphur is undesinable as being combus-
tible it represents a waste of fuel. In actual practice the. sulphur in a fuel is
considered as an impurity low althoukh It is a combustible element. it tends 1.9
produce corrosive acids in the presence of Water..

Combustion Air and Excess Air.

Air is basically,composed of a mixt 'e of oxygen and nitrogen in
proportion of 21 parts of oxygen to 79 par s of nitrogen by volume.

ThQxygen required for complete combustion must be obtained froni
the air supplied to the furnace. The amount of air required to supply judt,
enough oxygen for complete combustion is called the theoretical air. In ac-
tual practice however, it is necessary to supply more than this theoretical
amount of air,in order to make sure that all particleS..of fuel come in con=
tact with oxygen. The amount of air in excess of the theoretical 'air is call -

itd excess air and is usually expressed as a -Oreentage of the theoretical air.

For example, if the theoretical amount of air required fore the complete
combustion of 1 kg, of a coal is 12 kg and-the actual amount of air used in the.
furnace is 18 kg per kg of coal then the excess air -18 12 = 6 kg. 'Express-
ed as a percentage ,this would be 6/12 x 100 = 50%..

-. I.

The-percentage of excess air required for proper combustion of a fuel." t
may vary from 10% to 60% or even higher. The amount required will depend
upon:- the time available for the fuel to mix-with the air before it comesin

.contact with the relatively cool heating surfaces and is cooled below, ignitivn t.

temperature: how well the fuel and air can be mixed together; and.the temp- ,

erature existing within the furnact,..These factors were summarized as time,
turbulence, and temperature under the heading "Ile.quirements Per Complete

..combustion" on page .3 of this lecture.,

, :4%

.%

$

it can I seen*therefore ,shat a gaseous. fuel such as naturill gas which
can easily be mixed with the combustion air-will require less excess air than
a solid fuel such as coal.

.

Il IS desir:Ible ti) 1'001110'e the 191,1.011111. 01 caress air supplied to the furnace
as much as poSsible as.the air is heated toa high temperature 'in the furnace

°and therefore carries a large amount of heat out through the stack. 'In add-
tion, the power required forsloreed draft and inaucod draft fans will decreas
with decreased air supplied.

On the other hand, if the excess air is reduced, too muchthen there will
be the possibility' of incomplete combustion Oceurring with formationOf carbon
mroxide and free hydrogen.as explained under the'beading "Equations F4 9r
Incomplete.Combustion" on page 11.

. 13E3-2-5-12
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When a'fuel is burned. in, the presence of excess air and the ceymbustionis complete tertain substanees'will be produced and will appear in.the flue gas.The carlion'in the fuel. will burn to produce CO2, the hydrogen will burm to pro-duce 1,;120 and tN sulphur will burn to produce SO2. In addition to these pro-duct,s 'therse will be excess 02 thatihas not been required in the burning of thefuel,, the nitrogen frOin the air, and a certain amount of ash, The#cxcess 02
Wil,lieSult. from the fact:that excesWiiir has been supplied to the furnace.,

,If despite the presence Of excess air the combustion was not complete,due tO low furnace temperature Or poor mixing of the fuel and air, then inadditi.on'to the above substances there 'would be some CO produced which wouldA appearin the flue gases,

From the above paragraphs it can be seen that the relative amounts cifCO2, 02, and CO in the flue gasegwill'igive an iniiication of the efficiency of
the combustion and the amountoflexcess air used For this reason'it is com-mon practice. to make an arialysis.of the floe gas either peritically or contiu,

. ously to provide a.gUide for the boiler operators.

Flue Gas Analysis

When an analsis'of the flue gas is made the volume percentages of theCO2, `02.and CO irl:..e.determined, While the flue gas may also contain some,
SO2 and water vapor the percentagos of these are not normally obtained. TheSO2 content :is so small that it may be neglected and the water vapor,does notproyide a guidfer combustion efficiency.

o .

V I

If a fuel coinpsed entire of pure carbon was burned completely with
no excess 'air then the -! part Of the air that, combined with the carbon would bethe oxygen which Makes. up 21% of the air volume: The' volume of CO2 formedby th.e df the oVgen with the carbon will be equal to. the volume. of .,...-:, the oxygen 'which it has tieplaced'andWi'll therefore be 2I.%. of the flue-gas.. The4

:other 79% of the -flue gas .will ae...nitrogen.
c.

p
,

, .
. .-, If excvSs air7IS:USed in the buriiing'urthe carbon, that the nitrogen per-cenfage in ,the, Rue gas.w ill inelyepso and in addition there a per( ,outageof 02 present 0:eeause of the excess air providing more 04 tean is needed' tocombine with,the,parbon. As a result .tlie CO, percentag decrcalie

r

If, instead of piire earbon,..a consiW'rig of.hycirogon and.darbon islairned completely without ekcess'air;then,as well as CO2 in the flue gas there.
will .1,1e J120 frOin the combustion of the hyd;rogon.' As a result the CO2,pereent-.age.will be reduced. The higher tl*.pereentage, of hyvicogoa.in:;the fuel .:thelow-Rr mill be Lheperleentage of COY2

. .:,..The,MaxiMum C,(Y2'i, tent..,4,flue gas ..for:YltripiAs :fuel:3 is. a:;"follow.s:
for (...bill,','-'N3proxlmately .1,91); fd oilv-OPprOxi 5%; and for natura4
gas,,approximatOY, 0.$,.:'Tfiese figures ate fi r.combustion° with noexeess:If excess avi,s'Oeil,a4,,i,twoold be ii!ite practice then the above per-. .,_ ,centages bereduerel in itee6Ohnee' e amount of execs ;air,, Fier ex-arriplo, 1.4#4112qt.wi.th 50% exeoss give-a.percentage of CO2 in theflue gas uf,:approximatcly'1,14.

A t
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Makin~ the Analysis

-44
f.

The most common method of making periodic analyses of the flue gas is
by means of the Orgat apparatus. This instrument is illustrated in Figure 2
and consists of three absorption pipettes for the absorption pf CO2, 02, and
CO respectively; a water jacketted measuring burette; a levelling bottle; an
aspirator bulb; connecting glass and rubber tubing; needle valves; and a three
way cock,

Three way
ABSORPTION cock ,

PIPE T TE

T4EOVIVALVE. Levelling bottle

WATER.
JACKE

ME ASURING
BURETTE

-CLIP TO HOLD
LEVELITi3
BOTTLE

Orsat Apparatus

Figure 2

Aspirator bulb

4

+--*- To flue gas connection f

61)

By means of the three way cock the to of the measuring burette may be
connected through the aspirator bulb to the boiler flue gas passage, or it may
be connected to the atmApheretor it ipay be shut off from both the flue gas and
the atmosphere. The burette is also connected to a manifold serving, the three
tabliorption pipettes and each pipette has a needle valve between it and the mani-
fold.

The burette holds exactly 100 cubic centimetres of gas and has a gradu-
ated 'scale engraved upo.n'the.glass. The levelling bottle is connected by. leaner--
of a rubber tube to the bottom of the measul'ing burette,

-"urPk3-2-5-14
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To obtain a sanClv of flue gas the levelling bottle Fs first filled with water,
The three way cock is opened to the atmosphere and the levelling bottle is raised
thu,s filling the measuring burette with water and driving the airout into the at-
mosphe.re.. The three way cock is then opened Co.the aspirator bulb and boiler.
flub gas passage .ttnd the levelling bottle..is lowered. The aspirator pump is
then used to pump flue gas into the measuring burette. Any excess gas simply
bubbles out through the levelling bottle. The three way cock i again opened to
the atmosphere and by raising the levelling bottle slowly, the ater level in the
illirette is brought to the hero mark. This means that now then is exactly 100
curl of gas in the burette and the three way cock is now turned o shut off the
burette from the atmosphere and from the aspirator. The 100 cm3 sample of
flue, gas irs now trapped inside the burette.

.

. To analyze this diample for CO2, the needle valve on the first pipette is
opened and the levelling bottle raised to force the gas from the burette to' this
pipette. This pipette contains a solution of caustic potash which will absorb r
the CO2 in the gas. The caustic potash solution also absorbs any SO2 which
might be present in the gasimit as mentioned previously this will be a negligible
amount. The levelling bottle is now lowered to draw the remaining gas back in-
to the burette and thepipette needle vvalveisosed again. A reading of the
scale is now taken at the water level. Tlijereading will give the percentage of
CO2 in sample.

FOR
COl

ABSORPTION
CHAMBER

LIQUID _
CHEMICAL

0

Figure 3 illustrates the foregoing steps in analyzing for CO2.

ASPIRATOR BULB
(Gas Pump)

[COCK OPEN TO
GAS SOURCE

i,l'aijr 1j 1 HANDLE OF
THREE WAY

COCK

MEASURING
CHAMBER

WATER
JACKET

-WATER

TO FLUE

GAS BUBBLING
1HRU WATER

PUMPING SAMPLE
INTO ANALYZER

LEVELING
BOTTLE

lo

HANDLE OF
COCK-.0-THREE WAY HANDLE OF CLOSEDCOCK THREE WAY

COCK i
HERE

.EYE,

MEASURING SAMPLE FOR
ANALYSIS BY RAISING WATER

LEVEL. TO ZERO AND PUSHING
EXCESS GAS OUT AT TOP

ABSORBING CO?
CONTENT OF

SAMPLE

'Analyzing for CO2 ,*

, 'Figure 3

161

4

HANDLE OF
THREE WAY-: 9Q

COCK ""\
COCK
LOSED

EYE

REMEASURING AFTER
ABSORPTION READING

THE PER CENT OF
CO7DIRECT 15%

.)110-2-5 -15
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These "st,ops should be repeated several times to_ensu re coMpleW absory
tion of the CO210

. .The sample may no** analyzed for the oxygen content. The needle
valve on the oxygen absorpti4ipipette is opened and the samPle..i forced from
the burette into this pipette by raising the levelling bottlts. The pipette-eon-
laid:A a mixture of caustic potash and pyrogallic acid which absorbs the oxygen
in. the sample. The sample is then deawn back into the measuring.burette by
lowering. the levelling bottle and the p.(pette needle valve is then elosed, The
rip.ading is taken on the graduated scaleat the water -level in the burette. The
above steps must be repeated several t.itti4.'s until a constant reading Is obtained.

ro determine the CO'cilntent of the sample the needle valve on the third
absorption pipette is opened and the sample is forced fro the measuring bu
ette to the pipette and back into the burette again by manipulation of the le
ling bottle. This procedure. is Also repeated sever times until .a constant
reading is obtained. The chemical contained in the t *rd pipette is an ammoni
aeal solution of cuprous chloride which has. the ability absor O.

The volumes. of the gases absorbed in a typical arial migh reacl its
follows:

A fair absorption of CO2

o .

. ..... 16 cm3

After absorption of 02.' 20
1

This 20 em3 represents the volurrw of CO2 absorbed plus the
additional absorptisz of the 02,

After absorption of GO

As 20.6 cm'3 represents the CO absorbed, plus the 02
. absorbed plus the CO absorbed.

The. percentage readings are therefore: k

CO2 16%

02 (20 -1.6)

CO (20:6 - 20)

Af)plication of Results

1. Fluei6as Content
I

3

20. en'i
3

tp.tIn the typical analysis listed, in the previous section only 20.1) 4; of
the sample ef. flue gas consisted of products of combustion (CO2, 02
and CO).. T' e remaiming 79.4% consisted of inert gases, mostly nitro
gen', with:W.

t
ich we are not concerned.

PE:3-2-5 16
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2. Indications of Incomplete C rnbtistion

. Sufficient alt. must be provided for combustion. If insufficient air
is being supplied or if the air Is not thoroughly mixed with the fuel then
some of the carbon will not combine completely with oxygen and so CO
will appear in the analysis. In the example given, 0.6%.

1.

3. Indications of Excess Air

If air is being supplied in excess of the theoretical amount necessary
then it will be shown by 02 in the ,analysis. In the example given, 4%,

4. Applying the Analysis. (
4

The restilts of the analysis should be used as a guide in regulating
the air supply and the firing methods so asqo produce the highest per-
centage of CO2 without any CO.' In conjunction with this, the,foWest
percentage of 02 should be maintained by reducing the amount of excess
air as much as possible.

Table 2 gives mparison between the proportions of CO2 .and 02 in
the flue gas when b g coal, crude oil, and natural gas with varying per-
centages of excess ,

Fuel Products
Percentage of Excess Air

O. ../40

18.68.6

0.0

15.8

0.0

0,6-

16.9

2.0

14.2

2.0

10.8

2.1

k
15.5

r
3.5

13.0

3.7

,9.8

3.0

40

13.2

6.1

11.1

6.2

8..3

6.4.

60

11.3

8:0

9.6

8.2

7.2

8.3

1 80

10,2

'9.4

8.5

9.6

6.3

9.8

100

9.2

10.6

7.6

10.8

5.7

11.0

Coal

Crud© Oil

,

.Natural iaGl
,

,,,

CO2

0,e

0),

CO2 awsk2.0

02

Table 2

Autyrnat,14: Gas Analxzees '0

are numerous 40vice,t; for flilitir4g....the flue gases leaving a toiler
fyynace, These, devices are usually arrangedtd!.Vontinuously draw a sample of
flue gas-froin the, bdiler, afutlyze kt and m6011,4,11.6 results oT the analysis on a
chart. Solnetypes determine the (;02 content of the Nample only while othpr
types are designe,c1 to determine the 'content only. Still anothe^ type ana-
lyres the flue gas Sample for both 02 and for combustibles such a0 CO and I-12.

1.63
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Figiure 4 illustrates the arrangement of an automatic gatk analyzer which

deternrlines both the 02 and combustfble content of the flue gas.

COMBUSTIBLES ANALYZER COMPENSATING FILAMENT.

COMBUSTIBLES ANALYZER ,MEASURING FILAMENT

AIR FLOW CONTROL ORIFICE

AIR 1,11tSSURE
REGULATING VALVES

COMPRESSED
AIR INLET

4.

THERMOSTAT OXYGEN ANALYZER MEASURING FILAMENT

HEATER
OXYGEN ANALYZER COMPENSATING FILAMENT'

OXYGEN ANALYZER SAMPLE ORIFICE

SAMPLE PRESSURE
REGULATING

VALVES

AIR. FAILURE ALARm0SwITCH

EXHAUST TuBE.---

GAS SAMPLE.
INLET

SAMPLE FAILURE
ALARM SWITCH

L
------- EXHAUST TUBE

HYDROGEN FLOW CONTROL CAPILLARY

HYDROGEN PRESSURE REGULATOR

COMBUSTIBLES ANALYZER SAMPLE ORIFICE

Auternatic.Gas Analyzer

Figure 4_,* /41YDROGI.N.\\
SpPPLY

Referring to Figure 4, the sample of the flue gas is withdrawn..from the
boiler and 'supplied to the analyzer under pressure by'a water operated aspir-
ator or injector. The pressure of the sample is controlled by two pressure
regulating valves placed in series. These regviating devices consist 61.ft:ee
floating valves which float on the,gas stream and if the gas sample pressure

...increases then these.valves will rise and allowk some of the gas to escape to
tmosphere. Conversely, if the ga.S sample pressure drops4 then the valves

will low'er and reduce the escape of the gas to the atmosphere. In this way the
gas sample pressure is maintained at a constant value which is determined by

..the weight of the valves.

After passing! through the pressUre regulating 'valves a portion. of
sample is bled off through the oxygen analyzer sarpple orifice to the oxygen
analyzAt cell. Another portion of the sample is illistd off through the combus:-
ales analyzer sample .orifieeto the combustibles 4thalyzer cell.

PE:3-2-5-18
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After passing through the oxygen sample orifice , that portio'n of the gas
sample is mixed with hydrogotsuppl et! from a storage:cylinder, This mix-
ture of sample gas and hydrogen now tosses into the oxygen analyzing cell
which contains two platinum filaments:., Enough electrical current is passing
through these filaments to.cause them to glow. One of these filaments is'call-
ed the measuring filament and the gas mixture has free access to it. The other
fitfament is called the compensating filament and only a sMall amount of the. gas
mixture can contact it; . 4)

When the mixture of sample gas and hydrogen comes. iii contact with the
.'hot filaments the hydrogen in the mixture will be4 to burn. The amount of.
combustion and therefore the amount of heat produeed'from this combustion
will depend upon the amount, of Oxygen contained in thd flue gas sample as this
is the only oxygen.availablc for combining Ilith the hydrogen,

a

The measuring filament will be heated up by thiS'eombustion to a greater
extent than the compensating filament as-the aiwasuring filament is exposed to
a greater amount of the burning gas. The electrical resistance of the measur-
ing filament will be increOed to a greater extent than that of the compensating
filament due to this heating Up. The change in electrical resistance is measur-
ed automatically and is propOrtional to the oxygen percentage in the gas sample
ThiS percentage is then indicated on a recordvr.

The 'portion pf the gas sample vhich.passes through the combustibles
orifipe mixes with compressed air which is supplied at a regulated pressure
from a compressed air. source. The mixture of sample gas and air then en-
ters the combustibles analyzing cell which, like the oxygen analyzing cell,
contains two platinum filaments,,,,one a measuring,tlament and the other a
.compensating filament. Thel'mixture has free access to the measuring fila-
ment while the compensating filament comes in contact with only a small .
amount of the mixture.

If any combustibles are, present in the gas sample then they will combine,
with the oxygen from the compressed air and will burn. The heat produced
will increase the resistaire of the measuring filament to a greater extent than
that of the compensating filament and this change will be proportional to the
combustibles percentage in the sample. This percentage can then be indicated
on is recorde.

The block emitaining the analyzing cells is maintained at a constant temp-
erature by means of a themostatiCallv controlled, heater element,

Pressure sensitive alarms are used on the sample gas inlet line and on
the compressed air inlet line to.indivate' failure of supply of,either one.

Smoke .Prevention /

With the htirning of sotne fuels, particularly emit, there is the possiIiility
that smoke may be formed. in the furnace and discharged as part Of the Rim as

.through the.chimney to the atmosphere

ohs

1)1.:3-'4 -5-19
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I S MOke consists of volatile matetial' from tlie fuel-Mixed With very Sine
particles of carbon and is. the result of incomplete combustktm. It has already
been stated that to obtain complete combustion there must be high enough fur-

1 nace temperature., sufficient air supplied, thorough mixing of the IfIr with the
fue and sufficient time for the combustiw to be completed. From this it fol-
io% s
i

that by burning the fuel under these conditions in the furnace, smokeless
combustionwill be obt4iined. This result however carmot be attaineli unless the
furnace is both properly designed and correctly operated..

Smoke is detrimental to health and destructive to property for which
reasons eities.have.smoke prevention by-laws. However, .to the engineer '
there is also the consideration that the smoke is direct .evidence of waste and
uneconomical use of fuel. Theref6re efforts.to secure and maintain good com-
bustion %yin result in fuel bill 'saving.

0

The absence of smoke however Should noty ie, accepted as conclusive evi-
dence that combustion is complete. Excess air in large amounts way so dilute`
the smoke as to render it almost invisible, while. at the same time lowering

the furnace temperatUre tied carrying away heat while passing through the fur-
.

nace thus reducing the efficient' of the boiler.

40

fit
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Third Class .
Sect..2, Leet, 5

I; ExPlain why all of the heiti theoretically obtainable from a ftelAcannot'be trans-
[erred to the water and steam. in a boiler,

2, (a) Define the term "combustion" mi applied to a bail'e'r furnace.

(b) List the conditions necessary for 'complete combustion.

, (a) .. List five main classes of coal and name and describe briefly those classes
commonly used for steam genektion

(b) Explain why the other classes are nut usually used fur steam generation.

4, (a) List the advantages of oil-over coal as a boiler fuel.
(b),: What are the three types of oil used as boiler fuels?

(c) What are the advantages and disadvantages of natural gas as a boiler fuel?

5. (a) Expla n what is meant by a "proximate" and an "ultimate" analysis of a
fuel.

(b) Dese ibe briefly the procedure involved in making a proximate analysis
of a coal.

.

6. .1..:xplain how a calorimeter, is used eb determine the heat value of a fuel.

7. (a) List the -combustible and the non-combustible elerunts of a coal.

(b) Give the tipations lot; Llie complete combustion of the, eombustilAc eh--;

(r) Give the equations for the incomplete combustion of ttlese elements,
. .

8, (a) What is meant by (he term. "excess air"?
(b) Explain why too much excess :fir isIlndeSirtibit`

9.. (a) Make a simple sketch-of an Orsat flue gas

(h) Describe briefly how a flue gai.:01:114zis:is made .with Orrsat apparatus.
(e) Explain how a flue giis.iihalysis ihilicnie combustion officienvy and

-* amothit of excess air. .

(d) Give the readings'for a typical analYsis of the fliu-gas for your 'Thrill'.

10, lirieflyidescribe tiic principle °I.-operation of an automatic gas analyzer.
.&

a
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COMBUSTION -7 HEAT TRANSFER

(.1

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe heat transfer method's.

'

.4

I

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe heal transfer by

conduction.

2. Describe heat. transfer by

convection.

3. Describe heat transfdr by

radiation.



* Read the
package.

* 'Read the

*e

*
Read the

Complete

Complete,

Complete

goal and performance indicators to find what is to be.learned from

vocabulary list to find new words that

ityroductIon and information sheets.

the job sheet.

self-assessment.

post-assessment.

will be used in rackage.
o.
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Vocabulary
4

Conduction

Convect ton

ti

* .Convection currents

* Forced convection

* Heat transfer

* Insulatton

Joules.

* Natural convection.

* .Radiation

* Thermal conductivity

ti

I

A

.0"
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I I

genitr4t ; in a ,.fignace., and must be transfii7red )0. o',,hey.,
steasCand',,, air mu8t'.:receiifehes-',:from..th0 .bOAek fUrriiiFe. .4°

, t:

.Much ..of the heat can be efficiently util zed if Atte to thodo: of ,heat transfer axe-

understood and The opvator muSt-2 understand ..tha. basic methods of heat
trinSfefr,'in order to understand 'ffie,:pcoce,dui-ed'ill:.hoi/gr ;operation.

, .
, e

'1'11.8, package explains the ..three, Methods.? of ,heat.thinar
. .

.0"

. hie. ..
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.

:`treat . iflf$We from: one bodY: '.;!6 in:Other . The flow: J4i' always. :;. tiom the;:body of Jtigh,. .

teinpeg:atOe to the' one -Of: tower .,temPerature.. rate. of flow is: dependent on
, . . . .

the teMperatuie er'ences type af.'Material.7that. the 1...hitat'.. is., flowing,. 00

through. The movements of heat from !.'0,04' plaC#7 to anOther...:;10 .°1' called

000t.tranifer can b

1. :Conduction
2. .:donvectiOn
3. ' Radiation

Conduction

;PP.i?!:

accomPliqheOly three methodo.

,

In ,conduciOn, heat:Moveekrthrough .f obody:. from ne, moit ecule,),to the next'.mp,ectile..
. high: tempeiitUrek. is applied to..;One molecule, the heat

urroUnding mole tiles of lower .`temp.:erature. An .exnalpie of :COnduction occury
Awhen a 'metal obje`Ct: ie heated on one..:end. The heat. travel; from

molecule until,':::;the oPPosite. end will eventually becothe ;$0Me'i materials. ?

,conduct ,head, very welt. '.ability to condt(ct: heoit'f: is
thermal conduct which:14,;04ressestkie 1.21.0 of heat.-.traneferred. Copper

has C.1± inal conductivity ;:::: Air ;",,WOol cork and asbeetitio;40ive.,;!# thermal'.
c o ndudtivity-. i ard ire:ueed ae:ineulat ion to riiidue the tranafee of heir =

.
. .

eonvectidri .:''
6 '

1.

1

. , . - , !Pi ..;, . ..(4;',.
/

qt t ;: : *

a . 4
.

.1. lea . transfer :by convection inyOlvee:.:),,iquids.0.f7gasesi ; As a liqUid.;0 pie' is ...',',:t '

'hear.04....:'. it ' eipands -:1)04 risee.toware:the top;!',,., When it .moves Upwird,-.; it' .0 /: :4,:.
4

replaced hy.::;003. liquid that Will.,:bi heatsd: , The water' in a:,bo' ilerr;drnm.'z'iis:je
-;;;peated by C.iiection:.-.c. renth. Fl#e gases:;:move Up the ,emoltesta4 by conve0iohy
currenti...,;- ;is iic.:Anown:.... natural convection becauee:At rises .on:4ts Op .0
*ii:.":t,empei*ie incteases..::. In cases where ho water: is rosived.throuih.::"')3ysttem .,

0Y..!: :::a
ptiMipf ,V't

it
4..:Called

4, :jrpvec 1. n. .Manv . t.
z identat .:;. Water:. SYeens4 in

,1$100il*Cioicee,eonvicti00 to ;tOnster heat." On ,4 0111* one,, capo.hear the
'-z:::lurg11174f./forCed oOtivecti*i as.:; it . moves hot:Y.i:rater:throughoutithe :honae'."

4 t I . ' )
, t

: .
1 1

Uti '.6001
..

.

.';': ..,:..it:

Rad tion:.:::;:frefer*.::to the emission of wares. In th case,: of hifit transfer ,:!::V..the/.,:il

wives a0.:;;;emitted ::;f/rom a high teinpereture bodie : ' The receiving body will.
either phot,o'rbiththttrmal waves; halloii! them to 4)1164 ,CFn thrOgh; ctr reflect till*
eitley.:`,:tdriii materials absorb heat and others reflectjt. .;',':Smoo.th surfaces...tend

.. -, .,,
4-7

,,."



,,,t6 -reflect .SMoo0 snrfaces tend to reflect heat while rough surfaces absorb

.
Air tends-to pass the eder through absorbing only a small part of the

heat. : in boiler operationheat is transferred from the furnace to the tubes by-

radiation.

O

0
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Read pages'8 9 in reference.

* Complete Job sheet.

4* Complete self-assessment and check answers.

Complete'post-assessment and have instructor check answers.
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CONDUCT EIPERIIPTS IN HEAT TRANSFER

. ,

1. Take a piece of copper wire. Hold. on to bne end and stick the other end in.

the lire. Continue holding until heat reaches your hand. ..(CONDUCTION)
'

2. Hold your. hand over a fireplace fire or campfire at some distance above the
flames. Feel the warm 'currents from hot air and gases.' (CONVECTION)

3., Find a spot that will allow the sun to beam directly on to your body. Feel

the ,warming by the. thermal waves of.the-sun. (RADIATION)

. 4. ,

4
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.1. The movement of heat'-from One body to another is called
a4,

.

2. The Movement of heat from molecule for molecule is called

3. Thetmal waves move from one body to another by

.

,Fluids and gases move heat by rising upward es the. temperature rises.
This method of heat movement is called .

54 The bbility to conduct heat. Is called

, 4

1.

.6

6
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Self "Assessment
Answers

1. Heat transfer

2. Conduction

3. Radiation

, . Convection'

Thermal,conductivi,ti
. 4,,

,

11
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P INSTRUCTIONAL. LEARNING SYSTEMS

s,

. List three methods o heat transfer.

a

IN

2. Which method of heat transfer is used to move heat erom the furnace to

boiler tube walls?

1

II

3, Which method of neat transfer is involved in moving flue gase6 u 'the
.smokestack? .

4. The thermal conductivity of materials is expressed in

5. List two types of convection.

4

I!

4

'r

..,
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nstrucfor
Assessment

AnsWets
41..111111.1.14"1131991910111mwr.9990990999rwrir

1. Conduction, convection and radiation.

2. Radiation

3.. Convection

4. Joules

5. Natural and forced

12

179
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eS4plementary
Referencps

* Basic Training Manual for Steam Rower Plant_Operators. Pacific. Gas and

Electric Company. 1964.
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COMBUSTION WOOD

a

Goal:

The re will be able to

de cribs actors affecting

mb on of wood fuel.

181

Perforturcelndicators:N
Describe fuel related factors
'affecting combustion. .s(

.Describe air related facto
t

affecting combustion: '" `

3. Descrip'e other factors

affectUg'combustion.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING "YSTEMS

Stu Guide
%,

;

* Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from.

., package.

* Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

ti

* Re, the introduction and information. sheets.

# Complete the job sheet.

.* Complete self-assessment.

* .Completel post-assessment..

aft



* EvaporatiOn

* Gaseous- phase, reactiOh

isy . .

* Moisture content

Proximate. analysis
h . .

Size of pat;ticle

Turbulence'

Ultimate analysis

a

A

+o-

tar

O

183
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..
Waste eqod'proditets are becoming more impoctaitt as fuel for Steam ,geqeration'
equipmint. As forest prodUcts firms seek betteeutilization, 9f 4heir by-

i Products, the generation of power offers. a practical use for hogged' fuels.

The Ore landscape was recently dotted with wigwam burnere and Wasee.saWdust;,,
ptles. Those scenes have vanished. .1loggied-fuels, aawduit'and barkduit

fbecome valuable by- products of a forestetqfomy, 'Power generation is'oae option
in full utilization of Oregon trees.. ,

The combustion of wood d
'the factors to be .con
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I .' in Oregon;:" hotged'. fuel :is iuSed to geneif.ate.Steam'''''in,roanyttAan,ts.,beca.uSe ,Of-,efts
':', .' i :srailritj411.iyi. ;.: i pi, combuition proCeSS. in'Wood ,differei from that '. Of :other .fuels'..-

' '.. ": .liasically, : it is .' a itaseinii-_,pherie :radirt).ohi'l" About--75-85% of wood fuel is
,

. . .

yokr4".16:inaptei and fillii3eblirn' in the .gas4ous:Atate.-,::$0yeral factors. affect the
burring of'...wood);fueIs''841d Oeir .heafffteld:-..':, ,.,..";. ,',..- ,,, !..f -

Size of Wood Particles ' -, .

h . '. ,

..,IFq '..... .., .. most 0 . ,
wood

,: -.. .... ' , ,
gi.nce ost ,f the 4ilst,4. he. converted' into 'A. gaseous State' flit- burning, .

.

,. ,' .. .elOpora't ion :,LbedOineri't-yftiplo a4.; The/isi;,e .0i...kihe:;.'0004,.:particles,: dete?Oni,ne* how
east the evaporetriOry, 'tikes , place.', '' :The smaller-4:100es.; the faster the :woo& will ,

:vaporize'. , and burn. sureacei#iea., toc't3koltune:rat,lo'.is used ,to. designate the,

.

.. ::;5 '' effect on combustion rates'', by' different size,woOdy,particles...2,.',...
-- :` -;,-,, ";,I,.' ,.. f.- , ;. , ".. . , ft, : . ....

..,' :' :: 'Moisture- Content,
, ",:,:.'-'::,.-, .'':v' '.': ''',

.' .;,. . 4.,...,, , ' i :.:14.
.

. .. . . . . , -., ,,, -,... .. ,, i , o, .. ..,, s.,A V j: . . . r
OASOIPe : content,P:;:dfrect Ir.:..affects4,the ;evaporation rate of ,wood :.,.!..': uel.
irafyiirsitOn r"..itelikes''prace..iimniedfately va.h.idWiiioad ,,,:.,,,,in woods with hi84:.;' ...:;,:". .:';--. '''

': --- . itioisture ..,::cOntent Lauchi.Ot_ttie heat ta. needed to by 'dra.e :. the ..moisture: :::.The,'.., 4 , ,,,4,,,..,... ,' . -, .;.., : . , ...
m)..1,,Lowl.41.18.-.-taole -. shpw.s:A qte mgisture content!and.','re tive ,ratio of surface tO..
vOltlurforAind it,a...effeAt' on. e.rate -of' combustion for everltl.'iirpes of wood fuel., ,
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'EARNING- SySTE
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ltimates Analysis f .. \ ,..
. . . '.,

. .7. -
:The ultimatse'analysis .shoys that 6IT pounds of air ',Ia.-required buin
pounds'' of lloggedluel... TWexcega air.canbe determined d*rectly"fdrm meaSuitfng
CO4'and 01:,andebmpoing it'uttOthis ultimate, analysis of wood

PrpkiMata

T*Rrdiimate analysis prOVides'percntagelobf vaitil0 ma
AAish in. o fuei. From 7$.435% of woody Wvokatile tatter.

to%an opera*. Ash:Ocies:;not burn but it can
p gginw.;.:-up airways and*eteatibehanicig. collection
des;gned° td withstand this iirgh-ash-contint. '

t
.11

Mithod of -Feeding, Fuel

1s, fixed. carbon'

MaaW.,content is ,

cause problems by

egllipmeat must be
. :

e method for feedingfVel is'dependSnt on. _ the f4rnace'design; -In,aDytch ovens.
, f rnace, the fuel iS'poui.ed onto the to of a pile and alIoWed tO.:tumble..down thet '

WIMONINIU

.

d

1111:i . r.

Ale 49 the furnaCel4pea. 'f0,omblistion4stlOwtin-taking-place: 'A spreader-
stoker turnice.WfWbY*.spreadine.the fUel acrOss.the grate and-faW.. through

- -

the .:flameS S,GmbustiOn takes'place:AmMadiate4... The. method of feeding will
. ,

have an effect:oiCthOffitiency ;Of ..combination. .

7

'Distribution'-of Fuel futnace'
.

.F41,,Oust be spradd.svenly'ovei%tbe furnace ,floor Even distribution'
atibutiOp practiced in all types.. of furnaCes.:,

.

yArloppEOp Fuel Feed
0,

Increases in fuel 'feed' rates to' tOeet demands/May.
LOading high moisture fuel. into a furnaci'mayCaugie-an.upset:
procesb-, The .feed rate should be increased gtadually-not an
ihCrOaseselp-maintain stability of thecombustUn*procesa

h a Fu Pil(;in 'urns e

fect. combustion;.
n 'the. coMbuitiOn

at ..once. Gradual
. ,

Weep :Riles ..o'flfuel cause aJledreaise in airflow under : the ,fire. ,.,Mostwood.:
....fgrnaceSare not.equipped.to 'vary the air pressure. In Dutch oven furnacest-:_

changes An fuelpile depth causes Changeslin the transfer ot',radiationheat;.;.,
care':shOUievO.Yeh to maintaining a fuel. Pile depth that is constant;

.
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'SoMeOines, several pes o. hoggeCfuii'are deed at-.,': the same

),..oppritors . mix the U4s tiiiether- lind :others %'::feed Ahem into
111eparittely, Quite Often. sanderduaVatIO berle:nrel,:fed Separately..

time.

the furnace
Problems in

Some

..':..:;combuetion:it'azi arise when° different `the furnace. Sanderdust
: .combuStible -while'bark iajess tombUstalle. The uneven coluetion

rateiimay to,iTprobleMs in tilt:I:Oil:40$. the conibusti9n, process.
..- ,.

!. ,,

..: .

lAuXiliary, f,uel.IlhaRe .

; ,

Other .fUelivare'Often used -to support cOmbbstion of high moisture
and oil contain sulfur which creates air pollution. This may not be

, .' when :-air , pollution standards are to be meta. Natural gas is a good
.' auXiliary fuels because lt 'is -relatively.free of ash.
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,... .,:;.41110ereentage of Excess Air
. . .

,.-
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Some excess air is necessary tor the combust process. Too much excess a 'r .

.4,, . .

creates. problems. :-141anufactuters recommend/20-50 percent range as being optim rn
.. ,

t'.lor':eiCess- air in hogged 'fuel boilers.
-;7',,,

Akr7:Temnereture

Coal
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ice° of

ti
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.-0411e1air enters the combustion zone 0.' it should 'be preheated. Preheated
2 important to drying of the fuel and speeding up the Combustion rate..

% _
. . . ,

Ifq14, of OyerfiretO Werfire Air (

'

The ratio will vary: with the:design of the furnace. A

that .75% of the ale-should be supplied above the fuel
Fuel /.'.moisture. Content and furnace design influence the.

PoisSture woods, the underfire air should make up. 75% of

. . ,' 1

.Turbulence of Air

air is

f

theoretical ratio shows
pile and 25% below it.

ratio. With some .high
the total air.

al

Complete. combUstion.requites that oxygen molecule; must come into
' each fuel .mcilecuIe,'. In order 6',Inske this contact, the air and

tossed. around' by. a gas flow in the furnace. The more turbulence
better the combustion Process, Well );Fixed fuel and air is safer

- vapors :'61..e, not alloWe,d7to collect, 'packets. f Explosions can be
such vapor pockets4 ,
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contact with-

fuel mus, be

Of air, lk the

because fuel

thL result of



.. Information
Flow Relations Between Forced -Draft,And Induced Draft Systems

(;'Some hogged fuel furnaces do.not have balanced, automated draft systems: Such

installations do not have good control'of the combustion process. Incomplete

combustion in the corm of emissions of smoke cinders and other pollutants can be

observed coming ve of the stack.

.Other Factor-6

Soot and'ash deposits must he regUlarly removed if ioacombustion conditioni

are to be maintained:

Boiler cleaning an maintenance is important to good combustion.

The water level'in,the steam drum should be Maintained for optimum. cOmbustion.
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*, Read pages 1949 in stippilientary reference.

.Complete the job sheet.

Complete the self-qugsslent and check answerp.
7 ;

*. Complete thepost7asSessment and ask instAictor to check answers.
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Job Sheet
VISIT WOOD BURNING BOILER SITE

Locate,a nearby plant that uses wood as a fuel.

* Ask'permission to visit and observe wood fueled equipment.

* Determine

- What type of hogged fuel is used?
'How is the fuel processed before entering furnace?
'What kind of furnac9 is used?

- What type of draft control is used?
Does the plant use an auxiliary fuel? What kind?
Does the plant use separate firing practices for more than one kind of

. 411\
hogged fuels?M - What types of equipment are used to monitor fuel, air, exhaust gases?

-. What special equipment is used to control the combustion process?

- HOW is air pollutiin monitored?

10



1., What percentage of hogged fuel is volatile matter?

.2 The rate of evaporation is largelf 'determine by
wood particles.

1

3. Which has the higher moisture contentsawdust or bark?
(H

4. Which'will burn faster--sawdust or bark?

5. ,What is Shown.in almoximate analysis? ,

0 0114,

What is shown in an ultimate analvlis?
1

ti

of he

oe

7. Should wood fuel be fed as a pile of fuel or spread evenly over the furnace.?

8. What is caused by Making- the fuel pile too deep?

1

9. What is the major disadvantage of. coal and' oil as auxiliary, luels?
ctive=4

10. Why is air turbulence important to combustion?.

a-
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Self Assessment
irrtswers V

1. :75 - 85 %,

'Size "

. -.Bark

4'

eyra

.4. .

Sawdmit . -

Percentages of volatile matter fixed carbon, and ash in .fuel

Percentages of carbon,, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and ash in fuel

A

\

MO
7. Spread evenly overefloor

8. Decreases iii airflow under the fuel pile

9. Adds air pollution proieet I'

6

% 4

10. Aid. combustion and privent gas vapor pockets

4
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. . INStRUCTION41. LEARNING SYSTEMS

,

ePost
Assessment

O

. 1.' In systems-without good draft equipTent, what ate some observable signs of

incomplete combustion?
4

4

2. Which furnace would offer the fastest rate-of combustion. due to itsmethod

of feeding --the Dutch oven or a spreader-stoker type?'

oV

3. When there is a sudden demandfor steam load, should the operator Ocreabe

the feed\rate-gradually or all at once?

4

.4. db small. wood particles ve.betercombustion rates than large

particles?
1) .

The effect of particle size on'combustion rates is described as a surface

area to . .ratio...61.110110.11.

6. The percentages /of oxygen; hydrogen; carbon, nitrogen

determined by ( analysii.

7. The percentages of volatile matter, fixed carbon and ash is determined by.

a. ahalykas of'wood fuels.

and ash in a fuel is

8. The theoretical ratio.of air needed fpr combustion is % hupplied

as overair and % as underair. Due to design dif erences this

ratio does not apply in many furnaces.

9. List two reasons why air turbulence is important to combustion?

10, Does the airflow increase-er,decrease un .thv fire when full is pi).edh'

too deep?

13
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41.

Instructor
Post Assessmen
Answers

4.

Smoke cinders and pollutants papsinvout the, stack

2. Spreader -- stoker.

, ,74

3. Gradually

4 . Allows .evaRpration to take place faster

5. Volume

Ultimate analysis

7; Proximate analysis

8, 75 % overair and 25% underair

I

4

M.

br-

9. Mixes full and air molecules and prevents fuel vapor pockets which may

cause explosions.

10. Decrease

/)

A
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